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5ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
SECRETARY'S REPORT
on the 34th Annual Meeting
Mt. Petit Jean State Park, Arkansas
May 5-6, 1950
The registration for the 34th Annual Meeting began at 10:00 A. M. on
Friday, May 5, 1950, and a total of 167 members and guests registered during
the two day session.
C. V. Robinette, chairman of the Local Committee, Z. V.Harvalik, chair-
man of the Program Committee, and the other members of the two committees
had provided for the organization of a most successful meeting.
The annual meeting was called to order at 11:00 A.M. by Vice President
R. H. Austin, acting in the absence of President R. H. Totter. The reading
of the minutes of the last annual meeting was dispensed with, since they
were included in Vol.Illof the Proceedings. The acting president appointed
the followingcommittees:
Nominating: Ruth Armstrong, Chairman, L.B. Ham, Z. V.Harvalik
Resolutions: W. C. Munn, Chairman, G. R. Turrentine, H. H. Hyman
Finance: J. E.Pryor, Chairman, D. Swartz, E. A. Spessard
At the general meeting of the Academy, Professor Delbert Swartz, of the
University of Arkansas, presented an address "A Mycologist Views the
Individual." After a luncheon served in the general dining room, the Acad-
emy sessions took place in seven different sections: biology, chemistry,
geology, mathematics, physics, social research and history. A total of 65
individual papers were presented.
The general dinner was held jointly with Society of the Sigma Xi at
6:15 P.M. and was followed by the annual address presented byDr.C. E. Duffy,
of the University of Arkansas Medical School on
*
'Methods Employed in the
Characterization of Viruses." This excellent presentation, illustrated with
slides, was received with interest by the members and created a lively
discussion.
The general meeting of the Academy was resumed on Saturday, May 6 at
9:00 A.M. and six papers of general interest were presented.
The business meeting was opened at 11:00 A.M. with R. H. Austin
presiding:
(a) The treasurer, T. L. Smith, submitted a list of new candidates for
membership to the Academy who were elected unanimously.
(b) The report of the Finance Committee was accepted; it showed that a
sum slightly in excess of $200.00 was to be available after the ex-
penses of the meeting and of the publication of Vol. Illof the pro-
ceedings were deducted.
8
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6 ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
(c) The President appointed a Policy Committee consisting of:
Z. V. Harvalik, Chairman
T. L.Smith
C. V.Robinette
Ruth M. Armstrong
to consider any matter that the committee deems of importance in the
continued growth and development of the Academy.
(d)It was decided that the 35th meeting of the Academy would be held in
Fayetteville, preferably on April27-28, 1951.
(e) The question of our participation in the efforts to create a National
Science Foundation was discussed and referred to the existing
committee.
(f) The Nominating Committee presented the following slate of officers
who were elected by the Academy:
Officers for the 1951 year
President: R. H. Austin
Vice-President: H. B. Foxhall
Treasurer: T.L.Smith
Secretary: W. W. Grigorieff
Editor in Chief: D. M.Moore
Associate Editors: William K.Noyce
Carl E. Hoffman
Leta M.Adler
The business meeting was adjourned at 12:15 P.M. and followed by an
afternoon session of the psychology section at which three individual
papers were presented. A field excursion around the west end of the moun-
tain, conducted by Dwight M. Moore, was attended by a good number of
interested members and guests.
The 34th Annual Meeting vividly demonstrated both quantitatively (65
papers in 8 sections) and qualitatively the continued active growth of the
Academy. It was the general opinion that this was one of the best meetings
of the Academy and the membership is looking forward to the 35th meeting
inFayetteville with keen anticipation of another interesting meeting.
W. W. Grigorieff, Secretary
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7ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING
Mt. Petit-Jean State Park, Arkansas
May 5-6, 1950
FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 5
10:00 Registration,
11:00 Meeting Call to Order. Welcome by the President of the Academy.
11:15 Address: "A Mycologist Views the Individual," Dr. Delbert Swartz, Uni
versity of Arkansas.
FRIDAY NOON, MAY 5
12:30 Luncheon. Initial Business Meeting (reading of minutes, announcements,
election of new members).
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 5
2:00 Sectional Meetings. Biology; Chemistry; Geology; Mathematics; Physics;
Social Research; History (Biography, Genealogy, Methods of Research
Sections).
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 5
6:15 Dinner
7:30 Address. "Methods Employed in the Characterization of Viruses," Dr. C. E.
Duffy, University of Arkansas Medical School. (Joint meeting with the
Society of the Sigma Xi.)
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00 P.M.
SECTIONAL PROGRAM
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE SECTION
Chairman: E. A. Spessard,
Hendrix College
B-l-1
Nature Study, A Stepping Stone to Science. Anna L .Nulph, Belle Grove School,
Fort Smith.
B-2-2
The Oran and Branchial Movements of Developing Anuran Embryos and Larvae.
James H. Fribourgh, LittleRock Jr. College, LittleRock.
B-3-3
Observations on Mismanagement of Grasslands and Woodlands. Orrin J. Henbest,601 Forrest Avenue, Fayetteville.
10
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B-4-4
Observations on the Embryonic History of the Germ Cells of the Largemouth Black
Bass, Micropterus salmoides salmoides (Lacepede). Perry M. Johnston, Department
of Zoology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
B-5-5
On the Growth Requirements of Streptobacillus Moniliformis. M. Dumoff and C. E.
Duffy, Medical School, University of Arkansas, LittleRock.
B-6-6
Preliminary Report on the Hepaticae of Arkansas. Eugene B. Wittlake, Botany
Department, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
B-7-7
New Genera and Species of Oniscoid Millipeds (Desmonidae; Polydesmoidea).
NellB. Causey, Fayetteville.
B-8-8
Soil Microorganisms I. A Progress Report. Delbert Swartz, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
B-9-9
Incompletely Sex-Linked Genes for Head Width in Man. H. W. Kloepfer, The College
of the Ozarks, Clarksville.
B-10-10
Some New Records for the Arkansas Flora. Dwight M. Moore, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00 P.M.
SECTIONAL PROGRAM
CHEMISTRY SECTION
Chairman: P. G. Horton,
Henderson State Teachers College
C-l
-11
Design and Construction of a Calorimeter for the Measurements of the Heats of
Vaporization of Volatile Components of Solutions. Robert D. Stallard and Edward
S. Amis, Chemistry Department, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
C-2-12
Paper from Sericea. Maurice E. Barker, Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
C-3-13
The Effect of Brewer's Yeast and of Riboflavin on the Growth Suppression Brought
About by a High Level of Glycine and Choline in Rats. Barbara Kelley and Martha
Northrup, Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, LittleRock.
C-4-14
Chemical Effects of Nuclear Transformations. R. R. Edwards and R. F. Overman,
Nucleonics Department, Institute of Science & Technology, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
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9PROGRAM
C-5-15
The Effects of X-Irradiation on Chicken Bone Marrow Enzymes. James S. Dinning,
I. Meschan, and Paul L. Day, Departments of Biochemistry and Radiology, School
of Medicine, University of Arkansas, LittleRock.
C-6-16
Vinylogy in Sweetening Agents. W. K. Noyce, C. H. Coleman, Department of
Chemistry, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
C'7-l7
Means of Increasing Fired Strength of Electrical Porcelain. W. J. Smothers,
Institute of Science &Technology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
C-8-18
The Methylation of Guanidoacetic Acid by the Rat. Edward M. Popp, James S.
Dinning, and Paul L. Day, Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, LittleRock.
C-9-19
Spectrophotometric Determination of Empirical Formulae. Aubrey E. Harvey and
Delmer L. Manning, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
GEOLOGY SECTION
Chairman: H. B. Foxhall,
Director of Division of Geology
Arkansas Resources and Development Commission
G-l-20
The Relationship Between the Coefficients of Permeability and Storage and the
Age of Rocks in the Arkansas Coastal Plain. Harlan B. Counts, U. S. G. S.,
Ground Water Div., LittleRock.
G-2-21
The Geologic and Hydrologic Problems of the Sparta Formations. Donald B. Tait
U. S. G. S., Ground Water Div.,LittleRock.
G-3-22
Tripoli of Northwest Arkansas. Denny P. Schafer, Seismograph Service Corp.,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
G-4-23
Stratigraphy of the Eastern Part of the Philpot Coal Field. Edward W. McRae,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
DISCUSSION
G-5-24
Topographic Relation of the Brentwood Limestone. W. D. Diggs, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
G-6-25Para-Ripples inLimestone. V. 0. Tansey, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
DISCUSSION
12
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MATHEMATICS SECTION
Chairman: C. L. Perry,
University of Arkansas
M-l-26
Fourier Integral Methods in the Solution of the Maxwell-Lorentz, Electromagnetic
Field Equations, (Preliminary Report). H. M. Schwartz, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
M-2-27
Speaking for Mathematics. John R. Abernethy, Arkansas Polytechnic College,
Russellville.
M-3-28
Moment-Generating Functions and Laplace Transforms. James F. Miller, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
M-4-29
The Evaluation of the Rate Constants of a Chemical Reaction. Clifton Bob Clark,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
M-5-30
On the Elliptic Plate with a Hole. C. L. Perry, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
Discussion of College Algebra Courses
PHYSICS SECTION
Chairman: L.B. Ham,
University of Arkansas
P-l-31
The Learning Process in the Physics Laboratory. L. B. Ham, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
P-2-32
Teacher Training in Demonstration Techniques. J. A. Doughty, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
P-3-33
X-Ray Diffraction Study of Water Absorption by Mg (OH)t. A. B. Chappelle, D. S.
Burgess, and P. C. Sharrah, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
P-4-34
Notes Concerning Cloud Chamber Experiments with Positrons. H. M. Schwartz,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
P-5-35
Magnetic Deflection of Cosmic Rays. P. C. Sharrah and H. M. Schwartz, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
P-6'36
Intensity Determinations of Magnetic Fields by Photoelectric Means. Z. V.
Harvalik, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
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P-7-37
Determination of Low Energy Beta Spectra by the Gas Multiplication Method.
Paul E. Damon, R. R. Edwards, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
P-8-38
X-Ray Diffraction Study of Pararosaniline Hydrochloride-Palladous Chloride Com-
plex. E. S. Amis, P. C. Sharrah and 0. J. Foust, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
SOCIAL RESEARCH SECTION
Chairman: F. Adler,
University of Arkansas
S-l-39
The Population Problem of India. Joe C. Shaw, Arkansas State Teachers College,
Conway.
S-2-40
Negro Stereotyped Conceptions of the White Liberal. Tilman C. Cothran, A. M.
and N. College, Pine Bluff.
S-3-41
The Washington County Mental Health Survey: A Follow-up of Patients Admitted
to the Arkansas State Hospital, 1930-48. Leta M. Adler, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
S-4-42
The Attitudes of Patients at the United States Public Health Service Center at Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Robert A. Anglin, Arkansas A. M. and N. College, Pine Bluff.
S-5-43
Recent Income Trends in Arkansas. Ernest C. Harvey, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
S-6-44
The Cahinnio Caddo, A Contact Unit In the Eastern Margin of the "Caddo Area."
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Hodges, Bismarck.
S-7-45
The Elements Delimiting the Boston Mountains of Arkansas as a Geographic
Region. O. Orland Maxfield, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
S-8-46
Plato and His Significance for Today. J. L. Stone, Arkansas A. and M. College,Pine Bluff.
S-9-47
Veblenian Economics: Does ItRepresent an Important Contribution to Economic
Theory? Herbert F. Klingman, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
S-10-48
Ethics Cannot be Based on Emotions. Maximilian Beck, Central College, North
LittleRock.
DISCUSSION
14
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HISTORY (BIOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, METHODS OF RESEARCH
SECTIONS)
Chairman: John P. Anderson,
Hendrix College, Conway
H-l-49
The Fight for the Pre-emption Law of 1841. S. Lyle Johnson, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
H-2-50
The German Social Democracy's View of the Revolutionary General Strike as a
Proletarian Weapon Against War. Richard J. Hostetter, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
H-3-5I
The Workingmen's Parties of 1828-1831. Roman J. Zorn, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
H-4-52
Alexander Turrentine and His Descendants. G. R. Turrentine, Arkansas Poly-
technic College, Russellville.
tf-5-53
Charlotte Stephens, Living Link. Clara B. Kennan, Little Rock Junior College,
LittleRock.
H-6-54
Cephas Washburn: The Man and the Puritan. Thomas Alfred DuLaney, Arkansas
Polytechnic College, Russellville.
H-7-55
Shall We Improve Rivers for Navigation? Elmer S. Jack, Arkansas State College,
Jonesboro.
H-8-56
Home Demonstration Work in Arkansas. Mrs. J. Howard Crawford, Arkansas Council
of Home Demonstration Clubs, Arkadelphia.
DISCUSSION
SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 6, 9:00 A.M.
GENERAL MEETING
Chairman: R. H. Austin
1-57
Arkansas' Position in Eastern United States Archaeology. Lynn E. Howard, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
U-58
Arkansas Water Resources. Harrison Hale and G. A. Billingsley, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
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III-59
A Method of Calculating Exposures for Photomicrographs. Harold M. Hefley, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
1V-60
Some Botanical Aspects of Petit-Jean Mt. Dwight M. Moore, University ofArkansas,
Fayetteville.
V-61
The Need for Additional Training Facilities for Public Welfare Personnel in Ar-
kansas. Sylvia Childs, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Vl-62
Adventures in Building a Personal Research Library— On a Shoestring. Mary D.
Hudgins, 457 South Border, Hot Springs.
Business Meeting: Treasurer's Report
Report of Standing Committees
Report of Special Committees
Election of Officers for next term
Appointment of Committees
Location of next year's meeting
New business
SATURDAY NOON, MAY6, 12:15 P.M.
Informal luncheon
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 6, 1:30 P.M.
Sectional Meeting (Psychology Section)
Arkansas Academy of Science, 34th Annual Meeting adjourned
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 1:30 P.M.
SECTIONAL PROGRAM
PSYCHOLOGY SECTION
Chairman: S. M. Roshal,
University of Arkansas
Ps-1-63
Effect of Monochromatic Light on Color Perception. Z. V. Harvalik, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Ps-2-64
Abstract Thinking and Personal Adjustment. Henry N. Peters, Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital, North LittleRock.
Ps-3-65
The Estimation of O^ in the Method of Paired Comparison and Its Application to
the Quantification of Reaction Potential. R. H. Burros, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
DISCUSSION
16
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INTERMISSION
Meeting of Arkansas Psychological Association
Officers of the Academy: President: J. R. Totter
Vice President: R. H. Austin
Permanent Secretary: W. W. Grigorieff
Treasurer: T. L.Smith
Editor: Dwight M. Moore
Program Committee: E. B. Wittlake For Botany
A. E. Harvey For Chemistry (Inorganic and
Physical)
D. R. Smith For Chemistry (Agricultural, Organic,
Biological)
J. N. Payne For Geology
C. L.Perry For Mathematics
S. M.Roshal For Psychology
J. Camus For Physics
F. Adler Social Sciences
C. E. Hoffman For Zoology
J. A.Doughty General
Z. V. Harvalik, Chairman
17
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ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE THIRTY-FOURTH
ANNUAL MEETING
MT. PETIT-JEAN STATE PARK, ARKANSAS
MAY 5-6, 1950
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE SECTION
Chairman: E. A.Spessard,
Hendrix College
B-l-1
Nature Study, A Stepping Stone to Science. Anna L. Nulph, Belle Grove School,
Fort Smith.
Nature Study, the elementary form of Science, is best suited to the immature
mind of the child of first, second, and third grade level because:
1. Itlinks the child's interest with his background.
2. It opens the door to the enchanted book of nature and gives him an insight
into the wonders of the world about him.
3. It furnishes unlimited opportunities for delightful experiences and
recreation.
4. Itlays a groundwork for the future study of science.
Areas of pupil interest which are used as a framework are:
1. Aminals; including birds and bees.
2. Weather; sun, wind and rain.
3. Plants; including seeds.
As we progress with our study we encounter many interesting exceptions, or
oddities, as we call them. There are numerous misconceptions about nature which,
if the workis carefully done, willbe replaced by intellectual honesty and accuracy
of observation.
B-2-2
The Oran and Branchial Movements of Developing Anuran Embryos and Larvae.
James H. Fribourgh, LittleRock Jr. College, LittleRock.
This problem, which is an amplification of the work of Coghill, reveals that
embryos of Rana pipiens, Bufo americanus and Pseudacris nigrita triseriata show
a sequence of developing behavior patterns for the oral region similar to that found
by Coghill in Ambystoma. However, Coghill also demonstrated that Ambystoma, a
carnivorous feeder, showed a feeding or snapping reaction. Rana, Bufo and Pseu-
dacris, herbivorous or omnivorous feeders as larvae, do not show this sort of
response until after metamorphosis.
In all forms included in this study, the onset of a local mouth response to
tactile stimulation occurs in stage 23*. It is at this stage that cross sections of
Rana reveal the presence of fibrillae in the myoblasts of the buccal region.
Bufo, in most cases, initiates regular respiratory movements in late stage 23.
In Rana, ventilatory rhythm is first evidenced in early stage 24 embryos, while
the onset of regular breathing movements is delayed in Pseudacris embryos until
late stage 25. Therefore, spontaneous mouth movements occur at a later develop-
mental stage than do mouth movements in response to tactile stimulation.
•Staging follows that propounded by Shumway, Anatomical Record 78: 139-148.
18
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B-5-5
On the Growth Requirements of Streptobacillus Moniliformis. M. Dumoff and C. E.
Duffy, Medical School, University of Arkansas, LittleRock.
Cultivation of Streptobacillus moniliformis on a liquid, but not a solid, medium
composed of proteose peptone, salts and starch, as reported by Heilman in 1941,
was confirmed. Heilman reported the failure of dextrose, maltose and dextrin to
replace the starch in the above medium. In this laboratory the dextrin containing
medium appeared to support minimal growth of the organism. Ithas been established
that glycogen is equally as active as starch. Repeated attempts to cultivate the
organism on tryptose phosphate broth plus ether extract of fresh cream were un-
successful, in contrast to Heilman's findings. An ether extract of bovine serum also
failed to support growth when added to the same basal medium. The ether insoluble
fraction of the serum supported growth as wellas whole serum. The addition of leci-
thin or bovine serum albumin (Cohn's Fraction V)to tryptose phosphate broth in lieu
of whole bovine serum results ina medium which supports fair growth of Streptobacil-
lus moniliformis. The medium used for the assay of pteroylglutamic acid failed to
support growth even upon the addition of serum. Growth did occur following the
addition of proteose peptone and serum. (The work reported herewith was sup-
ported by a grant, from the National Institutes of Health, United States Public
Health Service.)
B-7-7
New Genera and Species of Oniscoid Millipeds (Desmonidae; Polydesmoidea)
NellB. Causey, Fayetteville.
A key is given to the known Desmonidae and the following are described:
Desmonus tennesseensis, gen. et sp. nov.; Papillomonus louisianensis, gen. et
sp. nov.; Bollmonus pudicus (Boll.) gen. nov.; Desmonaria arka and D. sequoya,
gen. et spp. nov.; Calomonus magnoliensis, gen. et sp. nov.
B-8-8
Soil Microorganisms I. A. Progress Report. Delbert Swartz, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Soil samples taken from selected experimental plots have been plated at weekly
or biweekly inrervals for a three year period. Variations in the number of the
various types of soil microorganisms (molds, bacteria, actinomycetes, yeasts)
have been studied in relation to the fluctuation of environmental factors during
that time. Particular attention has been directed toward some of their more signifi-
cant activities. Regular nitrogen determinations (Kjeldahl method) have been
made. Limited taxonomic studies are included.
B-9-9
The Possibility of Incompletely Sex-Linked Genes for Head Width in Man. H. W.
Kloepfer, The College of the Ozarks, Clarksville.
An application of the chi-square test for linkage as devised by Penrose (1935)
between genes responsible for variation in head width and sex shows that these
genes may be located on the homologous portions of the X— and Y— chromosomes.
However, an application of the 0-r1 test for linkage as described by Kloepfer
(1946) does not support this conclusion. The </>-r2 test is a variation of the <£-test
devised by Penrose (1938). Also, no evidence by either of these two tests was
found to indicate that genes causing variations in head length or cephalic index
are located on this portion of the sex-chromosomes.
Measurements for head width and head length were taken on 152 sibs in 25
families. The measurements were adjusted for age and sex differences before
applying the tests for linkage. In all probability, the results of further studies
will show random assortment between sex and head width, even though the one
test in the present study suggests the possibility of incomplete sex linkage.
19
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Further study should either confirm this possible gene location or place itelsewhere.
Other traits known to be incompletely sex-linked are total color blindness,
Xeroderma Pigmentosum, Ogoui's Disease, Spastic Paraplegia (Haldane, 1941),
Recessive Epidermolysis Bullosa, Retinitis Pigmentosum (Burks, 1937), and
Hemorrhagio Diathesis (Snyder and Palmer, 1943).
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CHEMISTRY SECTION
Chairman: P. G. Horton,
Henderson State Teachers College
C-l-i1
Design and Construction of a Calorimeter for the Measurements of the Heats of
Vaporization of Volatile Components of Solutions. Robert D. Stallard and EdwardS. Amis, Chemistry Department, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The calorimeter is of the isothermal air-stream type, constructed of Pyrex glass,
containing a built-in, mercury-filled, glass spiral heating coil; a brass, mercury-
sealed thermometer well; a sealed-in, submerged air inlet tube; and a sealed-in,
baffled air outlet tube. A Beckman thermometer is immersed in the mercury-filled
well to observe constancy of temperature. The calorimeter proper is enclosed in
a liter Dewar flask, which is placed in a copper submarine, the whole being im-
mersed in a large thermostat. Pure, dry air is bubbled through the liquid under
study, passing the vapor-laden air out the baffled outlet tube, through a heated con-
veyer tube to a tared spiral condensor immersed in a suitable freezing mixture.The last traces of vapor are removed in a chemical trap. The heat of vaporization
s offset by an electric current through the heating coil, potentiometrically meas-
ured across a standard resistor in series with the heater.
The apparatus has been calibrated with distilled water, and is accurate to .5 per
cent. Studies of the heat of vaporization of dioxane-water solutions as a function
of the dielectric constant are being made.
C-2-12
Paper from Lespedeza Sericea. Maurice E. Barker, Department of Chemicaltngineenng, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
« has been determined by a group of chemical engineering students at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas that excellent paper pulp can be made from Lespedeza sericea
ks by a modified sulfate cooking process and that such pulp can be converted toPaper by standard paper making equipment and processes.
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Lespedeza sericea is a perennial legume that may be grown from Virginia west
to Kansas through the south central tier of states. The plant grows wellon poor
land that is marginal or sub-marginal for other crops. After the second year the
plants grow to a height of nearly six feet and the ground is so densely covered
that it takes hard labor for a man to force his way through the growth. The plants
grow annually from the roots and from seed that fall to the ground so that the
growth improves year after year for at least fifteen years.
One acre of relatively poor ground willproduce from two and a half to three tons
of stalks suitable for paper making per year and about five hundred pounds of seed
per acre can be harvested. In addition the leaves and small stems fall to the
ground and improve it while the roots add more and more nitrogen to the soil so
that after five years of sericea the yield of both corn and cotton is increased
nearly five times the pre-sericea yields.
The economics of the growth of sericea as a combined source of paper and as a
means of soil improvement promises the development of a major new industry over
a considerable area of the United States.
C-3-I3
The Effect of Brewer's Yeast and of Riboflavin on the Growth Suppression Brought
About by a High Level of Glycine and Choline in Rats. Barbara Kelley and
Martha Northrup, Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, LittleRock.
It has been previously reported by Keith et aI. that glycine fed at a level of
10 per cent to weanling rats brings about a growth suppression which is partially
but not completely overcome by PGA (pteroylglutamic acid). We have also found
that rats receiving a 10 per cent glycine diet have an elevated neutral liver fat,
which elevation is prevented by the addition of PGA to the diet. It was thought
that the depressed growth and increased liver fat might be due to a choline de-
ficiency if choline were being used to detoxify the glycine. Experiments were
carried out in which weanling rats were fed a diet containing 2 percent choline and
10 per cent glycine. This diet was found to completely suppress the growth of
the animals. PGA alone or in combination with B ]2 would not overcome this
suppression. The addition to the diet of brewer's yeast at a level of 2 per cent
almost completely overcame this growth suppression. Since choline oxidase is
known to be a flavin-containing enzyme, riboflavin was also tried and it was found
that the riboflavin was also capable of partially overcoming this growth sup-
pression. It would thus seem that additional choline willnot aid in the detoxi-
cation of high levels of glycine in the rat and that in fact this combination is
very toxic. Riboflavin, a component of the choline oxidase enzyme system, will
overcome the toxicity induced by the added choline.
*This work was supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health,
United States Public Health Service.
C-4-14
Chemical Effects of Nuclear Transformations. R. R. Edwards and R. F. Overman,
Nucleonics Department, Institute of Science & Technology, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
The reaction N'4 (n,p) Cu has been studied on a sample of pyridine irradiated
for thirty days in the Oak Ridge reactor. It is known that a large amount of energy
(about 0.61 Mev) is involved in this transformation. The amount of energy given
to the recoil nucleus (41 kev or 9.5 X10* kcal/mole) is far greater than the amount
of energy required to rupture the chemical bonds in the pyridine ring (about 85
kcal/mole).
A quantitative study was made of the efficiency of exchange of recoil C14 atoms
with C11 atoms in pyridine rings. The counting method and counting errors in-
volved are given. The chemical purification steps are outlined. A critique of what
constitutes "purity" is offered.
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C-5-15
The Effects of X-Irradiationon Chicken Bone Marrow Enzymes. James S. Dinning,
I. Meschan, and Paul L. Day, Departments of Biochemistry and Radiology, School
of Medicine, University of Arkansas, LittleRock.
Adult hens were exposed .to one whole body irradiation of 300 r given in 32
minutes. Hens were killed after intervals of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 17 days following the
treatment. A leucopenia was observed as early as 20 hours after the exposure to
the X-rays. Bone marrow preparations were obtained by the method previously
described (Dinning, J. S., Keith, C. K.,Davis, P., and Day, P. L., Arch. Biochem.,
1950, in press). Endogenous oxygen consumption, choline oxidase, and succinic
oxidase were determined on the marrow cell suspensions. The values are given
as microliters of oxygen consumed per mg. of nitrogen per hour. The average
values and range for the five control birds were: endogenous oxygen consumption,
16.51 (7.19-27.43); choline oxidase, 3.68 (2.99-4.48); succinic oxidase, 9.65
(5.61-13.69). The average values and range for the five X-rayed chickens were:
endogenous, 8.50 (6.36-11.18); choline oxidase, 0.51 (0-1.23); succinic oxidase,
0.98 (0-2.63)* The X-irradiation reduced the average endogenous oxygen con-
sumption to approximately 50 per cent of the control values. Bone marrow choline
oxidase and succinic oxidase were almost completely inhibited by the X-ray
treatment.
?Supported by a grant from the National Institutes of Health, United States
Public Health Service.
C-6-16
Vinylogy in Sweetening Agents. W. K. Noyce, C. H. Coleman, Department of
Chemistry, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
It is well known that the properties of functional groups in organic compounds
may be affected by the presence of other groups in the same molecule. The prin-
ciple of vinylogy is concerned with the transmission of these effects through
ethylenic linkages.
The present work involves a study of the validity of this principle in connection
with physiological properties. The property chosen was sweetness, since the
tests would be relatively easy to carry out. The substances used for this purpose
were vinylogs of dulcin and related sweet compounds.
In order to carry out the investigation several new compounds have been syn-
thesized, the preparation and properties of which are described. To date, the study
indicates that the principle of vinylogy as applied to these compounds is valid in
some cases but not in others.
C-7-17
Means of Increasing Fired Strength of Electrical Porcelain. W. J. Smothers, Insti-
tute of Science &Technology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Electrical porcelain, in many cases, requires a higher fired strength than the
usual type of ceramic product in order that it might withstand high mechanical
stresses during use. The transformation of the clay into compound mullite with
liberation of silica is one of the main factors in introducing strength to fired com-
positions. Other investigators have added alumina to combine with this liberated
silica to form more mullite. The composition of the glassy bond undoubtedly has a
great effect on the fired strength. Tests were made on a special electrical porce-
lain mix with additions of alumina and alumina tri-hydrate to determine their sepa-
rate effect on fired strength. Both of these materials increased the fired strength,
but the tri-hydrate was much more effective. X-ray data showed that no crystalline
mullite was apparent in the experimental mix, but the fact that the tri-hydrate
entered into the glass to give it a composition more nearly that of mullite probablyinfluenced the higher fired strength obtained.
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C-8-18
The Methylation of Guanidoacetic Acid by the Rat. Edward M. Popp, James S.
Dinning, and Paul L. Day, Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, LittleRock.
Sprague-Dawley rats weighing from 150 to 200 grams were fed a purified diet
containing 18 per cent casein and the usual vitamins given the rat. Preliminary
experiments were carried out to determine the excretion of creatine and creatinine
by rats of this size.
The diet was then modified by addition of 0.585 per cent guanidoacetic acid to
the basal diet. The increased creatine excretion observed under these conditions
was attributed to methylation of the guanidoacetic acid with the consequent pro-
duction of creatine. The extra creatine was computed as per cent of the theoretical
amount which could have been produced if all the added dietary guanidoacetic
acid had been methylated. It was found that under these conditions the extra crea-
tine excreted was 16.5 per cent of the theoretical quantity. In other experiments
rats were fed the diet containing 0.585 per cent guanidoacetic acid plus 0.70 per
cent guanidoacetic acid plus 0.70 per cent choline chloride to act as a source of
methyl groups for methylation of the guanidoacetic acid. Under these conditions
the excretion of extra creatine was 28.2 per cent of the theoretical quantity. Data
will be presented showing the effects of folic acid and vitamin Bu on the methy-
lation of guanidoacetic acid by the rat.
?Supported by a grant from the National Institutes of Health, United States Health
Service, and a contract between the Atomic Energy Commission and the University
of Arkansas Institute of Sci. and Technology.
C-9-19
Spectrophotometric Determination of Empirical Formulae. Aubrey E. Harvey and
Delmer L. Manning, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
A new spectrophotometric method has been developed for determining the em-
pirical formulae of colored complexes in solution. This method applied to four
complexes of varying stability gave results in agreement with those established by
older methods. Advantages and limitations of the method are discussed. The
dissociation constants of the complexes studied were determined by a new technique.
GEOLOGY SECTION
Chairman: H. B. Foxhall,
Director of Division of Geology
Arkansas Resources and Development Commission
G-J-20
The Relationship Between the Coefficients of Permeability and Storage and the
Age of Rocks in the Arkansas Coastal Plain. Harlan B. Counts, U. S. G. S.,
Ground Water Div., LittleRock.
An aquifer is defined as a formation, group of formations, or part of a formation
that is water bearing, or yields water readily to wells.
To determine certain hydro logic properties of an aquifer, data must be acquired
from pumping tests, which are water level observations at and in the vicinity of
pumping wells. From these observations the coefficients of permeability and
storage are determined. Several such pumping tests have been run in the Coastal
Plain area of Arkansas and included aquifers ranging in age from Cretaceous to
Recent. The coefficients of permeability and storage from these tests were tabu-
lated and are seen to vary as to age and depth of the formation. In general it was
found that the older the formation the lower the coefficient of permeability and
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storage. Itwas noted that the coefficient of storage is less at greater depths in
the same formation. This is probably due to greater compaction by overlying
materials.
G-2-21
The Geologic and Hydrologic Problems of the Sparta Formations. Donald B. Talt,
U. S. G. S., Ground Water Div., LittleRock.
The Sparta formation is the chief deep artesian aquifer in the southern and
southeastern part of the coastal plain of Arkansas.
The Sparta formation is of Eocene age and is a member of the Claiborne group.
This group is made up of the Cane River, Sparta, Cook Mt.,and Cockfield formations
respectively from bottom to top. The Claiborne group is composed of two de-
positional onlap-offlap cycles. The lowermost cycle included the Marine Cane
River and the Nonmarine Sparta formations. The upper cycle includes the Marine
Cook Mt. and the Nonmarine Cockfield formations.
The Sparta formations appear to be made up of two separate units, a lower sand
unit and an upper silt, clay and lignite unit. The lower sand unit is made up of
thick lenticular sand bodies, showing very good sorting. The upper unit is mainly
floodplain and deltaic silts, sands, clay and lignite.
The distribution of the two units seems to suggest that the bulk of the Sparta
was deposited in eastern Union County and Ashley County. This would be the
delta area. There is a suggestion of estuarine or marine conditions existing in
the Arkansas sync line during Sparta time.
The Sparta sands produce water of very good quality where they are tapped, but
due to the lenticularity of the sands and the variation in grain size within each
lenticular unit it is not always possible to develop high capacity wells.
G-3-22
Tripoli of Northwest Arkansas. Denny P. Schafer, Seismograph Service Corp.,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
For many years the word Tripoli has been used to mean nearly any mineral that
is white, rose or cream in color, friable, minute grain size and 90 to 99.8 per cent
silica; thus, gathering within its bounds a number of siliceous substances. The
Tripoli of Northwest Arkansas has been classified by producers as "amorphous
silica" or as "cryptocrystaline Tripoli"for the purpose of placing their Tripoli on
the market as "crystaline." This segregation has satisfied the market and of
course the producer.
Northwest Arkansas holds Tripoli deposits equal in magnitude to any other
locality. The siliceous material in Benton County is snow white, friable and very
fine grained. X-ray spectra analysis shows without a doubt that the material is
crystaline.
Chertification is absent within the body of the flat beds of Tripoli of the major
deposits near the center of Benton County, but a noted presence of cherts and
ume inclusions are found at locations in the northeasterly, northwesterly and
southeasterly directions near the extremities of the county. Oval shaped masses of
lime are found buried in the material of the major deposits. These masses are at
obtuse points and sparse in number throughout the Oak Ridge Silica mine and the
abandoned Corona Silica mine near the town of Rogers.
Northwest Arkansas Tripoli is found near the mid-section of the Boone forma-
tion of lower Mississippian.
G-4-23
Stratigraphy of the Eastern Part of the Philpot Coal Field. Edward W. McRae,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The Philpot coal field contains the northern-most section of important coal-
Producing formations in Arkansas. Itlies in the Philpot syncline, just a few miles
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south of the Boston Mountains. The effect of the field's position on the extreme
northern edge of the Arkansas Valley has been to think all of the post-Atoka
formations down to approximately one-half the thickness present in the Charleston
and Paris fields.
This series of rocks (the Atoka, Hartshorne, McAlester, and Savanna formations)
are Pennsylvanian in age and consist of sandstone beds alternating with thicker
beds of shale. Some of the shale beds also contain coal and underclay.
In general, the sandstone beds are all very similar and since they vary laterally
at a rapid rate in both lithology and thickness they are hard to distinguish in the
field.
One of the interesting features in the stratigraphy of this area is the presence
of diastems in some of the more persistent sandstones. They probably represent
channels in the underlying shale. Where normally the sandstone is medium-bedded
and relatively fine-grained, the channel shows an abnormal thickness of large-
grained massive or cross-bedded sandstone.
Another feature is a split in the Philpot coal shown by the presence of two
seams inmost of the area but only one at the east end.
G-5-24
Stratigraphic Relationships and Lithologic Character of the Brentwood Limestone.
W. D. Djggs, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The Brentwood Limestone member of the Bloyd formation is lower Pennsylvanian;
Potts villein age.
The Brentwood was originally called the Pentremital Limestone because of the
large number of the Blastoids of the Genus Pentremites that were found in it. The
member was named by G. I. Adams and E. O. Ulrich in 1904 for the town of Brent-
wood in Washington County, Arkansas.
The unit consists of several limestones interbedded with shales; with sandy
limestones and some thin sandstone beds present. The character of the unit, the
variations between different beds within the formation itself, and the variations of
the same bed at different locations is as given.
The Brentwood rests conformably upon the basal Bloyd Shale and is overlain
in places conformably by the Bloyd Shale. Farther East in the section observed
it is overlain with a slight angular unconformity by the Atoka.
The thickness observed in the sections studied, the variations, comparisons,
and the correlations are as given.
G-6-25
Para-Ripples in Limestone. V. O. Tansey, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The purpose of this paper is to briefly summarize studies made by Bucher in the
United States, Kindle in Canada, and Cornish in England on para-ripples, and
then to set down the features of those shown in the Mississippian Boone limestone
that indicate their inclusion with those previously described by the above authors.
MATHEMATICS SECTION
Chairman: C. L.Perry,
University of Arkansas
M-l-26
Fourier Integral Methods in the Solution of the Maxwell-Lorentz, Electromagnetic
Field Equations, (Preliminary Report). H. M. Schwartz, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
The inhomogeneous wave equations satisfied by the electromagnetic potentials
have been the subject of extensive investigations by many mathematicians and
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various methods of solution have been developed suitable for different types of
boundary conditions. The method of quadruple Fourier integral expansions with
respect to the space and time coordinates, which is applicable at least for certain
particular boundary conditions and charge and current space-time distributions,
does not appear to have been exploited to any extent in the mathematical literature.
In some modern theoretical physics investigations related to these equations, use
is made of so called relativistic Dirac functions, which implies the employment of
quadruple Fourier integrals, but the method is entirely formal (the "Dirac function"
is not a function in any possible mathematical sense of the word).
The few results to be presented are derived by fairly elementary means. Further
possibilities inherent in the method employed are still under study.
M-2-27
Speaking for Mathematics. John R. Abernethy, Arkansas Polytechnic College,
Russellville.
This paper is a brief consideration of some of the values of mathematics other
than being the mere tool of the "Sacred Cow of Science" as was charged recently
by Anthony Standen in Science is a Sacred Cow, (widely publicized by reviews in
Time and the Saturday Review). The influence of mathematics in the artistic and
esthetic development of the individual, the wealth of mathematical heritage in the
growth of race culture, the value of experience in unprejudiced logical thinking
and the use of the theory of limits in setting and approaching goals in other fields
are offered. Special emphasis is given to the application of mathematical expect-
ancy in the evaluation of seemingly contradictory ideas.
M-4-29
The Evaluation of the Rate Constants of a Chemical Reaction. Clifton Bob Clark,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The mathematical description of a chemical reaction is given by the equation:
2a-(x+y)_ 2e ~k1t +i_^_ (e -k 2 t e-klt)=0.
The parameters k, and k2 are to be evaluated statistically from this equation and
the quantities x, y, a, and t, which are experimentally measurable. Several functions
of k, and k2 are formed from the experimental data. Using simultaneous pairs of
these functions and Newton's successive approximations method extended to
functions of two variables, several values of k, and k2 are determined. From these,
best values may be obtained.
*Amis, Kinetics of Chemical Change, Macmillan Company.
M-^-30
On the Elliptic Plate with a Hole. C. L.Perry, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The deflection of a thin elliptic plate with a specially oriented hole is considered.
The deflection is due to a load which is normal to the surface and to the conditions
imposed on the edges of the plate. The edges are either clamped, simply-supported,
or free. Some solutions to the linear plate equation describing the deflection are
Presented. These consist of series solutions of Mathieu functions or of hyperbolic
and trigonometric functions. Finally the methods used for the solution of the
linear equation are modified in such a way as to afford solutions of the non-linear
plate equations (von Karman equations).
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PHYSICS SECTION
Chairman: L.B. Ham,
University of Arkansas
P-l-31
The Learning Process in the Physics Laboratory. L. B. Ham, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
In reviewing efforts at improvement of teaching methods for faster ways of learnr
ing, many college instructors in physics believe that the laboratory approach to
learning needs the most attention at present. A recent questionnaire circulated
among some of our students indicates that experiments having the most educational
value, utilize at the same time the senses of both sight and sound. Attractive
surroundings, system, and good working equipment are important for good morale.
The Kundt's tube experiment received a high rating on the questionnaire. The
"dust" heaps equally spaced are visualized at the same time that a frequency of
constant pitch is heard by the ear. Other experiments receiving high rating are
the resonance tube, Young's modulus and gravitational acceleration.
From an educational point of view, the principles of physics become more real,
more easily remembered and more clearly understood from an operational viewpoint.
The experiences gained bring one to a quicker and better understanding of the
practical importance of the principles studied, and contribute in definite under-
standable patterns to certain mental habits important in a scientific age.
P-3-33
X-Ray Diffraction Study of Water Absorption by Mg (OH)2. A. B. Chappelle, D. S.
Burgess, and P. C. Sharrah, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Magnesium hydroxide takes up water normally in small amounts until a high
value of relative humidity is reached. Then there is an unaccountable increase
in the amount of water taken up by the material*. X-ray diffraction techniques
have been used to determine the possible origin of this anomalous water absorption.
Both back reflection and transmission powder patterns photographs have been
taken. The data collected from these films indicate that a distortion takes place
in the Mg (OH)
2
crystal lattice. This distortion and the large amount of water
taken up may be due to an insertion of water molecules into the crystal lattice.
*E. S. Turner, Master's Thesis, University of Arkansas.
P-5-35
Magnetic Deflection of Cosmic Rays. P. C. Sharrah and H. M. Schwartz, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Magnetized iron has been used by a number of investigators in studies involving
the deflection of cosmic ray particles.
A preliminary report willbe made of experimentation which has been initiated
in the University of Arkansas Physics Department to determine suitable arrange-
ments for the deflection of penetrating cosmic ray particles in magnetized iron.
This should be useful in the investigation of the spectral distribution of energy
for both positive and negative cosmic ray particles.
P-6-36
Intensity Determinations of Magnetic Fields by Photoelectric Means. Z. V.
Harvalik, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
A constant electric current is produced in a conventional circuit using com-
mercial alkali-type photocells when they are exposed to a light source of constant
intensity. Magnetic fields applied to the photocells change the current intensity
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the circuit because of deflection of the electron beam emitted from the photo-
ensitive alkali surface. The variation of current intensity is used to determine
the intensity of the applied magnetic field.
P-7-37
Determination of Low Energy Beta Spectra by the Gas Multiplication Method. Paul
E. Damon, R. R. Edwards, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
A simplified description of the gas multiplication process willbe given.
Recent advances in electronics have extended measurements to below 1 kev.
This is made possible by the introduction of the unknown into the counting volume
in the gas phase; thus removing necessity for a window and eliminating self
absorption corrections. At the present time, no other method is applicable for
this low energy.
The experimental setup at the Nucleonics Department (University of Arkansas)
will be described. The preliminary work is in its final stages. Results of a
qualitative check of equipment by determination of the C u spectrum willbe
presented.
P-8-38
X-Ray Diffraction Study of Pararos aniline Hydrochloride-Palladous Chloride
Complex. E. S. Amis, P. C. Sharrah and O. J. Foust, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
X-ray diffraction patterns of the pararosaniline hydrochloride-palladous chloride
complex* have been made using both a Debye-Scherrer Powder Camera and a
rotating crystal camera with monochromatic x-rays.
A method was found whereby the bare material could be mounted in the camera
so that the pattern obtained did not have to be corrected in any way for the scat-
tering from a sample holder. The resulting patterns are of the type characteristic
of amorphous materials.
From the position of the intense maximum of scattering, an inportant inter-
atomic or inter-molecular distance of about 14 Angstroms is obtained from the
Keesom-Ehrenfest equation.
These results may point to a molecular weight of around 1,200, but further work
is being carried out in this connection.
*P. W. West and E. S. Amis, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 18, 400,
June 15, 1946.
SOCIAL RESEARCH SECTION
Chairman: F. Adler,
University of Arkansas
S-4-42
The Attitudes of Patients at the United States Public Health Service Center at
Hot Springs, Arkansas. Robert A. Anglin, Arkansas A. M. and N. College, Pine
Bluff.
With reference to (1) the United States Public Health Service Center at Hot
Springs, Arkansas, as a place for treatment of syphilis, (2) the general idea of
having blood tests for possible syphilitic infection, (3) clinical treatment versus
treatment by a private physician, (4) the willingness or unwillingness to pay for
treatment, and (5) advice to others about syphilitic infection, the attitudes of the
Patients at the center are favorable to "free," clinical treatment. However, this
investigation raises more questions than it answers.
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S-10-48
Ethics Cannot be Based on Emotions. Maximilian Beck, Central College, North
LittleRock (presented by Dr. Ann Beck).
I.Moral responsibility implies equal chance for every moral person,
a. Emotions depend upon causes beyond man's free control.
b. Moral will and charity are not emotions but free acts of Reason or Spirit.
Kant's fight against the assumption of natural virtues rooted in emotions is
justified.
II.The aim of moral behavior cannot be emotional either.
a. All the eudaimonistic theories fail because well-being or "happiness" de-
fined as satisfaction of natural desires does not depend upon man's free will
and effort; again Kant's restriction of morality to the good will or intention
(Gesinnung), apart from any success, is correct.
b. And the eudaimonistic theories fail also because the emotion of natural
happiness, whether one's own or of the greatest number, is the ideal of the
Philistine. The ideal of the moral person is doing his duty—even ifithurts.
HISTORY (BIOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, METHODS OF
RESEARCH SECTIONS)
Chairman: John P. Anderson,
Hendrix College, Conway
H-2-50
The German Social Democracy's View of the Revolutionary General Strike as a
Proletarian Weapon Against War. Richard J. Hostetter, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
The general strike of a nation's working class as an effective Socialist weapon
against war was one of the most controversial concepts in the pacifist discussions
of the Second Socialist International. The original impulse in favor of adopting
such an anti-war measure came from the revolutionary syndicalists, chiefly in
France and Italy. However, to the extent that the various European Socialist
parties of the Second International were committed to the policy of an evolutionary,
i.e., legal, approach to power during the decade before 1914, the use of such a
revolutionary and extra-legal technique was rejected.
Of the national sections of the Second International, the German Social Demo-
cratic Party (Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands) stood most consistently
against a general strike commitment in case of war, and since the SPD retained its
hegemony in the Second International up to the outbreak of war, European Socialism
ignored completely the general strike as a possible means of preventing the con-
flict. By no means is this the complete explanation of the Socialist parties' support
of their respective governments in 1914, for it would ignore the nationalist pro-
pulsions acquired concurrently with the vital decision to accept the Revisionist
(i.e., anti-revolutionary) interpretation of Marx' prescription for the attainment of
governmental power through class struggle. To the extent, however, that the re-
jection of the general strike formula weakened the position of international Social-
ism vis-a-vis war, the German Social Democracy, as the dominant party of the inter-
national organization, was responsible for the astounding alacrity with which
European Socialism supported the bourgeois governments in 1914. This paper is an
attempt to clarify the position of the SPD with regard to the general strike as an
anti-war weapon during the decade prior to World War I.
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H-4-52
Alexander Turrentine and His Descendants. G. R. Turrentine, Arkansas Poly-
technic College, Russellville.
My name is an unusual one. All the Turrentine s Iever heard about as a child
were my near relatives. Iheard family traditions in my childhood; but never gave
them much thought. They were stories of pioneering, hunting, fishing, war, bush-
whackers and refugeeing. When my father died in 1927, Ireturned his body to the
old home community for burial. Many of the older relatives whomIhad not seen for
several years attended the funeral. Visiting with them, Iheard many of these
stories again. Irealized that these were oral traditions and that unless someone put
them into writing they would be lost when all the older generation had died.
After returning home from the funeral, Iwrote to a cousin who was older than land
asked him to put into writing all that he knew of the family. Indue time Ireceived
his response. Ialso learned that an uncle of mine had some correspondence with a
Turrentine in North Carolina and that these letters were inpossession of his daugh-
ter in LittleRock. Ifound an opportunity to read these letters and Iwrote to the
author, Dr. S. B. Turrentine, president of a college inNorth Carolina. He gave me
more information and Iwas launched on a new hobby
—
the genealogy of the
Turrentine s.
Ilearned to secure data from county records, census records, relatives, libraries,
archives, foreign university matriculations, and European baptismal records.
Data must be organized to be of value. After trying several systems of charts,
outlines and "family trees," Ifound the Lincoln System most satisfactory. Itis
flexible and permits unlimited additions and insertions without the necessity of
changing the index of any existing name in the outline. It is cumbersome for the
general reader but Ifind itunexcelled for a work outline.
tf-5-53
Charlotte Stephens, Living Link. Clara B. Kennan, LittleRock Junior College
Charlotte Stephens, 96, of Little Rock, daughter of one of Chester A. Ashley's
slaves, is an intelligent living link between slave days and the present. Cultured,
fair-minded, and with a zeal for school teaching, she taught for seventy years in
Little Rock before retiring in 1939. At nine, she took part in the first celebration
of Emancipation day by her race, January 1, 1864. She observed the influx of freed-
men into Little Rock after its capture, and relates events of those early days.
Becoming at sixteen the first Negro ever employed oy the LittleRock School Board
as teacher, she soon went up to Oberlin College, making her first trip via Memphis
before the railroad was completed between LittleRock and Memphis. At Oberlin a
new worldopened up for her. She made A in Latin to Max Eastman's father and did
well in all subjects. Back in Little Rock, she developed a particular knack in
teaching English, and her high ideals and cultured spirit helped to guide her race
through seven decades. "Strive for better things, don't fight for them," she always
advised. Now she looks about her at the expanded opportunities and recognition
given her race and says, "The Lord hath done great things for us, whereof we
are glad."
H-6-54
Cephas Washburn: The Man and the Puritan. Thomas Alfred DuLaney, Arkansas
Polytechnic College, Russellville.
The purpose of the paper was to study Cephas Washburn's philosophy and
theology and to place his ideas along side those of 1950, and especially those of
the early New England settlers. Attention was also given to the fact of his appear-
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ance in a period of transition, that is, of rapid change from the Calvinism of the
seventeenth century to liberal religious thought.
Cephas Washburn was born at, or near, Randolph, Vermont, on the 25th of July,
1793. The son of a farmer, he expected to follow his father's vocation until he
sustained a broken leg. On March 17, 1860, he passed to his eternal reward at the
home of his life-long friend, Dr. R. L. Dodge, in Little Rock. This places the
Reverend Cephas Washburn's birth in the last decade of the eighteenth century and
his death in the third quarter of the nineteenth. Italso takes him from Puritan New
England to the new country west of the Mississippi River.
This transition took Mr. Washburn from membership in the Congregational Church
to that of the Presbyterian Church. This change was made before and at the time
of his pastorate of a small church in Fort Smith. It seems that Mr. Washburn thought
of the difference of the two denominations as being one of government. There were
not many members of the Congregational Church in Arkansas then.
To reach a decision on the characteristics of this missionary, opinions of a wide
range of people have been quoted in the paper. Among these are Mr. Washburn's
descendants, recent scholars, his associates at Dwight and in Arkansas, and his
letters and other writings.
H-7-55
Shall We Improve Rivers for Navigation? Elmer S. Jack, Arkansas State College,
Jonesboro.
Our historical attitude in the United States has been to spend taxpayers' money
for river improvement. A portion of the money spent is chargeable to better naviga-
tion. Evidence is presented that this expenditure is uneconomical in that the re-
turns do not justify the outlay.
GENERAL SECTION
Chairman: R. H. Austin,
11-58
Arkansas Water Resources. Harrison Hale and G. A. Billingsley, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
The most valuable natural resource of Arkansas is the quality and abundance of
its water supply. The fundamental importance of water in modern industry is ob-
vious. Analyses of allpublic supplies of Arkansas, made since September 1945,
show that in general the quality of water is good. Forty-five per cent of the cities
have water with a hardness below 50 parts per million, and fifty-eight per cent less
than 100. The average hardness of the water used is below five grains per U. S.
gallon, so that of any state within400 miles to the east and of more than a thousand
miles in all other directions, only Mississippi and Louisiana have waters of
equal quality.
Work has been done in cooperation with the Water Resources Branch of the U. S.
Geological Survey, which began stream gaging from an office at Fort Smith in 1928.
Daily sampling stations with analyses of ten day composite samples were estab-
lished at seven points in 1945, and have increased to twenty-four at present. These
analyses together with those of many spot samples show that with a few exceptions
including the Arkansas River, the surface water is of good quality. Bulletins on
Public and Surface supplies and on Ground Water in certain areas have been
published.
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IV-60
Some Botanical Aspects of Petit Jean Mountain. Dwight M. Moore, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Petit Jean Mountain offers a great variety of botanical habitats in a small area.
Aquatic—Lake Bailey with its prominent zonation from submerged to
forest types;
Mesic—Much of the top, north slope and certain ravines;
Xeric Exposed south facing cliffs mostly covered with lichens and xeric
ferns.
Unusual plants include large stands of the tiny and elusive pteridophyte Pilularia;
and the only Arkansas station for Asplenium platyneuron, var. Hortonae (closest
other record is Vermont).
V-61
The Need for Additional Training Facilities for Public Welfare Personnel in Ar-
kansas. Sylvia Childs, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
An analysis of the education and training of the workers in the Arkansas Depart-
ment of Public Welfare demonstrates a need for additional training facilities for this
personnel. When the available training programs are compared with those necessary
to provide a satisfactory background for the discharge of job responsibilities, some
specific recommendations can be made for expanding these programs.
VI-62
Adventures in Building a Personal Research Library
—
On a Shoestring. Mary D.
Hudgins, 457 South Border, Hot Springs.
1. Collecting.
A. Exclusive patronage of rare book dealers is: 1, Expensive; 2, Boring; 3, Un-
imaginative.
B. Less obvious techniques are: 1, Less costly; 2, Stimulating; 3, Edifying.
C. For many collectors "B"may be achieved through: 1, Developing reputation
in field through: a) articles, b) broadcasts, c) ghosting, d) researching,
e) talks; 2, Thereby having items offered gratis or at small cost, 3, Getting
leads on data through "shop talk" with friends, 4, Browsing personal li-
braries encountered: a) a "find"to you may be slated for ash heap; 5, Seeking
cooperation of junk buyers: a) second hand store proprietors, b) old gold
buyers', 6, Buying duplicates at small cost (for trading), 7, Spending part of
vacation time prowling book shops.
2. Preservation.
A. Bind pamphlets with:1, Cloth, 2, Cardboard, 3, Glue, 4, Stapler
B. Catalogue and file negatives.
C. Catalogue and file positives.
3. Use.
A. For efficient use must be library not hodge-podge collection: 1, Classify,
2, Catalogue.
B. Cost of professional service willbe outweighed by: 1, Availability of all
material; 2, Perpetual inventory of items; 3, Guard against expensive
reduplication.
4. Examples of practicality of techniques
A. Adelina Patti.
B. Hiram Abiff Whittington.
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PSYCHOLOGY SECTION
Chairman: S. M. Roshal,
University of Arkansas
Ps-1-63
Effect of Monochromatic Light on Color Perception. Z. V. Harvalik, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Twenty subjects have been exposed to various monochromatic light sources (60
footcandles at the eye of the subject) while they observed a narrow band (0.8 milli-
lambert) of spectroscopically produced visible radiation. The shift of the color
transition was recorded and compared with the transitions of the dark adapted eye.
The color transition (e.g. from red to orange, etc.) moves toward the pre-exposing
color.
It is pointed out that the color range shift is partly responsible for the change of
color perception in objects illuminated by monochromatic and fluorescent light
sources.
Ps-2-64
Abstract Thinking and Personal Adjustment. Henry N. Peters, Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital, North LittleRock.
A report of the experimental results so far obtained in a research project on
Semantics ofPersonal Adjustment.
The purpose of the investigation is twofold. (1) First is to test a hypothesis,
which is central to the General Semantics of Korzybski. The hypothesis is that
social maladaptation, or personal adjustment, is positively related to a tendency
toward abstract thinking. Since a particular test was used of social adaptation, the
hypothesis involves a postulate, proven in preceding experiment, that a particular
test does measure social adaptation. (2) The second purpose is to develop a test
of abstractness of thinking.
The design of the experiments is rather simple. First a large group of subjects
were measured with the test of abstractness. The upper and lower quartiles on this
test are then given the social maladaptation test. Fisher's t-test is then applied
to the two sets of scores.
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A MYCOLOGIST VIEWS THE INDIVIDUAL*+
DELBERT SWARTZ
Modern taxonomic procedures differ greatly from those in use when man
began to classify his plants systematically. The first steps toward system-
atization were made by 'plant namers'. Unfortunately we still have 'plant
namers' who are unable, or unwilling, to distinguish their procedures from
true taxonomic evaluations. The earliest 'plant namers' did more than
merely recognize 'photographers' flash images of plants; indeed, some of
them observed similarities common to all living organisms. The next steps
were directed toward plant describing, and they experienced difficulty in
distinguishing clearly between some plants and some animals. However,
these describers saw morphological characteristics, and attempted to eval-
uate them. They were keen observers, and as a result we have profited
greatly from their serious efforts to record such characters. They became
aware that living organisms represented an association of characteristics,
and that in many instances different organisms existed simply because of
differences in these characters. Due to the lack of any concept of evolution,
they failed to realize the intricate relationships that actually exist among
organisms. They had no concept of phylogeny. To them a biological entity
was simply a fixed association of characteristics which recurred as fre-
quently as the Creator saw fit to create additional organisms having this
same association. In other words, their individual was cut from a static
pattern. The static concept precluded any understanding of the significance
of the multitude of variations which are now universally accepted in the
natural order of things. To them, the thing in itself was more important
than the thing in the process of becoming. Until this concept was discarded,
no progress toward a recognition of relationships between more or less
closely related individuals was possible. This temporal association of
characters actually constituted their interpretations of biological entities.
When we realize that these relationships of associated characters are not
constant it becomes clear that their problem in the classification of plants
was very complicated indeed. If we accept their concept of a biological
entity we are confronted with a significant problem. Let us admit that the
taxonomist is confronted with the complex problems arising from a static
temporary association of characters, and then let us introduce the number
of variations which actually appear. Our problem is greatly increased,
but stillmay seem both inconsistent and unimportant to the casual observer.
Obviously, a study of the static association of a combination of unvarying
characteristics at a given time is much simpler than making an attempt to
recognize and/or to organize a complex of variable characteristics into an
accurate delimitation of a species. If this were possible and practical, our
*An address presented at the thirty-fourth annual meeting of the Arkansas
Academy of Science, May 5, 1950.
'Research Paper No. 1001 Journal Series. University of Arkansas.
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problem would be more easily solved. However, when we consider the
numerous phases in the life history of a given individual in the recently
propounded interpretation of a biological entity, we are almost forced to
conclude that our efforts willbe futile. The complications are greatly in-
creased due to the various manifestations of characteristics in some of the
very complex life histories. Our considerations become even more com-
plicated when we examine the gradual change from one form of an entity
to another form, particularly when the resultant structure is quite different
from the structure from which it arises. For clarity, let us apply it to the
human species; it simply involves the recognition of the seven (or more)
stages of man in the Shakespearian sense. In other words, progressive and
successive stages in the aging of plant or animal entities simply represent
visible stages in the changing lives of members of a given species. If
the subject under observation is seen frequently enough, the observer is
not acutely aware of the radical changes which have taken place, but when
infrequently seen, these changes are so obvious that they are easily recog-
nizable. Consider meeting an old friend after twenty years. Changes that
have taken place are much more noticeable after such a long span of years
than they would be if the contacts were made at more frequent intervals.
Iam amazed frequently when a young, slightly wrinkled, grey-headed person
reminds me that he or she had a Botany class with me in the late twenties
or at some other time in the antediluvian period of my career in Arkansas.
It is surprising, indeed, that young people get old so early in life,and
undergo such radical changes when Ihaven't changed myself. Then, a
creak in a joint,or a muscular twinge, reminds me, that Itoo, have changed,
and that no one organism is a constant in any given biological picture.
Was the barefoot boy who wandered over the hills in southeastern Indiana
from 1907-1912 a different biological entity than the person now standing
before you? To be sure both morphological and physiological changes have
taken place, but there has been no loss or gain in taxonomic position in the
animal kingdom. Nor has there been any change in the artificial name that
was given early in this century for social convenience. Doubtless, the
alarmingly few persons yet remaining who were early associates of our
subject, experience prolonged difficulty in bridging the gap of years, and
associating the two (?) or one (?) biological entities. Or can we say that
the same biological entity actually still exists 40-45 years later? This
brief incursion into the problem of aging seems necessary to establish a
mutuality in thinking as we continue our consideration of the problem. It
should help us in the establishment of a taxonomic position.
Doubtlessly, physiological changes in a plant or animal are actually
much greater than the more measurable morphological ones. (This paper
is not concerned with any argument about the relative effects of physio-
logical or morphological changes as the results of such changes become
visible, but let it be said that any change in structure is later than the
process which induced it.)
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If we now venture to adopt the word 'individual' to designate our bio-
logical entity, we automatically transfer our speculations from biological
entities to individuals. We are immediately confronted with the necessity of
interpreting a series of separate structures in the life histories of prac-
tically every organism we recognize. These difficulties are multiplied
when we remember that certain of these separate structures can exist in-
dependently inmany species. Furthermore, if we fail to make our obser-
vations at exactly the right time, any relationship to any other part of the
life history may be overlooked for long periods of time. This actually
occurs in the study of the taxonomy of many species of fungi. In fact, the
mycologists have a "dumping ground" in which they arrange apparently
individual species systematically although they realize they are dealing
with polymorphism. These are the 'species' which are placed in the Fungi
Imperfecti, and no definite conclusions concerning the complete taxonomic
picture can be made until additional information is available about them.
This has resulted in a sort of excusable, intelligent confusion. However,
these organisms grow and prosper despite the fact that we are dealing with
an incomplete cycle; they are apparently unaware of the academic problems
involved, and show no concern about them. These facts show conclusively
that they are considered biological entities in a taxonomic sense since we
assign them their apparently logical position as we attempt to categorize
our knowledge while we have it. When additional facts are determined,
these fungi are reclassified and placed in the group where they apparently
belong at that time. However, they are not completely deprived of their
originalbinomial designation since it is permanently recorded as a synonym.
To those persons who have had no experience with taxonomy let itbe said,
that an extensive series of synonyms simply indicates the taxonomic work
that has been done on a given species. Any such list of synonyms is
practically meaningless unless considered in this manner. Furthermore,
when it is found that some other workers had previously described the plant
and given a name to it, the first name because of its priority is given the
duty of denoting the species, and all other names are placed in the list of
synonyms. Such procedures in naming plants have led to many honest
differences of opinions among workers who are more interested in proper
taxonomic procedures than in advertising themselves by attaching their
names as authorities for different species. It is obvious that some agree-
ment is necessary on the procedures essential to the naming of plants.
There are many difficulties to be sure. The efforts which are necessary to
check the voluminous literature of taxonomy are tremendous. Such effort is
necessary but when it is completely done, it may require a paragraphic
check of many periodicals, since new species are frequently described
separately in practically any journal which may be in practically any lan-
guage. Some of the earlier journals are not available in many libraries
simply because a sufficient number were not produced for each library to
have a copy even if all of them were preserved. Even if such a number
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were available few workers could read all of the languages involved even
if they had the time. In an effort to simplify procedures mycologists accept
1821 as the beginning of modern taxonomic work. Allfungi known and des-
scribed at that time, and included by Dr. Elias Fries inhis classical work,
are credited to him. For that reason, many species have Fr. written after
them. One wonders how the late doctor would feel ifhe knew the tremendous
responsibility he has posthumously assumed. In any event, these pro-
cedures are practical and offer a starting point for more highly organized
procedures.
In returning to our original thought we must agree that any definition of
the term individual or biological entity is indefensible unless polymorphism
is recognized. Further, we have found that our group of characteristics
which we have postulated to represent the individual species varies per-
ceptibly or imperceptibly with the passage of the slightest increment of
time. (If we are unwilling to accept this, how can we explain the gross
changes which are the recognizable totals of the smaller changes, and which
frequently become particularly obvious in later developmental stages?)
In fact, these are recognized stages in the life cycle. Consequently, we
may assume that any organism may be considered a succession of indi-
viduals, and applying the interpretation rigidly we must assume that the
number of individuals actually approaches infinity. To most of you this
may seem unimportant, but do not forget our taxonomist, who, in his every
day procedures is expected to formulate descriptive delimitations of groups
of individuals which participate in a given evolutionary series. He must
arrange them in a logical and harmonious system. His problem is difficult,
indeed, since he must make his descriptions broad enough to include all
variations, but narrow enough to designate the species.
Regrettably, too many taxonomists spend too much time during their
creative years searching for differences rather than in establishing simi-
larities. Certainly a search for, and recognition of similarities is more
constructive than efforts directed toward the detection of obscure differences.
This latter activity has resulted in an increased number of new species
which we split from recognizable ones. No additional species should be
accepted unless it is a real contribution to an organized taxonomic knowl-
edge. True relationships become clearer when thinking emphasizes simi-
larities rather than differences. To be sure the search for positive char-
acters should also bring out the negative ones; the converse of this state-
ment should also be true. In any case the procedure should provide a
sound basis for constructive meditation. Our manner of approach seems to
be a matter of emphasis, and, regardless of the manner of approach, the
end should be the description which gives the most accurate delimitation
of the biological entity, species, individual, etc., of the organism being
studied.
If we are ready to accept a reasonable synonymy between biological
entity and individual, yet admit temporarily for the purpose of discussion
that the former is somewhat more restrictive, certain additional speculations
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are inorder. Itmay be more appropriate to limitthe term "biological entity"
to the sum total of the characteristics of a given organism as it exhibits
these characteristics at a given time. It willbe seen then that the indi-
vidual may be considered a succession of biological entities if this be
true. Should our distinctions of individuals, or biological entities, be based
solely upon morphological characters? Or should we consider physiological
characters only? Or perhaps we should integrate the two? In general, the
use of physiological characters as seen in the classification of bacteria
is obviously impractical in the case of the higher and larger organisms.
These latter organisms cannot be reduced to test tube size, nor can they
be studied microscopically. In fact, it is not possible to make a detailed
macroscopic examination of our larger plants 'in toto' at one time, since
only a part of the plant can be seen in one field of study. On the other hand,
we are able to examine the actual parts of a large plant, whereas in the
study of bacteria we do not actually see their parts, but we see only the
results of their processes as these processes affect certain substances.
Furthermore, direct protoplasmic observations are questionable at all
levels. This is true regardless of the evolutionary position of the subject
being studied. In order to observe the details of cells, protoplasm, or the
functioning of protoplasm, light of some intensity must be used. It is
generally known that light causes certain common chemical reactions. Is
it illogical to raise a question about the possible effects of light, and to
wonder if such stimulation may not cause profound changes in the quality,
and/or, degree of protoplasmic activity? At least, the possibility cannot
be ignored. Applying this possibility specifically to bacteria as we char-
acteristically study them, the validity of many of our observations of their
morphology and physiology can be questioned. Fortunately, taxonomic
conclusions are rarely based on such directly observable characters in the
group. Most of the taxonomic studies are simply interpretations of macro-
scopic observations of completed activities; and are not interpretations of
the organisms themselves. They are really derived from the observed
effects of completed or progressing physiological processes taking place
in the matrix upon or in which the organism is grown. This is taxonomy
based upon the effects of organisms rather than upon the organisms them-
selves. Can these be constant? Is it not generally believed that the age
of protoplasm profoundly affects the ability of the cell to react to stimuli?
Is itnot possible, then, that bacteria undergo a series of changes which are
masked and not observable? If our present speculations regarding such
unicellular organisms are true, we have similar problems concerning pro-
gressive changes in both men and bacteria. The observation of the char-
acteristics of such reactions is much more difficult in bacteria than in man
since we observe the composite effects, and cannot remove our subject
from the experimental matrix and examine it inits successive stages as we
can do with man. Hence, our problem in man is simpler for that reason as
well as for the reason that man can actively participate in our experiment by
giving us descriptions of reactions, etc. Studies of this kind require the most
careful objective study that it is possible for a taxonomist to make.
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Are the successive physiological changes which we have considered in
man essentially different from the commonly observed polymorphism which
occurs in many forms in primitive biological orders? It may be inadvisable
to complicate our problem by comparing morphological characters and phys-
iological processes, but a short investigation may be of value. Since the
work of Klebs, we have known that environmental factors exert profound
effects on the protoplasm of organisms. Klebs found that changes in en-
vironment affect protoplasm, and that the structure of some organisms varies
in relation to the degree of the effects of environmental factors. Sometimes
the resultant new structures exhibited much different functions than the ones
which were characteristic of the organisms from which they arose. This,
then, is induced variation which must be recognized taxonomically, and
interpreted both functionally and structurally. This complication is fre-
quently clearly shown in the stages in the life cycle of many organisms.
Clearly, then, taxonomic characters may fluctuate with a fluctuating en-
vironment in some cases. If this be true, significant physical and physio-
logical changes may be due to environment. Too, as long as such fluctua-
tions in environmental factors prevail, correspondingly, functions in
organisms may occur within a given range. These greatly complicate the
work of the taxonomist who must take them into consideration. If we base
our opinion on observations of man as he passes through his successive
developmental stages, it would seem that man varies less than the lower
forms having distinct phases which are not easily associated with the
original type from which they have arisen. This precarious opinion may
be proved false by investigating some of the more constant species of
Algae and Fungi in which pronounced variations apparently do not occur.
Perhaps they really do occur and are actually greater than they appear to
be, —we may have no instruments with which we can measure them. We
must admit the possibility of differences of the same biological stature in
the cells of unicellular or multicellular organisms as in the cells of man.
However, the sum total of these variations may be different when considered
as a whole.
A few specific examples should be timely:
1. Bacteria characteristically undergo the process of fission. So as a re-
sult, two biological entities result from one parent. During the process, the
parent disappears, and we believe that each of the two 'daughter cells'
contains one-half of the protoplasm, and the hereditary potentialities of the
organism. Can we really call these new entities individuals, or are they
half individuals which have resulted from a redistribution of the posses-
sions of their parents? At the outset, these new entities seem to be just
that, but as soon as they start their separate existence the picture changes,
or does it? If we apply known principles of Physics, we come to the con-
clusion that any descendant ina given line, where fission is characteristic,
contains a part (although it may be very minute) of the original protoplasmic
mass of the first cell in that line. It seems then, that vegetative reproduc-
tion of this kind does not permit the complete disappearance of the orig-
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Iinal individual. It must be remembered that we are considering simple
fission, and not the complex situation we encounter in the development of
eametes. One wonders just how different the concept really is, in the
latter case.
Let us now consider another happening in the lives of certain species of
bacteria. In certain species, spores are formed when conditions cause their
development. Despite the significant differences of opinions regarding the
mechanics of spore formation, changes do take place in the protoplasm, and
a resting cell, or spore, results. Apparently significant changes in the
activities of the protoplasmic mass have occurred during the transition to
the spore. It is pdssible to recognize the spore microscopically, and to
measure the life processes. These measurements indicate that such pro-
cesses are proceeding on a much reduced scale. Morphologically the spore
is the same unit of structure, excepting, of course, the minor (?) changes
that have taken place. The chief differences seem to be physiological. If
this latter assumption is granted, we introduce a great number of possible
variations into the equation. This emphasizes the increasing complexity
of interpreting these happenings, particularly when the intricate relationships
of the physiology of an organism to the infinite number of environmental
factors is considered. Many such reactions cannot be seen or measured,
and perhaps they actually do cause tremendous variations in organisms
which superficially seem static. Now if the proper environment is provided,
our spore, as such, disappears, and the bacterial cell again apparently
assumes the identical activities which characterized it when we began our
consideration of it. To be sure, it apparently changes little in a morpho-
logical sense; in fact, the nature of the covering membrane is modified and
the water content of the protoplasm changes to a greater or lesser degree.
Despite these relatively slight visible changes, the resumption of the full
physiological potential must be very significant to the organism itself.
Should we consider this newly restored individual new, or is it simply a
rejuvenated stage of the organism we first saw? If you consider it new,
then newness certainly does not have an extensive biological basis. If
it is the same original individual the taxonomist must make his description
inclusive enough to include both active and static conditions, particularly
in a physiological sense. Systems of taxonomy, based on physiological
considerations only, present many difficulties because of the unmeasureables
involved, and as we learn more about adaptive enzymes, physiological
characters become more inconstant. Despite these speculations our question
about the spore and its relationship to the vegetative cell still remains.
What is the biological entity, or individual? Do we actually have enough
information for the taxonomist to do a good job?
2. Let us now consider Oscillatoria, one of the very interesting Blue
Green Algae. Historically, these algae have presented many difficult taxono-
mic problems because of their close relationship to the Bacteria. The
position of some species is somewhat uncertain because of the similarities
which exist. These algae, like the bacteria, lack complicated structures,
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and they do not reproduce by sexual methods. There are exceptions to be
sure regarding complicated structures, yet none of them reproduce sexually.
One of the more highly developed forms has been chosen as an example.
Oscillatoria, as we usually see it, is composed of a number of closely com-
pacted cells in a linear filament and covered by a definite sheath. With an
increase in number the filament becomes unwieldy, and some of the cells
simply slip out of the sheath. These cells may be single, in pairs or in
groups, but in any event a new plant which is similar to the original one
develops. Remember now that such new plants may arise from one cell or
more than one cell. Apparently, each single cell contains the entire develop-
ment potential which characterized the original group of cells. In sequence,
the new filament develops a new sheath, and additional cells arise by the
process of fission. When a number of such cells become associated the
filament swings back and forth in a characteristic oscillating movement.
In other words, this coordinated activity indicates the functioning of a
number of cells as one individual, but it is apparently not necessary to
have more than one cell to carry on all the other functions characteristic of
the plant. However, one cell cannot be detected in any oscillating move-
ment, nor can the part each cell plays in such oscillation be observed
microscopically. What is the individual,—one cell, two cells, or many
cells? Extreme difficulty is encountered in recognizing one cell as the
plant since it assumes a spherical shape, and exhibits no characteristics
which can not be easily applied to other species.
3. Another interesting example is the common bread mold fungus Rhizopus
nigricans. In this species, polymorphism again complicates our interpre-
tations. This species is heterothallic (i.e. having two distinct thalli,
designated + and
—). These thalli are essentially identical in appearance
but physiologically very distinct. Zygospores are formed only when the
two strains are brought into close proximity, but let it be clearly understood
that either of the two strains is capable of independent living when they
are completely removed from each other. Each one continues to perpetuate
the particular strain to which it belongs as long as ithas suitable substrata
within the range of its physical requirements. Plus and minus distinctions
are based upon physiological attributes with no definitely associated varia-
tion in form or structure. They cannot be distinguished from each other
until they are brought sufficiently close for protoplasmic fusion to take
place. In this case we have a fusion of gametangia rather than a fusion of
gametes as the first evidence of sexual happenings. Indeed, the fusion of
gametes is inferred, but has never been seen. This fusion results in the
formation of a zygospore, and if we accept the usual definition of sexual
reproduction this zygospore contains the characteristics of both parent
entities, or individuals. The details of the germination of zygospores in
this species are essentially obscure, but we do find a segregation into
progeny of definite plusness or minusness. The zygospore has been re-
ported to form a hypha upon germination, and, when it does, additional
developments must take place before the 'sex' strains are differentiated.
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If on the other hand, as has been reported, sporangia are formed, three
possible conditions are recognizable, viz.—the sporangiospores could be
all plus, all minus or some proportion of each. Additional work is indicated
before all the facts are known.
A more common form of reproduction in this species is completely asexual.
Specialized hyphae assume an upright position and globular sporangia
develop on their tips. The spores in these sporangia are usually plus or
minus depending upon that characteristic of the parent mycelium. These
sporangia look alike although they may differ physiologically. In this species
our taxonomist must write descriptions which include all details of these
polymorphic forms. Fortunately, these various forms are distinct enough
for our taxonomist to assign this fungus to its proper position although some
parts are lacking. For reasons of brevity, we will omit the homothallic
forms except to say that two apparently different physiological entities
exist in such close association that the two are commonly called one
individual.
4. In the Uredinales, or rust fungi, considerable difficulty is encountered.
In some of the species we can easily observe significant morphological and
physiological differences, yet, in many species we can 'tie' them together
in an interpretation of one individual composed of several separate bio-
logical entities. We encounter extreme host specialization in some of the
heteroecious rusts, and certain phases of their life histories are spent on
widely different hosts such as white pine and gooseberry, etc. The host
plants are parasitized by distinct entities which are so characteristic that
they were considered individuals until they were recognized as stages in
the progressive development of an individual. Puccinia graminis, the
organism causing Black Stem Rust of cereals, has its O (pycnial) and I
(aecial) stages on the common barberry (Berberis vulgaris), and its II
(Uredinial) and III(Telial) stages on the wheat plant. The O-I stages are
usually closely associated in rusts and so are the II,IIIstages. There are
no more similarities between the O-I stages and the II—IIIthan there would
be if they were widely removed from each other, yet they are stages in the
life history of the same plant. Such physiological specialization and ex-
tremely highly developed morphological differentiation, as we see here,
represent the highest development of polymorphism found in the Plant
Kingdom. The taxonomist must recognize a multiple number of spore stages
which occur frequently on fundamentally different hosts, and he must make
due allowance for these complexities in his interpretation of the species.
Likewise, he should have all spore stages to be absolutely certain in his
identification of the species. This is difficult indeed since some of these
spore forms occur at one season of the year and others at another season.
These seasons may be separated by several months; obviously, the simul-
taneous assembly of all necessary details is difficult, if not impossible.
In other rusts, some of the component stages do not occur regularly, or
at least, have never been seen. In still others, the missing forms may
appear quite unexpectedly. Obviously, logical taxonomic work in such a
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group involves an extremely careful study of the materials at hand. In
such cases can we hope to establish a concept of an individual? What are
the true relationships of the successive and/or component entities of the
developing individual? Each entity has been given a name, and sometimes
each spore stage has been given a name. Synonymy in the group is appal-
ling. The late J. C. Arthur studied these rust fungi during the first part of
this century and brought partial order out of this natural chaos which had
been created by nature itself. It is not surprising that students of this
group resort frequently to a Host Index to aid them in their work.
5. It has been convincingly shown that modern taxonomy is a complicated
study and requires a balance not ordinarily required in many types of bio-
logical studies. When we consider certain convenient characters such as
color and size, we find that they are frequently so variable that they are
unreliable to use, and extremely difficult to evaluate. In the case of Amanita
muscaria (The Fly Agaric) gradations in color from orange-yellow to brick
red have been recorded. This seems to depend upon geographical factors,
but the finding of such apparently different organisms in separate localities
has led to the description of a number of separate species rather than the
recognition of them as members of a single species, despite the variability
of the culture characteristic. Such wide variation in color is not uncommon
in mushrooms as well as in other plants. Obviously, therefore, it is not
good taxonomic procedure to overemphasize such a variable character.
Let the taxonomist consider such relative characters intelligently.
6. One more example of a biological structure should throw additional
light on the complexities of our problem. Certain species of Algae and
Fungi produce zoospores. These are able to move and, at times, represent
the only motile structure found in the species. In some cases they arise
by internal protoplasmic fragmentation followed by the extrusion of these
fragments into the surrounding aqueous medium. In some cases these zoo-
spores give rise to plants similar to those from which they were formed.
In other species two of them fuse to form a new individual. In stillother
species, a number of them coalesce and form a relatively large naked proto-
plasmic mass in which the identities of the individual spores are completely
lost. In addition to this loss of motility, identity, and fusion with similar
structures, the resulting matrix (plasmodium) behaves quite differently than
at any other time. In some of the Myxomycetes the mass simply undergoes
a series of changes, and eventually gives rise to beautifully colored fructi-
fications in which a mass of dry, powdery spores is formed. The spores are
scattered by various methods, and when suitable conditions occur the life
history starts over again. Some of the foregoing stages are capable of a
completely independent existence, and would not be recognized as a stage
of the plant if it were not observed as one of the stages in the polymorphic
development. Here again we have a relatively large assortment of separate
entities which may confuse the most experienced taxonomist unless he is
acquainted with the vagaries of the group. The usual procedure is to desig-
nate this heterogeneous group of spore stages with one name, and recognize
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that the species is composed of a number of separate and distinct biological
forms more or less closely related.
The foregoing examples have been cited at random to show the complexity
of taxonomic work in the lower plants. Many other equally illustrative
examples could be mentioned. The recognition of the relationship of appar-
ently distinct stages is necessary in the study of individual species. Such
taxonomic work is extremely difficult,and unless it is approached carefully
chaos results. Intelligent considerations of the problems of an individual
in its many manifestations can contribute a sound basis upon which to
organize the multitude of plants we have.
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EFFECT OF SODIUM AZIDE ON WATER TRANSFER IN
ROOT TISSUE
SISTER M. GERMAINE RACHANER, O.S.B., M.A.
St. Scholastica Academy, Fort Smith, Arkansas
In order to study effectively the transportation of water in the cells and
tissues of organisms it is important to obtain quantitative data concerning
the mechanism of transportation. The rate movement of water into, through,
and out of a cell, tissue, or organism must be in proportion to the forces
producing it. These may include gravity, osmotic pressure, electrical
potential, tissue tension, and a number of others.
Relatively little is known concerning the forces which actually operate
in water movement. "Passive transfer" is said to take place when the
flow of water is in the direction of an osmotic gradient; "active transfer"
of water on the other hand occurs when transfer takes place against an
osmotic gradient. This necessitates the expenditure of energy by the
cells. According to Krogh (1939) "the ability to transport water actively
against an osmotic gradient seems to be present only as a special
development."
In mammals there exists a very definite mechanism for active water
absorption, probably located in the loop of Henle within the kidney, which
will raise the concentration of urine to much higher figures than that of
the blood (Peters, 1935). In certain protozoa, ithas been shown that active
transfer of water probably occurs in the contractile vacuole; Kitching (1938)
found that cyanide in suitable concentration will reduce considerably the
activity of the contractile vacuole of Zoathamnium, and this effect is com-
pletely and almost instantaneously reversible when the organisms are
returned to cyanide-free water. Although water exchange with the environ-
ment has been studied more extensively in frog than in any other organism,
there is no conclusive evidence to indicate whether or not active or passive
transfer occurs. Krogh (1939) maintains that, "in frogs it is known that
certain substances present in the glomerular filtrate become somewhat con-
centrated in the final urine, but this may be and probably is a simple con-
sequence of osmotic inflow of water, after the urine has become very dilute
by active absorption of salts."
The relative roles of active and passive transfer in plants have not been
determined. Miller (1938) believes that the most generally accepted theory
which accounts for the flow of water through plants is the cohesion theory
which is essentially a theory of passive transfer. < There are, however,
several investigators (Kohnlein, 1930; Rosene, 1937, 1944b; White, 1938;
Speidel, 1939; Overbeek, 1942; and earlier investigators) who have obtained
data on the role of active transfer of water in higher plants.
Livingston (1939) found that such factors as area of leaf surface, size,
and frequency of stomata, vapor tension and also substomatal chambers
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are said to have some effect upon transpiration. But since these agencies
vary from plant to plant and from leaf to leaf their effects are not exactly
known. Air acting as a resistance around the leaf greatly affects the pro-
gress of transpiration; likewise, the amount of water vapor already in the
air influences the amount that can still be lost from the plant. During
periods of low transpiration and abundant soil moisture, absorption by the
roots often tends to exceed transpiration. This type of absorption is fre-
quently termed "active absorption." In 1915, Renner applied the term
"active absorption" to water intake brought about by forces developed
primarily in the roots and "passive absorption" to water intake brought
about by the effect of transpiration.
Kramer (1939) compared the amount of water lost by transpiration of the
intact plant with the amount of exudation from a topped plant. Having
found that the amount of water lost by transpiration was much greater than
that lost through exudation, he concluded that the forces set in motion by
the water lost by transpiration caused the roots to absorb water. Rosene
(1941a) on the other hand, found that under controlled conditions excised
roots may transport greater volumes of water after excision. Her data on
onion roots show that unit volume of transport through a given level in an
excised root is just as large or larger when it has the added force of the
bulb to supplant its own in the transport of water.
Although extensive investigations dealing with the problems of water
absorption in roots (Maximow, 1929) have been carried out for many years,
practically no experiments have been made to determine the nature of the
forces which bring about continuous water transport in root tissue per se\
practically all investigations have been made on intact or topped plants.
Yet Rosene (1941a) has pointed out the need for studies on root tissues
completely isolated from shoot influence in order to obtain a comprehensive
insight into the mechanism of water transport in plant organs; she has also
pointed out that "experimental studies on isolated roots and pieces of
roots under controlled conditions may yield results that are of fundamental
significance to a basic understanding of the dynamics of water transport
inall tissues," (1941a, p. 19).
As indicated above active transfer of water necessitates the expenditure
of energy by the cells. A few investigators have used the respiratory
poison cyanide to determine whether or not water transfer in tissues is
linked with cellular oxidative processes as a possible source of energy.
Kitching's study (1938) on cyanide inhibition of volume transport of water
in the contractile vacuole of certain protozoa and Rosene 's study (1944)
on the effect of cyanide on the rate of exudation inexcised onion roots are
outstanding examples; both investigators reported reversible depression of
water transfer in the presence of cyanide of suitable concentration. In an
investigation dealing chiefly with root pressure of decapitated tomato
plants, van Overbeek (1942) made a few determinations of the effect of cya-
nide on the rate of exudation; he observed reversible reduction of the rate of
exudation with exposure of the excised root system to 1(X4 and 10"3 M.KCN.
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Although many investigations of the effects of various respiratory poisons
on cellular oxidations have been made, their possible effects on other pro-
cesses such as the absorption and transfer of water and solutes have not
been determined to any great extent.
In 1933 it was shown for the first time by Keilin that sodium azide(NaN )
inhibits cellular respiration, the oxidation of cytochrome and the indophenol
reaction in a manner similar to that of cyanide. It was also shown by
Keilin and Hartree (1934) that sodium azide strongly inhibits the activity
of catalase. Keilin (1936) states further that sodium azide inhibits the
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oxidation of reduced cytochrome in living yeast cells, but it begins to
take effect only below pH 7.3 and in acid phosphate solution its inhibitory
effect is similar to that of cyanide.
With respect to processes other than respiration, the only investigation
made to determine the effect of azide is that by Armstrong and Fisher (1940)
on the frequency of the embryonic fish heart. At constant temperature and
under conditions of normal pH and oxygen partial pressure, the heart beat
frequency in a salmon embryo is constant to plus or minus 1.5 per cent.
But when azide is applied the frequency of the heart beat falls approaching
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asymptotically an "inhibition level"; the exact level reached depends upon
the concentration used.
This paper presents data which show the inhibitory effect of a limited
series of concentrations of sodium azide on water transfer in excised onion
roots, AIlium cepa, using the rate of exudation as a measure of water
transfer through the root tissues.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Roots were grown in one-fourth Hoagland solution but since it was de-
sirable to use roots that did not manifest a marked water deficit, plants
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were removed from the aquarium in which they were grown, to a vessel
under a bell jar the night preceding an experiment. The roots were excised
the followingmorning and placed in one-fourth Hoagland solution to provide
a preliminary adjustment period of one hour during which increased rates
of exudation could be attained; Rosene (1941a) found an increase in rates
of water absorption and exudation with time following excision. An indi-
vidual root was gently threaded into a potometer which contained a rela-
tively large volume of solution and the potometer was partially immersed
ina water bath withina closed chamber.
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According to Keilin (1936) sodium azide has an inhibitory effect on the
oxidation of reduced cytochrome in living yeast cells in acid solutions
similar to the effect of cyanide; it therefore seemed suitable to run the
experiments at varying hydrogen ion concentrations ranging from pH 3 to
pH 7 in order to exclude the possibility that the pH itself might be the
limiting factor. Most of the experiments, however, were run at pH 6.5
since it was found that at this pH, which is not injurious to the tissues,
sodium azide produced reversible inhibition of exudation at suitable con-
centrations. Aerated solutions were used throughout. The majority of
experiments were run with an initial control period during which an indi-
vidual root was exposed to distilled water at a given pH; this was followed
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by a period of exposure to sodium azide solution at the same pH and finally
a recovery control period in which distilled water was again used. After
exposure to sodium azide the potometer was thoroughly flushed to remove
all traces of sodium azide. With few exceptions, readings were made at
ten minute intervals.
Several duplicate experiments were run at each concentration; similar
results were obtained in all the experiments. The curves presented here
show typical results selected at random.
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RESULTS
The curves plotted at the top of each figure show the temperature of the
bath; the breaks in each curve represent the time during which solutions
were changed; the ordinate is at the right. The curves plotted below with
ordinate at the left, show the rate of exudation in the presence and absence
of sodium azide at a given concentration. In most instances each circle
in the lower curves represents the average volume (mm3) of water transferred
as exudation fluid per minute during a ten minute interval; exceptions are
averages for longer time intervals as indicated by the abscissae.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the inhibitory effect of .01M sodium azide on
the rate of exudation at pH 4 (figures 1and 2) and pH 6 (figure 3). Figure 1
shows the effect during a relatively short period of exposure, figures 2 and 3
or longer periods. Figures 1 and 2 show higher initial control rates than
igure 3 and an abrupt drop in the rate of exudation when the distilled water
of the initialcontrol period was replaced by sodium azide. During the 170
minutes of exposure to .01M sodium azide indicated in figure 2, water out-
Hit dropped steadily, never quite reaching zero, but practically so; an
nhibition level was reached in 50 minutes. The curves on figures 1 and 2
show that even after 50 minutes of exposure to distilled water during the
ecovery control period, complete recovery did not occur. Figure 3 shows
hat an inhibition level during exposure to .01M sodium azide at pH 6 was
eached in 40 minutes; the curve continues to level out but does not reach
zero in azide solution. The curve of the recovery control period in figure 3
ndicates that a slow recovery might occur. Evidently the recovery period
was too short; other experiments (not shown in the figures) run at the same
'7 fl?Q *>>"?«>
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concentration and pH (.01M sodium azide, pH 6) showed that complete re-
covery occurred at the end of 110 minutes from the time the azide solution
was replaced with distilled water, and the output was at a high rate even
though the root had been exposed to azide 80 minutes.
In experiment 9, figure 4, the sodium azide concentration used was .05M
and the pH 5.5; the pH of the distilled water was 7. For unknown reasons
the rate of exudation during the initial control period dropped after the
second ten minute interval; it then increased and started to level out.
During the relatively short period of exposure of the root to .05M azide an
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inhibition level was reached in 40 minutes. Complete recovery with over-
shooting followed in distilled water at pH 7. The overshooting effect is
characterized by a marked increase in the rate of exudation during the re-
covery period with a maximum rate even greater than the rates exhibited
during the initial control period.
Figure 5 also shows the effect of .05M azide but at a different pH and
in addition it shows the effect of a second exposure to azide following re-
covery from the first exposure. During the first exposure the inhibition level
was reached in 50 minutes. The overshooting effect was manifested during
both recovery periods.
In experiments 23 and 20, figures 6 and 7 respectively, a lower concen-
tration (.001M) of azide was used; experiment 23 was run at pH 6.5; and
experiment 20, at pH 3.5. Figure 6 shows a single exposure of the root
to .001M sodium azide; figure 7 shows the effect of two exposures of another
root to .001M azide with a recovery period between each exposure. In both
experiments the rate of exudation during the initial control period was low
and when the distilled water of the initialcontrol period was replaced with
.001M sodium azide an increase in the rate of exudation was manifested
as shown by the curves in figures 6 and 7. At this concentration (.001M)
there is an absence of an inhibitory effect of azide on water output by the
excised root; similar results were obtained at pH 6.5 and pH 3.5«
Figure 8 also shows a stimulating effect produced when the distilled
water of the initialcontrol period was replaced by azide at a relatively low
concentration, although in this experiment the concentration was .005M.
During the recovery control period the rate of exudation was lower than
during the period of exposure to .005M sodium azide but higher than that
during the initialcontrol period of distilled water.
DISCUSSION
When sodium azide solutions of suitable concentrations replace azide-
free solutions, the rate of exudation falls. The inhibitory effects appear at
different pH values. Since a previous study on the effect of hydrogen ion
concentration on water transportation through excised onion roots showed
that pH values as low as pH 4 have no effect on the rate of exudation, the
effects observed here were due to azide rather than the pH of the solution.
At concentrations of .01M or ,05M sodium azide, the rate of exudation
fell to an inhibition level which was maintained for a relatively long time
period; this effect is similar to that observed by Rosene (1944) when excised
onion roots were exposed to .01M or .005M.KCN. The characteristic over-
shooting in the rate of exudation during the recovery control following ex-
posure to .05M azide also appeared in the experiments with cyanide but at
a concentration of .005M.KCN. These results show that cyanide and azide
have similar depressing effects on the rate of exudation or water output.
Since, in general, cyanide and azide behave similarly as respiratory in-
hibitors (Keilin, 1933, 1936) and since both have a similar inhibitory effect
on the rate of exudation it might be concluded that the mechanism respon-
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sible for exudation is dependent upon respiratory activity for its energy
supply. But Rosene (1944) maintains that such a conclusion is tenable
only if based upon simultaneous measurements of inhibition of oxidative
activity and inhibition of the rate of exudation.
Rosene (personal communication; unpublished results) has found that
sodium azide at suitable concentrations inhibits oxygen consumption in
excised onion roots. Webber (reported by Rosene, 1944) had demonstrated
reversible cyanide depression of oxygen consumption in onion roots. These
facts and the fact that both azide and cyanide inhibit water transfer in
onion root tissue, favor the hypothesis that the process or processes under-
lying water transfer are linked with oxidative metabolism.
Azide inhibition as well as cyanide inhibition of respiration in carrot
root tissue has been reported by Marsh and Goddard (1939).
It is interesting to note that sodium azide produces an effect on the pro-
cess of water transfer in root tissues similar to that observed by Armstrong
and Fisher (1940) on the frequency of the heart beat; although these are
entirely different processes each may be linked with respiratory activity.
Since the experiments reported in this paper were completed, Rosene
(unpublished results) has repeated many of them and has also run a large
number at other concentrations of azide; she states (personal communication)
that at the concentrations used in this investigation she obtained results
which corroborate the observations reported here.
The evidence obtained in this investigation indicates that water output
in root tissue is based upon active transfer. This conclusion is further
supported by the experiments of van Overbeek (1942). But the experiments
reported here, the recent experiments of Rosene (1944) and the earlier ex-
periments of van Overbeek (1942) do not disclose the nature of the forces
responsible for active water transfer; further work is necessary.
SUMMARY
1. Experiments were run with an initial control period during which
excised onion roots (Allium cepa) were exposed to distilled water followed
by a period of exposure to sodium azide and, finally, a recovery control
period; the experiments were run at different pH values and azide
concentrations .
2. Reversible inhibition of the rate of exudation was observed when
azide-free solutions were replaced by concentrations of .01M and .05M
sodium azide during suitable time periods.
3. During exposure to.OlMor .05M azide at pti 4-6.5 the rate of exudation
dropped to an inhibition level which gradually approached zero after a
relatively long period of exposure.
4. At more dilute concentrations— .001M and .005M azide—the inhibitory
effect of sodium azide was absent.
5. The results furnish evidence that active water transfer occurs in root
tissue and indicate that the mechanism responsible for active transfer
obtains energy from oxidative metabolism.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON MISMANAGEMENT OF
GRASSLANDS AND WOODLANDS
ORRIN J. HENBEST
Fayetteville, Arkansas
It is the purpose of this paper to point out some of the destructive agents
which cause the most damage to the woodlands and grasslands of North-
west Arkansas. The measures for reestablishing economically productive
woodlands or grasslands willnot be discussed, although it is recognized
that the elimination of the destructive agents will go a long way in re-
turning the areas to good productivity. The process of reclamation may be
sped up by interplanting and selective cutting in the case of woodlands,
and by tillage, reseeding, fertilization, and other cultural practices in the
case of grasslands.
The most destructive agents causing untold damage to our grasslands
and woodlands are fire and overgrazing. Both are under the control of man,
and he too frequently permits them to go uncontrolled. Therefore, we may
surmise that man's carelessness causes the destruction of many millions
of dollars worth of timber and grasses in our state every year.
Aside from the alleged setting of fires to spite someone or to create a
job and get paid for firefighting, man's principal excuses for burning woods
are to killticks and to burn off the leaves so that more early spring grass
will come through. It is ironical to note that in those areas of Northwest
Arkansas where burning is practiced every year for the purpose of killing
ticks, it is there that are found the worst tick infested areas.
Most ecologists will admit that planned and controlled burning has a
place in improving certain types of food and cover for wildlifeand in the
management of the longleaf pine lands in Southeastern United States and
shortleaf pine inNew Jersey. There is never a valid excuse for overgrazing.
There are times, however, when heavy grazing has been recommended to
aid in the control of weeds such as wildonions and sage grass which have
been fertilized to increase their palatability, and in the case of ponderosa
pine inNew Mexico where some grazing is necessary for reproduction.
Experiments conducted by the SoilConservation Service inOklahoma have
shown that 30 times as much rain and 11 times as much soil runs off a
burned forest floor as runs off an adjacent forest floor which has not been
burned.
When the white people settled this country there were approximately
800 million acres of forest. Now there are 615 million acres of woodland
and woodland pasture, and only three-fourths of it is considered of com-
mercial value. About 40 millionacres of state and private lands are still
burned over every year in the United States.
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In the first three months of this year 43,408 acres in Arkansas were
burned over, as compared to 17,373 acres during the same period last year.
The areas hardest hit were near ElDorado, Harrison and Eureka Springs.
In Northwest Arkansas where white oak or red oak stands have occurred,
frequent burning accompanied by the cutting of all merchantable timber have
reduced some of the stands to a scrub growth of post oak, black jack oak,
red oak and black oak. A young growth of white oak seldom ever withstands
heavy annual burning. These sites then permit the development of one or
more of the following: blue stem grasses, bracken fern, and huckleberry.
If heavy grazing is added to this punishment, then the blue stems willbe
eliminated and likely willbe replaced by sage grass. Also, further damage
to woody species willresult from livestock browsing on the young tender
growth.
Overgrazing is the agent which most likely limits the growth of the Indian
grasses and the desirable species of the bluestems. These have been
observed in open woods and railroad rights-of-way where burning has been
practiced each year. Also, they may be found in open range land which is
grazed lightly or not at all. In woodlands or pastures that are grazed fre-
quently or have been overgrazed these desirable species give way com-
pletely to the poor quality grasses as the three awns and sage grass
(Andropogon virginicus). The latter has infested thousands of acres of
grazing lands in this section of the state and willgrow on almost any kind
of soil or land condition where the competition has been reduced by fire or
overgrazing. Burning does it no harm, but actually helps it become better
established by reducing the competing grasses and legumes.
Overgrazing seriously restricts the development of a good root system,
for without adequate top growth, the roots cannot develop sufficiently to
absorb the necessary foods in poor soils or take up sufficient moisture
during dry periods. Regulated grazing gives the plant time to develop
enough top growth to produce the necessary food to produce good root
growth.
As has been indicated above, fire and overgrazing can quickly reduce
good grazing land into a waste of weeds and expose the soil to the de-
structive forces of erosion. A native cover of perennial grasses willwith-
stand some burning,- but when heavy grazing is added, the bluestems and
Indian grasses are eliminated and sage grass and bitter weed replace them.
This may be observed in many places along the Frisco Railroad right-of-
way, which is burned off almost every year. A striking example was ob-
served about six miles north of Fayetteville where the protection of the
right-of-way against grazing permitted a heavy growth of Indian grass, big
bluestem and little bluestem. The pasture across the fence had none of
these, but instead had a good growth of sage grass and bitter weed. The
pasture also supported some annual grasses and annual lespedeza, but the
heavy growth of weeds and sage grass severely limited the amount of
palatable forage.
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The story of a degraded grassland is described in the March 1950 issue
of The Land News. In 1854 Bartlett gave this description of Southwest
Texas:
"The whole of this district consists of gently undulating plains, without
timber, save along the margins of the streams, and is covered with the most
luxuriant grass. The prairie grass is tall, coarse, and full of seed at the
top, and when young resembles wheat in the spring."
The story is continued by Don J. Newman in Sheep and Goat Raiser,
August 1949. "When the Texas rancher found that he could make unheard-
of profits from cattle, he began producing more cattle. Then when the rail-
roads came, he could market his cattle easier and he thought of more cattle
and greater profits. As the numbers of cattle increased, something began
to happen to the tall, luxuriant grass of the 'old timers.' These tall, more
palatable grasses began to disappear. In their place came the shorter mid-
grasses, but they produced less forage. Continued overgrazing killed out
the mid-grasses, removed the thick mat of decaying vegetation from the
soil surfaces and thereby created a drier soil condition. Only short grasses
and annual grasses could live in the drier soil."
"The seeds of noxious weeds and woody plants could finally get into
the soil itself where they could germinate. Since there was little grass
cover to slow it down, a large portion of the rain was lost as surface run-
off. Natural springs began to dry up. The flow of the streams was lowered.
The soil itself became less productive because little or none of the plant
food was returned to the soil as decaying organic matter."
"Soon rocks began to show up on the surface of the soil, for there was
no grass to prevent the washing of the topsoil into the valleys and streams.
After a few decades much of the Texas land where once grew beautiful,
beef-producing grass was eroded and covered with worthless brush and
undergrowth."
The illeffects of burning and overgrazing may be summarized as follows:
1. Fire scars reduce the sale value of logs and open the way for diseases
and insects to enter the tree.
2. The seedlings of desirable species are either damaged or killed.
3. Erosion and runoff are increased, causing more floods and shortening
the life of springs.
4. Grasses are prevented from developing the deep root systems that
they need to hold their own against weeds.
5. Desirable native or introduced species are killed out leaving the
areas exposed to erosion and the encroachment of weeds.
The destructive forces which man permits to go uncontrolled may quickly
reduce woodlands and grasslands from profitable investments to scrub
growths which willnot yield enough products to pay taxes on the land but
willleave the soil exposed to active erosion.
Simple measures of conservation including the elimination of fire and
the control of grazing willgo a long way in preserving these natural re-
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sources. Improved cultural practices will further increase the
derived from them and store enormous amounts of water in the soil,
is a job not just for the farmer, but for the business man as well, for
the land is productive business is prosperous. Conservation is
body's business.
profits
This
where
every
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SOME NEW RECORDS FOR THE ARKANSAS FLORA*
DWIGHT M. MOORE
University of Arkansas
During the past few years a number of plants either entirely new to the
records of Arkansas or from somewhat unexpected localities have been
found. While this report is not intended as a complete enumeration of such
new finds,it is an attempt to bring together a number of these for the record.
Among the Pteridophytes several new records may be mentioned.
1. Asplenium platyneuron f. hortonae (Davenp.) L. B. Smith. This was
found on a mossy rock ledge with the normal species on Petit Jean Moun-
tain, July, 1948. (DMM #480355).
2. Ophioglossum crotalophoroid.es Walt. \l/i miles south of Prescott.
This is the only place in Arkansas and the most northerly station at which
this tiny fern has been reported. (DMM #450039).
3. Pilularia americana A. Br. which was first reported from Fort Smith
in 1819 by Thomas Nuttall, and rediscovered by the writer in Lake Bailey
on Petit Jean Mountain inSeptember, 1942, has since been found on Maga-
zine Mountain at the edge of Cove Lake; at two places on Lake Wedington
in Washington County, and at Lake Hamilton south of Hot Springs in 1948.
(DMM #480532.)
4. Lycopodium inundatum var. Bigelovii Tuckerm. which was first re-
ported as Lycopodium adpressum (Chapm.) Lloyd and Underw. for Arkansas
by Dr. Flora Haas in 1934, from a small station near Bauxite, has been
relocated and specimens 20 inches tall taken there. It has more recently
been found south of Patmos in northern Lafayette County by Mrs. John
Johnson, of Patmos.
5. Selaginella rupestris Spring, was reported in 1940 <3> by the present
writer from stations in several northern counties of Arkansas. In
1948, it was found on Red Bluff on Petit Jean Mountain which is the most
southern station so far reported for Arkansas. (DMM #480367.)
The following 13 grasses which the writer has sent to the National
Herbarium for checking have been named by Mrs. Agnes Chase as new for
Arkansas on their records:
6. Aim caryophyllea L.
7. Arundo donax L.
8. Brachiaria platyphylla Hitch.
9. Bromus racemosus L.
10. Cynosurus echinatus L.
11. Elymus interruptus Buckl.
12. Panicum aciculare Desv.
13. Panicum brachyanthum Steud.
14. Panicum longifoliumTorr.
15. Panicum texanum Buckl.
•Research Paper No. 1002 Journal Series. University of Arkansas
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16. Paspalum bifidum (Bertol.) Nash.
17. Sporobolus contractus Hitchc.
18. Sporobolus neglectus Nash.
19. Smilax pumila Walt, previously reported only from Columbia and Union
counties was found in 1949 in Ouachita County. (This is the species
which Dr. Coker' 1'has said does not occur more than 28 miles from the
coast.)
20. Sisyrinchium Brownei Small, the little yellow-flowered species was
found north of Junction City in April,1950. (DMM #500084.)
21. The strictly southern swamp orchid Habenaria quinqueseta (Michx.)
Sw. was found on a mossy floating log in Grassy Lake in August, 1948,
(DMM #480466) and again it was found on floating logs in Ferguson Lake
(Lakeside Country-Club) Saline County in 1949«
22. Asarum arifolium Michx. (LittleBrown Jugs) (DMM #500101) a close
kin of Wild Ginger has been discovered at Shepherd Springs in the garden
of Mrs. Isabel France who says it was found at the head of Frog Bayou.
Search for the source of this plant is being continued.
23. An extension of the previously known narrow range of Delphinium
newtonianum D. M. Moore 12
'
was made by its observation north of Marshall
in Searcy County, June 14, 1945 (DMM #450440).
24. Barbarea verna (Mill.)Aschers. "Spring Cress" has been found north
of Fayetteville, April,1950 (DMM #500099). Previously only B. vulgaris,
winter cress was known.
25. Mimosa strigillosa T. &G. (DMM #48Q&1) Lake Village.
26. Glottidium vesicarium (Jacq.) Harper, Bladder pod, with a bad reputa-
tion as a poisonous plant has been located in Saline County near Bauxite
and inLittleRiver near Ashdown.
27. Medicago minima L. (Smallest Bur-clover) was found in April, 1950
on the calcareous outcrops southwest of Foreman (DMM #500032).
28. Aeschynomene virginica (L.) BSP. Sensitive joint vetch,—Rice
fields east of Stuttgart (DMM #480663).
29« Stuartia malacbodendron L. has been found near Camden, Ouachita
County. (DMM #490162.) This beautiful shrubby plant was growing at the
edge of a swamp. Its flowers are nearly white, about 3 inches indiameter,
set off by numerous dark purple stamens. Small says of it,"coastal plain
and adjacent provinces, Western Florida to Louisiana."
30. Eustoma russellianum (Hook.) Guest. A showy, beautiful, blue mem-
ber of the Gentian family—flower 3 inches across. Only one specimen was
found south of Gillette by David Fox of Little Rock in August, 1948
(DMM #480609). Is common in Texas.
31. Asclepias syriaca L. common milkweed
—
abundant in the northern
states, but not previously reported in Arkansas, was found in Mississippi
County in 1947, in Carroll County in 1948, and in S.E. Washington County
in 1950.
32. Hydrophyllum macrophyllum Nutt. Newton County (DMM #480109).
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33. Cynoglossum amabile Stapf. &Drummond. widely distributed in S.W.
part of State, Hot Springs, Albert Pike and east of Texarkana.
34. Verbena tenera Spreng. escaped along highway north of Junction
City, Union County, and east of Dodridge, southern Miller County.
35. Asperula odorata L.Southern part of state, 1949*
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE HEPATICAE OF
ARKANSAS*
EUGENE B. WITTLAKE
University of Arkansas
The Hepaticae, occurring in Arkansas, have never received any partic-
ular attention from the various students in the field of Bryology. This
became very obvious to me as soon as a search was made for more infor-
mation about these plants, in national works on the Bryophytes. This
survey, which embraces material from every county in the state, Ihope,
will serve to stimulate interest among the growing list of collectors in
Arkansas. This willbe facilitated considerably by the publication of an
illustrated, identification manual on the Hepaticae of Arkansas, that will
follow.
Before digressing further on the various aspects of this study, Iwish
to state that to inject any finality as to distribution data, or number of
species would indeed be very premature at this time. Iconsider it rather
as a mere start or beginning, for the manual itself willbe a semi-technical
one, purposely so prepared, that it may be available for use by a greater
number of individuals.
The Hepaticae are usually considered our most primitive, green land
plants. They are most frequently referred to as the Liverworts. They are
considered less advanced than the mosses, due to the simplicity of their
sporophytes and the general habit characteristics of the gametophytic
phase toward dorsalventrality.
Among leading authorities of the group, there is great diversification of
opinion as to their exact evolution and origin. Smith (4) believes they orig-
inated from a ulotrichaceous line of Algae. Campbell" ) proposes that the
origin of both Bryophytes and Pteridophytes arose from an Anthocerotean
complex, and that Sphaerocarpus, Riccardia and Pellia are the living
members of the Hepaticae which are the closest to ancestors of the Liver-
worts. Frye and Clark (s) have proposed that both Chara, a green alga, and
the Hepaticae arose from the same ancestral type; then in their evolution,
a second and a hepatopterid ancestral type was involved, at which point
the wide divergence of Hepaticae and Pteridophytes began. Evans (I> and
several others believe the ancestral types were leafy, erect, and that the
present-day thalloid types are the result of a regressive evolution, but in
the final analysis, they represent a polyphyletic group, derived from several
to many ancestral algae types.
In the preliminary stages of a study of this kind, primarily taxonomic
in nature, one usually concentrates on the appearance of new kinds or
species of the plants sought, which have not yet come to the student's
attention. In the next stage, one arrives at the point, where certain typical
species of the various habitats, become an automatic association. The
"Research Paper No. 1003 Journal Series. University of Arkansas.
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A
-
-
third stage comes when the whole Biological world crashes down around
the group of intensive study, and all the organisms in their environment,
suddenly take on new meaning, which at the beginning were totally in the
background, and held no meaning. Finally, one notices in the search for
new species, not only climatic, atmospheric and soil conditions, but also
biotic factors involved. Due to the fact that these lowly plants grow in
close association with the soil and have no specialized tissue to function
as an effective water
—
conduction system, they are subjected to a great
variety of minute organisms, both plant and animal, that live on them, feed
on them, are parasitic on them, or live inside of them as parasites or
symbionts.
Therefore, this taxonomic study has become a rich field for observations
of many other groups of cryptogamic plants. Actually when one is in the
field, there is many times the problem of trying to decide whether an or-
ganism is a lichen, a moss, an algal mass, a protonemal mass or a liver-
wort. The association of certain fungi and algae has been the most striking
finding.
The State of Arkansas, with its variable topography including its moun-
tains and valleys, the coastal plain, and the Mississippi River Basin, offers
the maximum possibilities as to the number of species of Hepaticae. Al-
ready the number of species recorded in this study is very close to one
hundred. Yet Ifeel that only the surface has been touched. Many of the
areas visited were not intensively worked because time did not permit.
The number of species of Hepaticae, reported for Arkansas innational works
is 22. One of these is Asterella echinella not yet found in the present
search. Another, Marchantia domingensis, has not been found. The latter
was collected by Harvey, the first Professor of Biology at the University,
in 1880; this specimen is now in the New YorkBotanical Garden Herbarium.
Comparing the number of species of Hepaticae here with the number,
found in many other states, Arkansas is already high on the list. Certain
liverworts have been found with sporophytes, which in Frye and Clark's
workts) are reported "sporophytes unknown." These are among the species
of Frullania which were collected last December in the southern counties
of the State.
One of the most unusual finds was Petalophyllum lamellatum, collected
in "April of this year about % mile north of the Arkansas-Louisiana line
above Junction City. This liverwort has only been collected in one other
state, Texas according to Frye and Clark.(3)* Other sites of collection re-
ported are Wales, Europe and Africa.
The 300 odd stations or places of collection range from Eudora to Bella
Vista and from Piggott to Emerson in this study's coverage of Arkansas.
(Fig. 1.) The greater part of the collecting was done in 1949. During the
latter year, approximately 11,000 miles were travelled on specific collecting
trips, in pursuit of a more complete coverage of the State; this was carried
ts)*page i5o, Vol. VI, No. 1.
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FIGURE 1. Distribution map of stations*
out by the author alone and does not represent the mileage of additional
collectors. Such intensive coverage was aided considerably by a joint
grant from the Institute of Science and Technology and the College of Arts
and Sciences of the University of Arkansas.
Among the contributors of specimens for the work were Dr. D. M. Moore,
Mr. Robert Whitmire of Fort Smith, Miss Inez Hartsoe of Piggott, and Mr.
Robert French of Fayetteville who together have provided about 20 per
cent of the total count. Important but fewer specimens have been sent in
by Dr. Delzie Demaree of Jonesboro, Mr. John Pay of Des Arc, and Miss
Frances Bruehl of Fayetteville to augment those already contributed before
the study began by Dr. J. Buchholz of the University of Illinois and Pro-
fessor A.D. Oxley of Lambeth College, Jackson, Tennessee.
Dr. A. W. Evans of Yale University has done confirmation work on the
Prullanias collected. Dr. Ronald McGregor of the University of Kansas has
worked on the identification and confirmation of Riccias collected. Dr.
Margaret Fulford of the University of Cincinnati has additional specimens
for confirmation work.
*Places where Hepaticae were collected.
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In addition, Mrs. Wittlake has spent many hours boxing and preparing
specimens for the Herbarium, compiling statistics which willappear in the
Appendix of the published manual, and combing the literature for any mention
of Arkansas in the Bryophyte field and preparing the supporting bibliography.
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ON EURYMERODESMIDAE, A NEW FAMILY OF DIPLOPODA
(STRONGYLOSOMIDEA), AND A NEW ARKANSAS
SPECIES OF EURYMERODESMUS
NELL B.CAUSEY
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Eurymerodesmidae , fam. nov.
This family is set up to include certain genera from the Mississippi
Valley, Southeastern and Southwestern States formerly included in Xysto-
desmidae, or in Chelode smidae from which it can be separated by the fol-
lowing characteristics: mandibles with a tongue-like protuberance on the
anterio-ventral margin of the pars basalts; unspined sternites, coxae, and
prefemurs; male sternites setose, often with lobes; keels narrow to moder-
ately wide; male gonopods consisting of a large basal division and a small
telopodite which is simple, either setose or glabrous, and caudally directed;
gonopodal opening of male with anterior margin always recurved medially
(figure 2) and variously modified with lobes and setae, the lobes on the caudal
and lateral margins. It resembles Xystodesmidae inhaving smooth tergites
with the keels horizontal to somewhat depressed, their lateral margins
raised and not serrated.
Type-genus: Eurymerodesmus Brolemann 1900. Other genera are Kewanius
Chamberlin 1938 and Paresmus Chamberlin 1942.
Eurymerodesmus angularis, sp. nov.
Figures 1-3
This species resembles E. spectabilis Causey and E. bentonus Causey
in the shape of the lobes on the gonopodal opening of the male, but it can
be distinguished from both by differences in the shape of the telopodite of
the gonopod and by the distribution of setae on it.
Male holotype. Dorsum black-brown mottled with beige; mid-dorsal
black line; orange line around collum, around keels, and across tergites;
pleurites dark; sternites cream; legs gray distally.
Lateral margins of keels convex, but less so than in E. hispidipes
(Wood). Caudal angles of keels 13 through 19 acute. Protuberance on
pars basalis of mandibles relatively small, without pigment or ridges.
Coxal joint of second legs with the usual two conical tubercles, the anterior
larger. A pair of low, rounded, hirsute prominences on the metasternite
between each pair of legs except first two and last two pairs. Metasternite
between ninth legs 1 excavated medially as usual, the furrow narrow and the
setae no longer than those between the other legs (figure 1).
These are the legs on the seventh segment directly behind the gonopods; they
correspond in position to the ninth legs of the female.
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FIGURE 1. Eurymerodesmus angularis, caudal view of sternum between ninth
legs of male.
FIGURE 2. Eurymerodesmus angularis, ventral view of gonopodal opening.
FIGURE 3. Eurymerodesmus angularis, submedial view of left gonopod of male.
Gonopodal opening bears posterio-laterally a pair of recurved lobes. In
lateral view the lobes appear triangular, shorter than the coxae of the ninth
legs, with the caudal surface pigmented and covered with setae and the
cephalic surface without setae and dark pigment. In ventral view the lobes
are seen to turn back medially; laterally they flare away from the margin
and then turn in toward the bases of the ninth legs (figure 2). The margins
of the lobes are darkly pigmented and setose. A row of setae is across the
posterior margin of the opening; the anterior margin was damaged, making
it impossible to determine whether there are setae there.
Telopodite of gonopod (figure 3) relatively short, smoothly accuminate,
and bent sharply distad. It bears three rows of setae; two rows are short,
near the base, on opposite sides of the telopodite, and each is composed of
12 or so setae almost as long as the telopodite; the third and longest row
is composed of shorter setae; the distal third of the telopodite is free of
setae; at its base is a thick tuft of long setae.
Length 23 mm, width 3.6 mm.
A female collected with the male holotype and believed to belong to
this species agrees in general with the male but differs in the following:
length 25 mm, width 3-8 mm; sternites glabrous.
Locality. Arkansas, Prairie Co., De Vails Bluff. The male holotype and
two females were collected by Mr. Le Roy Gray in April, 1950. The type
specimen will be deposited in the collection of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia.
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Of the numerous species of Eurymerodesmus , twelve are known to occur
in Arkansas. Several females in my collection are believed to belong to
additional undescribed species. Systematic collecting in the state and
adjoining areas would furnish interesting material for a study of speciation
in this very plastic genus. A key to the Eurymerodesmidae occurring in
Arkansas willbe published in an early paper.
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THE MILLIPED ASSEMBLY ZINARIA BUTLERII ISOGEN.
(XYSTODESMIDAE)
NELL B. CAUSEY
Fayetteville, Arkansas
The endemic character ofmost milliped species, as identified on the basis
of the male genitalia, is well known to taxonomists working with the group.
There are a few exceptional species, however, of which Spirobolus mar-
ginatus, Pseudopolydesmus serratus, and Scytonotus granulatus are well
known examples, with wide distribution in the Eastern United States and
Mississippi Valley. Although each of these species shows a rather general
uniformity of genitalia, there are slight geographic variations in color,
size, and morphological features of unproven taxonomic significance. A
thorough taxonomic analysis is needed to show whether these are polytypic
species or whether they too are really composed of numerous endemic
species.
In a few milliped genera of wide distribution in the same general area,
all or part of the individuals of a genus may conform rather closely as to
genitalia, but geographic groups are distinctive as to color, pattern, size,
and, in some cases, convexity of the dorsum. Examples of such genera
are Apbeloria Chamb. 1921 and Zinaria Chamb. 1939, each with several
species. Had the individuals of such a genus shown a uniform color and
pattern throughout the range of the genus, they would be considered, at least
at this stage of our knowledge of milliped taxonomy, as representing decidedly
fewer species than have been proposed, but because they break up into
geographic color and pattern groups, the genus is assumed to be one in
which, contrary to the general condition in millipeds, all or part of the
species in it are isogenitive, that is, the genitalia show a degree of uni-
formity which makes positive identification on them alone uncertain, or
even impossible. Museum specimens of such species are almost always
indistinguishable after the colors have faded.
Chamberlin established the genus Zinaria in 1939 for certain species
until then included in Fontaria. In Zinaria the principal blade of each of
the two gonopods of the male is relatively short, straight, and divided
distally into two prongs; from its dorsal surface there arises a smooth,
attenuated spine, usually straight, which is completely or nearly completely
concealed in situ (figures 9-12). The unspined coxae, the stout spine on
each prefemora, and the blunt sternal processes (figure 1) are features which
serve to identify the females of the genus. These and the genitalia suggest
a close relationship withNannaria Chamb. 1928 and Castanaria Causey 1950,
some species of which may occur in the same general area with Zinaria.
Species of Zinaria have been collected from Oklahoma to Minnesota and
east to Florida and Virginia. Some species appear normally to be con-
fined to river bottoms and low, rich woodlands; others occur on somewhat
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dry pine or hardwood covered hillsides. Various members of the genus have
been incorrectly identified as Fontaria virginiensis (Drury) for many years
(Wood 1865, Bollman 1893, Willimans and Hefner 1928, Pratt 1935) and as
such are probably labelled in many collections.
The known Zinaria species, as identified on the basis of the male
genitalia, fall into two groups: viz., cala Chamb. and the 10 species
with very similar gonopods, butlerii isogen. 1 When sufficient material
has been collected and analyzed, butlerii isogen., or parts of it, may
prove to be a polytypic species, but present knowledge does not warrant
that designation.
Color and pattern have been the chief characters used to separate the spe-
cies of butlerii isogen. Whether they are reliable can be shown onlyby deter-
mining the degree of correlation between color and pattern and other differ-
ences. At present the only published record of a color variation is that of
Hoffman (1949), who reported that Virginia specimens of butlerii (McNeill)
lack red on the dorsum, presumably meaning that the keels are red but that the
pink bands on the caudal margins of the tergites are absent. In only one des-
cription, that of rubrilata Hoffman, is the color of the type specimens ade-
quately given. An adequate description should include the color of the
dorsum, with any differences between the colors of the prozonites and
metazonites noted; the shape, intensity, and extent of the colored areas on
the keels, collum, and the caudal margins of the metazonites; as well as
the color of the antennae, head, pleurites, legs, and sternites. The dif-
ference between mature and immature coloration is often striking, so it
should be included. The presence of a mid-dorsal line in this genus, I
believe, willbe seen only on animals with immature coloration.
Our present collections show the following distribution of color and
pattern: red or pink keels and bands, proxima from Michigan and butlerii
from Indiana, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania. Species
with varied size and shade combinations of yellow keels and bands are
iowa, urbana, mima, rubrilata, and busheyi from Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Indiana, Illinois and Iowa. A species with yellow keels and no bands or
triangles, brunnea, is known from Minnesota, and Wood's virginiensis,
with the same color pattern, is supposed to occur in the "Middle States,"
presumably New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Mary-
land. The two trimaculate species, warreni and miribilia, the first from
Isogenitive (abbr. isogen.) is used here with the specific name butlerii to
simplify reference to an assembly of closely related species in which the male
genitalia are so similar that the usual figures and descriptions of them are inade-
quate for separating the species. Itis recommended that an assembly of isogenitive
species be named for either the best known or the earliest described member.
The designation of an assembly of species as isogenitive does not mean that
microscopic variations in the genitalia do not occur. There are constant differences,
but they are difficult to see. The gonopods of three members of butlerii isogen.
shown in figures 10, 11 and 12 illustrate the range of specific differences encoun-
tered. Incontrast, the gonopod shown in figure 9 is of a species not regarded as
a member of butlerii isogen.
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¦FIGURE 1. Sternal processes between second pair of legs of thirteenth segment
of: a, Zinaria urbana; b, Z. brunnea; c. Z. warreni; d, Z. miribilia; e, Z. butlerii;
f, Z. busbeyi; g, Z. proximo.; h, Z. ca/a. All are drawn from male specimens and
to the same scale. Setae are omitted in a-g.
FIGURE 2. Labral profiles of: a, Z. proximo; and b, Z. butlerii. Both are drawn
from male specimens and to the same scale. Setae are omitted.
FIGURE 3. Keels of collum and second segment of: a, Z. cala; b, Z. warreni;
c, Z. proximo; d, Z. brunnea. All are drawn from male specimens and to the same
scale.
FIGURE 4. Keel of thirteenth segment of Z. bushey i.
FIGURE 5. Keel of thirteenth segment of Z. mima.
FIGURE 6. Keel of thirteenth segment of Z. warreni.
FIGURE 7. Projection of caudal end of segment fourteen of Z. busheyi. OB,bisector; CC, chord; BOH, height.
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western Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma and the second from eastern
Arkansas, are strikingly different in appearance. The background color of
the dorsum ranges from nearly black in iowa, through black-brown in warreni,
chestnut brown in several species, to orange-red or bright chestnut brown
in rubrilata. The mature coloration for several species is not definitely
known, having been inferred from either faded or immature specimens.
In my effort to find some character other than color to separate the species
of butlerii isogen.,Ihave examined at least one male of all the species
except iowa. For some species only one faded specimen or a fragment was
available, but there were several specimens of urbana, butlerii, proxima,
warreni, and miribilia. The following characters were studied: shape of
labrum, keels, and sternites, number of labral setae, width, and convexity
of dorsum.
There are four notches in the medial margin of the labrum, and the re-
sulting labral profile, while varying greatly in some species, appears to be
constant enough in others to be of diagnostic value. In proxima (2B) the
labral teeth are much shorter than in butlerii (Fig. 2A); in the specimens
of proxima the labral profile shows a constant difference from that of the
butlerii specimens. In warreni, however, the labral profiles of specimens
from the type locality vary widely, but whether from wear or from individual
variation was not determined. In cala there is a single medial tooth and no
definite lateral teeth, a very different appearance from that of any species
of butlerii isogen. In all species of butlerii isogen., the number of labral
setae, of which there are often three or four in one pore, is between 50
and 60 in the marginal row and between 20 and 30 in the upper row. In
cala there are about 35 in the marginal row and 20 to 30 in the upper row.
The labral pores were not counted.
The shape of the sternites between the third and fourth pairs of legs of
the males in the warreni collection show so much variation they are not of
value as diagnostic characters; in some specimens they are appressed and
in others separated, with the incision between them either U- or V-shaped.
The sternal processes between the second pair of legs of each segment
behind the gonopods show a high degree of uniformity, however, so they
were compared in the species available and found to have specific dif-
ferences of diagnostic value. As shown in figure 1, the sharpest occur in
brunnea, the fullest in miribilia and in proxima, and the remainder are
intermediate between these. In all species except cala there are from
20 to 25 setae scattered over the ventral surface of the processes. The
small sternal processes between the first pair of legs of the corresponding
segments were not studied.
The lateral margins of the keels are slightly thicker in cala than in any
species of butlerii isogen. They are slightly prolonged behind the keels
in warreni (Fig. 6), miribilia, brunnea, and cala; less prolonged inproxima,
butlerii, busheyi (Fig. 4), mima (Fig. 5), and urbana; and prolonged almost
none at all in rubrilata. The keels of the collum are less acute inbutlerii
isogen. than in cala (Fig. 3); in both warreni and miribilia the margin is
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thicker on the collum keels than in any of the other species. Some dif-
ference is found in the shape of the keels in the middle body region: the
lateral margins are slightly oblique to the body axis in warreni (Fig. 6),
miribilia, rubrilata, urbana, and brunnea; they are less oblique inbusheyi
(Fig. 4), and almost parallel to the body axis in mima (Fig. 5), butlerii,
and proxima; in cala they are slightly convex. The shape of the last five
body segments is shown in figure 8; the keels of these segments are sharp-
est in brunnea. In most species the keels of the sixteenth segment are
but slightly prolonged behind the medial margin of that segment, but in
brunnea, rubrilata, miribilia, and mima, the keels make a definite oblique
angle with the metazonite. In most species the openings of the repug-
natorial glands are dorsal, but in butlerii and proxima they are almost
lateral, resulting in a slight emargination of the lateral margin of the keels.
Records of individual and geographic variation in size in any one species
of this group are still too meagre to have much meaning. In the various
species, the width ranges from 8.8 mm down to 4 mm and the length from
41 mm down to 21 mm, with the females usually slightly larger than the
males. The variation of width and length, as given in the literature and
as found inmy specimens, is recorded in Table I.
A morphological character often mentioned in describing species is
the convexity of the dorsum. A method of quantitatively presenting this
character is used here to replace the heretofore used method of roughly
describing specimens as "dorsum compressed," "arched," etc. It is a
bisector-chord-height proportion designated by the abbreviation B-C-H
and derived from measurements obtained after dissecting out and projecting
the caudal margin of the fourteenth segment of a male. The metazonite
and its keel are considered the arc of a circle, and the chord (C) is the
line drawn from the caudal angle of one keel across to the corresponding
point on the other keel; the bisector (B) is the perpendicular line from
the middle of the chord to the summit of the metazonite; and the height
(H) is the line from the summit along the bisector to the midpoint of the
external surface of the sternite (Fig. 8). B is taken as 1 and the propor-
tions of the other two measurements are then derived. In order that the
segment always be projected from the same angle, it is held so that the
anterior sternite is just barely covered by the posterior sternite. C-B-K
ratios of several species of Zinaria are given in Table I; mima is most
convex, warreni and miribilia least, and butlerii, proxima, cala, brunnea,
rubrilata, urbana, and busheyi in between, in descending order.
It seems wise to present the followingnotes on the synonymy of Zinaria
species at this time because of the widespread confusion that has existed
as to the status of Wood's virginiensis and McNeill's butlerii.
Zinaria Chamberlin
1939 Zinaria Chamberlin, Bull.Univ. Utah, vol. 30, no. 2, p. 4. Genotype
Zinaria cala Chamberlin, ibid.
1942 Zinaria Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 34, no. 6, p. 16
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TABLEI
DIFFERENCES INGREATEST BODY WIDTH, APPROXIMATELENGTH, ANDB-C-H RATIO INTWELVE SPECIES OF ZINARIA.1
Number of Specimens ~ .
Species Locality n/^rTu B-C-H Ratio
_ Male Female Body Width Body Length
warreni Carroll Co., Ark. 7 7.7-7.9 mm 32-38 mm .21-1-. 55
Carroll Co., Ark. 4 7.7-8.3 32-41
Cherokee Co., Okla. 1 7.2 ?
Latimer Co., Okla. 1 8.7 38
miribilia Clay Co., Ark. 2 7.6-7.8 32-33 .2O-1-.55
Clay Co., Ark. 6 7.8-8.8 31-36
busheyi Grant Co., Ind. 1 7.0 33 .20-1-. 59
Grant Co., Ind. 3 6.7-7.2 29-33
Blackford Co., Ind. 1 8.3 36
urbana Urbana, 111. (Chamberlin) 1 6.9 29 .20-1-. 59
Zion, 111. 2 5.9-6.4 28
Tolono, 111. 1 6.0 29
? 2 Eldred, 111. 1 7.0 32
brunnea Ft. Snelling, Minn. (Bollman) 1 25 .20-1-.61
Rush City, Minn. 1 5.9 ?
butlerii Bloomington, Ind. (McNeill) 1 7 30 .23-1-.60
Spencer, Ind. 5 6.0-6.5 29-31.6
Spencer, Ind. 4 6.3-6.7 28-31.7
? 2 Montgomery Co., Ind. 2 6.6—7.0 ?
? Montgomery Co., Ind. 1 1 7.5 ?
? Turkey Run St. Pk. Ind. 1 7.2 34
proximo Ann Arbor, Mich. 4 5.7-6.2 ? 30 .23-1-.6O
Ann Arbor, Mich. 6 5-9-6.8 27-? 32
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TABLEI(continued)
Number of Specimens ,- k„ T .. Greatest Approximate n ,-. tI„ .SpeC1CS L°Cahty j~^" Body Width Body Length B-C-H Rauo
rubrilata Lancaster Co., Va. (Hoffman) 1 5.6 32.5 .22-1-.57
Lancaster Co., Va. (Hoffman) 1 6.1 30
aberrans Caddo Par., La. (Chamberlin) 1 6.0 30
mima Greene Co., Pa. (Chamberlin) 1 6.0 25 .26-1-.65
Greene Co., Pa. 1 5.4 ?
iowa Ames, Iowa (Chamberlin) 1 5.2 23
cala Deer Park, Fla. (Chamberlin) 1 4.0 21 .21-1-.61
Deer Park, Fla. 1 5.0 ?
Deer Park, Fla. 1 4.1 21
'Allmeasurements are original except those following names of authors inparentheses.
determinations were not made on these specimens.
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1943 Fontaria Gray. Loomis, Bull.Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 92, no. 7, p. 401.
1948 Zinaria Chamberlin. Loomis and Hoffman, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,
vol. 61, p. 53- »
Zinaria virginiensis (Wood)
1865 [wow] Fontaria virginiensis (Drury). Wood, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc,
vol. 13, p. 221, fig. 49.
1893 Fontaria virginiensis Wood. Bollman, various papers reprinted in Myr.
of N. Amer.
1928 Fontaria virginiensis Wood. Williams and Hefner, Ohio St. Univ. Bull.,
vol. 33, no. 7, p. 107.
1939 Zinaria virginiensis (Drury). Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 30,
no. 2, p. 4.
Wood described virginiensis as dark reddish chestnut, with the keels
bright yellow, sometimes verging toward orange, and without bands or
triangles on the caudal margins of the metazonites. Even though the color-
ation is strikingly different from that described for butlerii (McNeill), later
authors have attempted to combine the two species. It appears that vir-
giniensis (Wood), sometimes referred to as virginiensis (not of Drury),
actually approximates the brief description which Bollman made of brunnea,
but in the absence of Wood's specimens and of more definite collection
data than "Middle States," the name Zinaria virginiensis (Wood) is a nomen
nudum as of 1865.
Zinaria brunnea (Bollman)
PI. I,Figs. IB,3D; PI. II,Fig.8D
1887 Fontaria virginiensis brunnea Bollman, Amer. Nat., vol. 21, p. 82.
1943 Fontaria brunnea (Bollman). Loomis, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol.
92, no. 7, p. 402
1943 Zinaria brunnea (Bollman). Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 34,
no. 6, p. 16.
1948 Zinaria brunnea (Bollman). Loomis and Hoffman, Proc. Biol. Soc.
Wash., vol.61, p. 53.
The sharper sternal processes (Fig. IB) and more acute keels on the
posterior segments (Fig. 8D) set brunnea apart from other isogenitive
species of Zinaria. It is known from Chisago and Hennipen Counties,
Minnesota.
Zinaria butlerii (McNeill)
PI. I,Figs. IE, 2B; PI. II,Figs. 8G, 11
1888 Polydesmus butlerii McNeill,Bull. Brookville Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 3,
p. 6, figs. 1-3.
1893 Fontaria virginiensis (Wood). Bollman, various papers reprinted inMyr.
of N. Amer.
1928 Fontaria virginiensis (Wood). Williams and Hefner, Ohio St. Univ.
Bull.,vol. 33, no. 7, p. 107.
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FIGURE 8. Tergites of last five segments of: a, Z. cala; b, Z. urbana; c, Z
warreni; d, Z. brunnea; e, Z. proxima; f, Z. miribilia; g, Z. butlerii; h, Z. rubrilata
i, Z. mima; j, Z. bus hey i.
FIGURE 9. Right gonopod, subdorsal view, Z. ca/a»
FIGURE 10.Left gonopod, subdorsal view, Z. warreni
FIGURE 11. Left gonopod, a, subdorsal view; b, medial view of spine, Z. butlerii,
FIGURE 12. Right gonopod, subdorsal view, Z. proxjma.
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1943 Zinaria butleri (McNeill). Chamber lin,Bull.Univ. Utah, vol. 34, no. 6,
p. 16.
1949 Zinaria butleri (McNeill). Hoffman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 99,
no. 3244, p. 389.
First described from Franklin Co., Indiana, butlerii has been reported
from Ohio (Williams and Hefner 1928), Pennsylvania (Chamber lin 1927),
Virginia, and West Virginia (Hoffman 1949). Hoffman (1949, Proc. Biol.
Soc. Wash., vol. 62, p. 86) reported that the Virginia specimens which he
regards as Z. butlerii, and which Ihave not seen, have no red on the dorsum,
and the dorsal spine of the gonopod is larger and curved mesiad. My
specimens from Spencer, Indiana, have a slight crook at the distal end of
the dorsal spine and a slight lobe somewhere along the mesial margin of
the principal blade (Fig. 11), making itpossible to distinguish this species
from proxima, another species with a high dorsum and red on the keels.
Whether the pattern of the labial profile (Fig. 2B) is constant throughout
the range is not known.
A recent (Aug. 31, 1950) extraordinary aggregation* of Z. butlerii was
reported to me by Dr. Eliot C. Williams, Jr. An estimated six or seven
thousand, apparently all adult specimens, were heaped up in two small
areas at either end of a bridge over McCormick's Creek, near Spencer,
Indiana.
Zinaria cala Chamberlin
PI. I,Figs. 1H, 3A; PI. II,Figs. 8A, 9
1939 Zinaria cala Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 30, no. 2, p. 4, fig. 6.
Collections of cala have been made in Florida and Georgia. It should
be easily distinguished from other species of Zinaria byits glabrous sterna,
small size, and short dorsal spine on the gonopods.
Zinaria urbana Chamberlin
PI.I,Fig. 1A;PI. II,Fig. 8B
1939 Zinaria urbana Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 30, no. 2, p. 5,
fig. 5.
1943 Fontaria brunnea (Bollman). Loomis, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 92,
no. 7, p. 402.
1948 Zinaria brunnea (Bollman). Loomis and Hoffman, Proc. Biol. Soc.
Wash., vol.61, p. 53.
Loomis and Hoffman (1948) believe that the difference in size does not
justify the maintenance of urbana as a separate species from brunnea, but
Ithink that the sharper sternal process and the more acute posterior keels
of brunnea as contrasted with those characters in urbana (Figs. 1A, 8B)
warrant recognition of the two as separate species. The only specimens
are from northern Illinois.
2For a review of unusual milliped aggregations, several of which involved
some species of Zinaria, see J. L. Cloudsley-Thompson, The significance of
migration in myriapods. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 12, vol. 2, pp. 947-962, 1949.
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Zinaria iowa Chamberlin
1942 Zinaria iowa Chamberlin, Canad. Ent., Vol. 74, no. 1, p. 16, fig. 3«
1948 Zinaria brunnea (Bollman). Loomis and Hoffman, Proc. Biol. Soc.
Wash., vol. 61, p. 53.
Loomis and Hoffman (1948) rejected iowa because the gonopods, as
figured by Chamberlin, are identical with those of brunnea. In view of the
great similarity of the gonopods of members of butlerii isogen., this does
not constitute a valid reason for refusing to recognize iowa. The color
pattern, distinctly unlike brunnea' s, justifies its maintenance as a separate
species; iowa has been reported only from Ames, Iowa.
Zinaria aberrans Chamberlin
1942 Zinaria aberrans Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 32, no. 8, p. 4,
PI. I,fig. 7.
1950 Tbrinaxoria lampra Chamberlin and Hoffman, Nat. Hist. Misc., no. 71,
p. 4.
Recently aberrans was made the type of a new genus, Tbrinaxoria. Al-
though the gonopods suggest those of Zinaria, the following characters are
clearly those of another genus: the absence of sternal processes, spines on
the posterior coxae, the three rows of tubercles across the metazonites, and
the absences of sternal processes between the third and the fourth pairs of
the legs of males.
Zinaria mima Chamberlin
PI. I,Fig. 5; PL II,Fig. 81
1939 [in partim] Zinaria urbana Chamberlin, Bull. Univ. Utah, vol. 30,
no. 2, p. 5.
1949 Zinaria mima Chamberlin, Jour. Wash. Acad. Sci., vol. 39, no. 3,
p. 101, fig. 26.
The small size, very convex dorsum (Table I), and keels (Fig. 5) dis-
tinguish mima from other isogenitive species of Zinaria. Itis known only
from Greene Co., Pennsylvania.
Zinaria rubrilata Hoffman
PI. I,Fig. 8H
1949 Zinaria rubrilata Hoffman, Proc. Biol.Soc. Wash., vol. 62, p. 84
The sternal processes on the posterior segments of rubrilata resemble
those of urbana. After the colors have faded, itmight be distinguished from
other isogenitive species of Zinaria by the angle that the keels of the
sixteenth segment make with the metazonite (Fig. 8H) and the fact that
the margins of the keels are not prolonged behind the keels, as in most
other species. This species is known from Lancaster Co., Virginia.
Zinaria warreni, n. sp.
PL I,Figs. 1C, 3B, 6; PL II,Figs. 8C, 10
A large member of the genus distinguished by the three yellow triangles
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on the caudal margin of most of the tergites. The sparsely setose ster-
nites and shape of the gonopods establish itas a member of butlerii isogen.
It is distinguished from miribilia by its smaller sternal processes and
larger maculae.
Male holotype. Dorsum black-brown; collum with yellow triangles on
keels and both mid-dorsal margins; low, pale yellow triangles on mid-caudal
margins of metazonites 2 through 17, none of them touching the larger,
bright yellow triangles on the keels; tergite 20 yellow caudally. Epicranium
brown, antennal sockets and antennae buff, antennae light brown, becoming
darker distally. Sternites and legs bright yellow, a thin brown line around
each article of the legsjtarsal claws brown and slightly twisted. Pleurites,
except for the light brown triangles under the keels, pale yellow. Labral
setae in marginal row about 50, about 20 in upper row.
Metazonites finely wrinkled; prozonites smooth. Raised margins on
anterior margin of collum and lateral margins of keels slightly thicker than
in any other species of butlerii isogen. except miribilia (Fig. 3B). Be-
ginning with segment 5 the margins are produced slightly caudad of the
keels (Fig. 6). The lateral margins of the keels of the middle body region
are slightly oblique to the body axis. The shape of the last 5 tergites is
shown in Figure 8C.
Coxae of last pair of legs separated by .4 mm; this space widens ceph-
alad, becoming 1.2 mm on the middle segments. Sternites between the
second pair of legs of segments 8 through 17 bluntly produced caudad as
shown in Figure 1C. The sternite between the third pair of legs is in the
form of a pair of low triangles; between the fourth legs there are similar
but larger triangles.
A gonopod is shown in Figure 10; the end of the dorsal spine is visible
in situ between the prongs of the principal blade; the medial prong is
narrower than that of cala (Fig. 9).
Length 38 mm, width 7.7 mm, B-C-H of segment 14 .21— 1—.54.
Female allotype. Agreeing in general with the male, but differing in the
following: all of the tergites have a small, medial, yellow triangle, length
40 mm, width 8.1 mm.
Locality. Arkansas, Carroll Co. The male holotype was collected by
Mr. Lloyd C. Warren June 17, 1950, from a sandy, wooded, frequently flooded
island in King's River on the farm of Mr. John Bains, Berryville. Icollected
6 males, 4 gravid females, and several larvae of 19 segments from the
same site July 2, 1950. A few of them were moving about in the shade, but
most of them were under driftwood. No specimens were found on the wooded
hills across the river from the island. Both adults and larvae emitted a
strong odor of prussic acid when handled. The Oklahoma collections,
made by Dr. R. D. Bird, consist of one male from Cherokee Co., July 12,
1929, and one gravid female from Latimer Co., Oct. 21, 1929^
Zinaria busheyi, n. sp.
PL I,Figs. IF,4, 7; PL II,Fig. 8J
A moderately large member of butlerii isogen. with yellow bands on the
caudal margins of the tergites and narrow yellow bands on the lateral
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margins of the keels as in mima, from which it can be distinguished by
its greater size and less convex dorsum.
Male holotype. Dorsum dark brown; entire margin of collum with yellow
band, which is wider medially and on keels; a yellow band, wider than
in mima, on caudal margin of metazonites, embracing caudal corners of
keels, and continuing forward on lateral margins of keels as narrow lines.
Epicranium brown, antennae light brown, becoming darker distally. Ster-
nites and pleurites cream color, legs probably yellow, claws brown and
slightly twisted. Labral setae in marginal row about %50, about 26 in upper
row.
Metazonites finely wrinkled; prozonites smooth. Beginning with segment
5, the raised lateral margins of the keels are slightly produced caudad of
the keels. The lateral margins of the keels of the middle body region are
slightly oblique to the body axis (Fig. 4); this distinguishes busheyi from
mima, in which these keels are parallel with the body axis. The shape of
the last 5 tergites is shown in figure 8J. The repugnatorial pores are sub-
lateral, giving the segments with them a slight emargination.
Coxae of last pair of legs separated by .36 mm; this space widens ceph-
alad as usual. Sternites behind gonopods produced as in Figure IF. Ster-
nite between third legs in form of a pair of appressed lobes; between the
fourth legs there is a pair of truncated lobes, the incision between then
U-shaped. Posterior margin of gonopodal opening more concave medially
than inmima.
Gonopods typical of butlerii isogen. The prongs of the principal blade
are relatively longer and closer together than in mima.
Length about 33 mm, width 7 mm, B-C-H of segment 14 .20-1-.59*
Locality. Indiana, Grant Co., Upland. Dr. C. J. Bushey collected the
male type and two females May 5, 1950.
The females agree in general with the males, but differ in the following:
the caudal bands are in the shape of wide, low triangles confluent with the
yellow areas of the keels; length 32 mm, width 7.1 and 7.2 mm. A female
collected at Hartford City, Blackford Co., Ind., by Dr. Bushey differs in the
following characters: dorsum black-brown, legs pale yellow, wide yellow
caudal bands have a mid-dorsal pale yellow dot confluent with them; mar-
gins of keels slightly more prolonged; length 36 mm, width 8.3 mm.
Zinaria miribilia,n. sp.
PI. I,Fig. ID;PI. II,Fig. 8F
A large, trimaculate member of butlerii isogen. similar to warreni but
distinguished from it by the slightly longer and more bulbous sternal pro-
cesses and by the smaller yellow areas on the keels and the indistinct
mid-dorsal light brown areas.
Male holotype. Dorsum very dark brown; trimaculate, the mid-dorsal
spots light brown, indistinct, and roughly triangular, the keels with narrow,
bright yellow lateral margins much smaller than the yellow areas on the
keels of warreni. Labral setae in marginal row about 60, about 35 in upper
row.
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Metazonites finely wrinkled; prozonites smooth. Raised margins of
keels as in warreni; keels prolonged caudad as in warreni, except that the
19th keels are more rounded (Fig. 8F). Sternites between second pair of
legs of segments 8 through 17 with processes slightly longer and more
bulbous (Fig. ID)than in any other species of the genus. Sternites sparsely
setose between second legs of each segment, less setose at base of first
legs of each segment. Between the third legs the sternite is in the form
of low triangles; between the fourth legs the processes are similar but
slightly larger. Coxae of last pair of legs separated by .4 mm; this space
widens cephalad, becoming 1.3 mm on the middle segments.
The gonopods appear to be indistinguishable from those of warreni.
Length 31 mm, width 7.6 mm, B-C-H of segment 14 .20— 1-.55.
Female allotype agrees in general with the male; length 34 mm, width
8.2 mm.
Locality. Arkansas, Clay Co., 12 miles northeast of Piggott, highway
62, on Crowley's Ridge. Icollected 2 males, 9 females, and several
larvae of 19 segments from the rather dry litter on a north oak-hickory
covered hillside. Both adults and larvae emitted a strong odor of prussic
acid when handled.
Specimens in which the colors had not matured were drab brown, with
broad mid-dorsal cream triangles almost confluent with the large cream
triangles on the keels.
Zinaria proxima, n. sp.
PI. I, Figs. 1G, 2A, 3C; PI. II,Figs. 8E. 12
A species similar to butlerii in color, size, and shape, but distinguished
from it by differences in the labral profile, the sternal processes, and the
male gonopods.
Male holotype. Colors faded, but apparently the dorsum is brown and the
caudal margins of the metazonites are red-banded, the bands widened
medially; the keels have a narrow red border on the lateral margins; entire
margin of collum withred band, which is wider medially and on keels.
Metazonites finely wrinkled; prozonites smooth. The shape of the keels
of the first two segments is shown in Figure 3C. The margins of the keels
are very slightly prolonged behind the keels. In the middle body region
the lateral margins of the keels are almost parallel to the body axis. The
shape of the last five tergites is shown in Figure 8E.
The sternal processes between the second pair of legs of segments
8 through 17 are slightly fuller and the excavation between them is deeper
than in butlerii; the processes between the 13th legs are shown in Figure
1G.
A subdorsal view of a gonopod is shown in Figure 12; the dorsal spine
is almost straight, without the more decided distal wave characteristic
of specimens of butlerii from Spencer, Ind.; the medial prong of the main
blade is more narrow than in butlerii, and the medial margin of the main
blade is straight, without the small but characteristic lobe seen in butlerii
(Fig. 11); there are two brown spots on each medial prong.
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Length about 30 mm, width 6.0 mm, B-C-H of segment 14 .23-1-.60.
Female allotype agrees in general with the male; length about 30 mm,
width 6.3 mm.
Locality. Michigan, Ann Arbor, 5 miles west, Liberty and Zeeb Roads.
Dr. George C. Wheeler collected 5 males and 7 females, and several speci-
mens of the last larval stadium June 6, 1948.
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ZINARIA
1 (2) Sterna glabrous; dorsal spine of male gonopods reaching no more
than half way up the undivided part of the principal blade to the
base of the prongs (Fig. 9); gonopodal opening with margin raised
all around; lateral margins of keels of middle body region slightly
convex; dorsum dark brown; keels and metazonites with sharply
denned yellow borders; venter and legs yellow. <£ 21 x 4 mm.
cala Chamber lin.
2 (1) Sterna sparsely setose; dorsal spine of male gonopods long enough
to be visible or almost visible in situ between prongs of principal
blade (Figs. 10-12); gonopodal opening with margin raised laterally;
dorsum varying shades of brown to black with pink, red, or yellow
bands or triangles butlerii isogen. 3
3 (6) Pink or red areas on keels and caudal margins of metazonites;
dorsum moderate ly convex 4
4 (5) Dorsal spine of male gonopods straight or almost straight (Fig. 12),
lateral margin of principal blade without lobe, (Fig. 12), labral
profile as in figure 2A. c? 30 x 6 mm proxima, n. sp.
5 (4) Dorsal spine of male gonopods with crook in distal end, lateral
margin of principal blade with small lobe (Fig. 11), labral profile
as in figure 2B. c? 6.5 X 30 mm butlerii (McNeill)
6 (3) Yellow areas on keels and, in some species, on caudal margins of
metazonites; dorsum from strongly to weakly convex 7
7 (10) Caudal margins of metazonites without yellow bands or triangles 8
8 (9) Background color of dorsum largely orange-red or bright chestnut
brown, exposed parts of prozonites black. <^32 x 5.6 mm. rubrilata Hoffman
9 (8) Background color of dorsum chestnut brown; keels and sterna
sharper than in other species of the genus (Figs. IB and 8D).
c? about 25 X5 .9 m brunnea (Bollman)
10 (7) Caudal margins of metazonites with yellow bands or with yellow
or light brown triangles 11
11 (16) Narrow yellow bands on lateral margins of keels 12
12 (15) Bands on lateral margins of keels connected by wider bands on
caudal margins of metazonites; dorsum either strongly or weakly
convex 13
13 (14) A smaller species; dorsum strongly convex; lateral margins of keels
parallel to body axis, £ about 25 X5 .7 mm mima Chamberlin.
14 (13) -A larger species; dorsum weakly convex; lateral margins of keels
slightly oblique to body axis. $ 33 X 7 mm busheyi, n. sp.
15 (12) Mid-dorsal region of metazonites with small, roughly triangular,
light brown areas not confluent with yellow areas of keels; dorsum
dark brown and weakly convex; lateral margins of keels more ob-
lique to body axis than in busheyi. <£ 33 x7.7 mm miribilia, n. sp.
16 (11) Larger yellow triangular or rectangular areas on keels; dorsum
weakly convex 17
17 (20) Yellow areas of keels connected by yellow bands on caudal mar-
gins of metazonites 18
18 (19) Dorsum nearly black; keels bright yellow, the bands connecting
them dull ye How. <? 23 X 5.2 mm towa Chamberlin.
19 (18) Yellow bands connecting keels widened in mid-dorsal region.
<£ about 28 x6.5 mm urbana Chamberlin.
20 (17) Small light yellow triangles on mid-dorsal region of metazonites
not confluent with bright yellow triangles on keels; dorsum black-
brown. cT 35 X7.8 mm warreni, n. sp.
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Type specimens of the Zinaria spp. described in this paper willbe de-
posited in the collection of the Academy ofNatural Sciences ofPhiladelphia.
Iam indebted to the followingpeople for the use of specimens of Zinaria
spp.: Dr. R. V. Chamberlin, Dr.Milton W. Sanderson, Mr. Robert L.Hoffman,
Mr. Lloyd O. Warren, Dr. C. J. Bushey, Dr. George C. Wheeler, Mr. James
E. Sublette, and Dr. Eliot C. Williams, Jr.
SUMMARY
1. The term isogenitive is proposed to simplify reference to an assembly
of closely related species of millipeds in which the genitalia are so similar
that other morphological characters must be found to separate the species.
2. Useful diagnostic characters, not of equal value for all species, in
Zinaria butlerii isogen. are color and pattern, shape of labrum, sternites,
and keels, length and width of body, and convexity of dorsum.
3. A simple procedure for quantitatively expressing the convexity of the
dorsum is proposed.
4. Zinaria virginiensis (Wood) is declared a nomen nudum and the follow-
ing new species of Zinaria axe described: warreni, busheyi, miribilia, and
proxima.
5. A key to 11 species of Zinaria is given.
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FRESHWATER SPONGES IN ARKANSAS
DAVID CAUSEY
Department of Zoology, University of Arkansas
That some sponges occur in freshwater seems not generally known, and
probably only those zoologists definitely interested in freshwater biology
have a clear idea of their appearance. Freshwater sponges occur in the
clear, glacial lakes of the upper Mississippi Valley, growing in masses
several inches in diameter on the stones of the bottom or on the aquatic
vegetation. Those Ihave obtained from Louisiana seem always to be on
the submerged roots of trees, where they form a noticeable encrustation.
The Arkansas species here reported seem to be either on the under side of
submerged logs or on the top surface of rocks in the beds of mountain
streams. Silt will choke their canals, so they occur generally in clear
waters. Since the skeleton is silicious, they do not dp well in "hard"
waters, but are occasionally found in such.
The only mention of Arkansas sponges in the literature seems to be
that of T. horrida (Causey and Eidson). The present note adds one genus
and two additional species. They do not appear to be common in the areas
from which they are reported and Ihave not noticed them in other parts of
the state. No large mass has been found, the specimens thus far being
more or less circular incrustations of approximately an inch in diameter.
When alive they show some shade of green due to the contained algae,
unless greatly shaded, and resemble green algae. A sensitive finger tip
will distinguish the rough surface of the sponge colony from the slippery
smooth algal surface. A good hand lens will show the ends of the pro-
truding spicules and an occasional osculum. In some of the mountain
streams they may be found in the dry part of the summer as patches on the
bare rocks. At such times they tend to be white, dirty or resembling a
splash of whitewash. The presence of the roundish gemmules, approxi-
mately a sixteenth of an inch in diameter, and often occurring in clusters,
is good confirmatory evidence. Microscopic examination will show the
silicious spicules. Permanent preparations are readily made by boiling
bits of the colony, with gemmules if identification is intended, in nitric
acid, washing, and spreading on slides to dry. By making the final sus-
pension in alcohol, and igniting as soon as spread on the slide, dry prepa-
rations are obtained which can be mounted in balsam ina few seconds. The
gemmule spicules are necessary for identification. Useful references are
those of Potts (1887), Smith (1921), Ward and Whipple (1918), and Old
(1932).
Arkansas records are as follows:
Epbydatia mulleri (Lieberkuhn) 1856. Savoy, Washington County, on
floating log.
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Trochospongilla leidyi (Bowerbank) 1863. Eden's Bluff, Washington
County, on rocks; Petit Jean River, Scott County, on rocks.
Trochospongilla horrida (Weltner) 1893 • White River, Elkins, Washing-
ton County, on rocks.
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LIMNOLOGICAL STUDIES IN ARKANSAS*
TEMPERATURE AND TURBIDITY RECORDS FOR LAKEFORT SMITH
CARL E. HOFFMAN
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
In connection with the study of plankton populations of Lake Fort Smith
between 1938 and 1950 temperature records were taken at meter intervals
from the surface to the bottom on each collecting date. During 1949 and
1950 turbidity records were taken at alternate meters beginning with meter
one through fifteen. Since a number of small lakes have been impounded in
recent years in northwestern Arkansas published temperature and turbidity
records of one of these lakes, Lake Fort Smith, may be of interest. A
summary of thermal conditions of the above lake is presented for the period
August 31. 1949 through September 23, 1950 (table 1). Comparisons are
made with similar records taken in 1938-39* Turbidity records for 1949-50
are also presented. In 1939, temperature records were taken with an H-B
Instrument Company "Deep Sea" reversing thermometer and in 1949-50
with a Negretti and Zambra reversing thermometer. Turbidity samples were
obtained with a modified Kemmerer sampler and measurements were made
with a Hellige Turbidimeter.
The author wishes to express his indebtedness to the City of Fort Smith
for the use of a boat and other courtesies, and to the Arkansas Game and
Fish Commission for furnishing transportation from March through September
1950.
Lake Fort Smith is an artificial lake located twenty-five miles northeast
of the city of Fort Smith, Arkansas. This lake, impounded in 1936, had an
area of 525.5 acres, mean depth of 22.94 feet, and a maximum depth of
72 feet. At the present time the maximum depth is 66 feet. Figure 1is
a map of Lake Fort Smith as it was surveyed in May 1939«
Table 1is a summary of thermal conditions in Lake Fort Smith between
August 31, 1949 and September 23, 1950. The lake had a period of thermal
stratification and one of circulation. During the circulation period the
water was rarely the same temperature from the top to the bottom, being
slightly lower in the deeper meters. The temperature of the surface water,
during the circulation period in 1939, averaged 8.4 C, while that of the
water next to the bottom averaged 7.4 °C. In 1949-50 the surface tem-
perature averaged 10.4 C. and that of the bottom 9.4 C. Chemical studies
show that these temperature gradients allow circulation of the water from
the top to the bottom. Figure 2 is a graphic representation of the ver-
tical distribution of dissolved oxygen for the year 1939» This graph
shows that during circulation the oxygen had a fairly uniform distribution
*Research Paper No. 1005 Journal Series, University of Arkansas.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THERMAL CONDITIONS INLAKEFORT SMITH FROM
AUGUST 31, 1949 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 23, 1950
Epilimnion HypolimnionThermocline
t, „ Meter below Meter above T . _„. Top Bottom „... . „ ,. . Location fop BottomDate ,or¦ \ fO r~ \ hpuimnion Hypolimnion , N tot- \ iOr- \( C.) ( C.) So c s (°C ) (meters) (°C.) (°C.)
8/31 26.0 25.4 22.2 18.4 6-9 14.2 11.8
9/15 22.4 22.2 18.6 15.2 7-8 13.2 12.0
10/4 20.4 19.8 16.4 13.2 8-10 12.2 11.7
10/18 18.6 18.3 15.1 15.1 10 12.6 10.9
11/3 14.2 13.8* .... .... .... 11.8** 10.9
11/17 12.8 No stratification 12.8
11/29 11.2 No stratification 10.8
12/17 9.0 No stratification 8.6
12/29 9.0 No stratification 8.8
1/14 8.0 No stratification 8.0
2/4 8.0 No stratification 7.6
2/25 10.0 No stratification 8.0
3/10 9.0 No stratification 8.4
3/25 11.0 No stratification 9.8
3/31 11.0 No stratification 9.8
4/10 12.0 No stratification 10.0
4/15 13.5 No stratification 10.0
4/29 16.0 15.2 13.2 11.4 4-5 10.4 10.0
5/6 19.0 18.0 15.6 15.6 6 14.6 12.0
5/13 16.2 No stratification 12.1
5/19 20.4 1 18.3 0-2 16.6 12.2
5/29 22.6 21.2 17.8 16.2 4-5 15.2 11.2
6/5 22.8 22.0 18.2 16.6 4-5 15.5 12.4
6/12 26.8 26.2 23.4 19.6 2-4 16.8 12.4
6/21 28.4 27.8 25.5 16.8 2-6 15.6 12.6
7/1 26.8 25.8 18.6 16.6 5-6 15.4 12.6
7/12 25.6 25.1 20.0 17.0 5-6 15.6 12.0
7/19 25.5 25.0 23.8 17.2 5-8 15.2 13.2
7/28 26.5 25.7 22.6 15.5 3-9 14.4 12.2
8/9 26.2 25.3 23.6 16.0 3-10 14.4 12.8
8/18 26.2 26.0 22.9 15.6 5-10 14.4 13.2
9/23 23.3 19.0 17.8 15.0 10-12 13.8 12.5
?Meter 13.**Meter 14.
t Surface temperature.
from the top to the bottom. In 1938, 1939 and 1949 circulation began in
November with a surface temperature of 12.8 C. During 1939 the minimum
surface temperature was 5.2 C. and in 1949-50 it was 8.0 C.
In 1939 and 1950 temporary stratification began in April but in each
instance the water again circulated and permanent stratification did not
occur until May. This loss of stratification can be explained by heavy
rainfall during this time. During permanent stratification in 1939 the
FIGURE 1. Map of Lake Fort Smith, Crawford Co., Arkansas, as surveyed in
May 1939. Submerged contours at 5, 10 and 15 meters. Scale on map equals
800 feet.
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FIGURE 2. A graphic representation of the vertical distribution of dissolved
oxygen from December 28, 1938 through June 15, 1939. The stippled areas show
the location of the thermoclines. Solid black columns denote circulation. Some
representative surface dissolved oxygen readings in parts per million are: Dec.
28, 7.8; Jan. 22, 10; Feb. 12, 8.0; March 14, 9.5; April 8, 7.1; May 23, 6.0.
TABLE II
TURBIDITY READINGS INPARTS PER MILLIONFROM NOVEMBER 29, 1949
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 23, 1950
Depth Nov. Dec. Dec. Jan. Feb. Feb. March March March Apr. Apr. Apr. May
in 29 17 29 14 4 25 10 25 31 10 15 29 6
Meters 1949 1950
1 3 9 19 44 20 19 21 15 13 19 18 13 16
3 4 9 19 45 25 19 18 15 13 19 18 13 16
5 4 13 19 40 22 19 20 15 13 19 18 13 15
7 6 13 19 42 22 19 20 13 13 19 18 13 11
10 6 15 19 29 22 19 20 15 15 19 16 14 12
12 9 15 19 22 22 19 16 15 15 19 17 14 11
15 11 15 19 19 25 19 15 19 19 19 16 15 15
Depth May May May June June June July July July July Aug. Aug. Sept.
in 13 19 29 5 12 21 1 12 19 28 9 18 23
Meters
1 57 21 15 11 14 8 7 3 5 16 11 11 7
3 52 29 20 15 14 9 7 4 5 12 12 9 6
5 52 31 20 15 14 13 8 4 11 21 17 9 5
7 51 41 38 29 20 17 17 11 11 16 16 19 12
10 52 46 38 33 24 28 22 19 17 21 15 17 12
12 52 36 38 28 22 25 22 20 18 23 18 16 12
15 21 15 26 25 20 23 22 19 20 21 18 16 12
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average surface temperature was 25.6 C; for the top of the hypolimnion
it was 12.9°C.; and that of the bottom was 10.98 C. For the permanent
stratification period during 1949-50 the average surface temperature was
23 #7°C.; for the top meter in the hypolimnion it was 14.5 C.J and that of
the bottom was 12.2 C.
Table IIsummarizes turbidity readings from November 29, 1949 through
September 23, 1950. Turbidity, during the period of measurement, varied
with the amount of rainfall and with the extent of overturn. The readings
of January 14 and May 13, 1950 are examples of the effects of rapid heavy
rainfall upon turbidity, The lake from December 29, 1949 through June 12,
1950 had a distinct "muddy" appearance. The latter period coincides with
greater surface turbidity.
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MOMENT-GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND
LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
JAMES F. MILLER
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
The purpose of this paper is to establish a relationship between moment-
generating functions and another type of integral transform, namely the
Laplace transform, and to show what could follow from such relationship.
If Mx(0) denotes a moment-generating function of say a statistical dis-
tribution, then Mx((9) = g(60 + h(<9) where g(/9) and h(0) are Laplace trans-
forms; i.e., such a moment-generating function is a linear combination of two
Laplace transforms, if the given function can be dominated in any sort
of way.
Let a moment-generating function be denoted by Mx((9) where
(1) MX(6O = J e*xf(x)dx; f(x)£O for a < x<b and f(x)=0 V<
Now for a Riemannian integral such as Mx(#) one may write
M.(0) - [Vxf(x)dx + j e*x f(x)dx,
J a Jo
in which f(x) is defined so that
f°e*x f(x)dx = P e 5x f(x)dx and e*x f(x)dx = e*x f(x)dx.
J a J-oo Jo Jo
Then
e
0x f(x)dx+ e^f(x)dx or
-oo Jo
/•on /«oo
Mx(£) = e- 0x f(-x)dx+ e~ (
~ 0)*f(x)dx.
Jo Jo
The Laplace transform is defined such that
L|f(t)| =F(s) = j e- st f(t)dt.(2)
/•oo poo
By comparison withMx((9) one sees that I e~9
*
f(*-x)dx and I e~ ( )x f(x)dx
Jo Jo
are two Laplace transforms if we restrict f(x) and f(—x) so that they are of
exponential order. We may designate them as g(60 and h'(—0) or g(60 and
h(^) respectively Now it follows that a moment-generating function is the
sum of two Laplace transforms. 2
1The notation used in this paper is the same as that in references 6 and 7.
2This theorem has been generalized to the case of more than one variable.
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An interesting application of this theorem is that of handling certain
moment-generating functions by looking them up ina table of Laplace trans-
forms. As an example let us consider a moment-generating function where
f(x) =e~ x, o< x< oo and f(x)¦ o for -oo< x<o.
Then Mx(«
- j">r*ds=J"e<"">d*= =[^^]".
This function willexist provided that Q < 1; it follows that
re«(g-i>i« r e-»<i-ai<» i iL e-i J o L e-i J o 1-0
Now by the use of Laplace transforms
«/ o Jo
The first transform is zero, and from a table of Laplace transforms we find
that the transform ofeax is .
s
—
a
Here s = -6 and a = -1 and
_^ (
_
r)
= j4^
The fact that a moment-generating function is the sum of two Laplace
transforms is sufficient information for one to conclude that any moment-
generating function represents one and onlyone function, and conversely.
The demonstration is as follows:
Mx(0) = e^ftodx, a < x < b and f(x)=o for /*<*;Consider
then Mx(#) = g(@) + h(9), where g{0) and h(#) are Laplace transforms. If
both sides of the equality are operated on by L""1, the inverse operator (a
linear operator), we obtain
L-1Imx(£)\ = L"1fg(0) \ +L"1Li(0)\ = f(x),
but the Laplace transform links only pairs of functions, ifwe do not stress
a very strict sense. Hence Mx(#) represents one and only one function,
f(x), and conversely. This conclusion is explained in Churchill's book,
Modern Operational Mathematics inEngineering, on page 11.
The author wishes to thank Dr. C. L. Perry of the University of Arkansas
mathematics staff for helpful comments on this paper.
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TEACHER TRAINING IN DEMONSTRATION TECHNIQUES*
J. A. DOUGHTY
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
One of the problems a teacher of physics must face each year is that of
inventorying laboratory and demonstration equipment and preparing an
equipment requisition and budget. New equipment must be ordered, old
equipment repaired or replaced, and unusable equipment discarded. For
an experienced teacher this can be difficult,but for the first year teacher
it can be discouraging. Usually his experience with equipment has been
restricted to laboratory experimentation accompanying course work. His
knowledge of demonstration equipment may be slight, perhaps limited to
that acquired from demonstration lectures he has seen, or from a super-
ficial survey in the traditional methods course. He may have little or no
knowledge of equipment companies, their services and the estimated costs
of such services, and the relative merits of their equipment. His lack of
experience limits his ideas for effective make-shift or home-made equipment.
In making out an equipment budget, the teacher, whether experienced or
not, is immediately faced with this question: Considering the equipment
and money available, what is the best teacher-learning situation he can
purchase in the way of effective demonstrations and laboratory
experimentation?
Mr. R. W. Lefler, at Purdue University, in an attempt to supply an answer
to the question, established it as the major objective of a course entitled
"Demonstration Techniques in Physics." Mr. Lefler is director of the
teacher's workshop in the Physics Department, and as such provides co-
ordination between the Physics and Education departments in the Uni-
versity, and teaches the "professional" courses required in the physics
teacher training curriculum at Purdue.
With the major objective in mind, the following minor objectives of the
course were listed:
I.To acquaint the student with as much of the commercially available
equipment as possible, in view of effectiveness, construction, versatility,
cost, and distributor.
II.To acquaint the student with the possibilities of building "special"
equipment locally, in the classroom or shops.
III.To acquaint the student with the possibilities of devising demon-
strations by assembling standard equipment such as beakers, flasks,
glass tubes, etc.
IV.To acquaint the student with some of the sources of ideas, such as
books, periodicals, equipment company catalogues, charts, pamphlets,
etc. and,
V. To acquaint the student with the services of supply and equipment
companies, such as the repairing of equipment.
*
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The class was made up of 15 students on the second-semester Junior
or Senior level, and met in 3 two-hour class sections per week. The text
required was Sutton's Demonstration Experiments in Physics, McGraw Hill,
1938. This text was required since it was felt that every physics teacher
should own a copy and be familiar with its contents. The subject matter
outline and teaching suggestions found in the Indiana "Guide for High
School Physics Teachers" were used to divide the subject of physics into
usable sections for daily use, and to augment the material from Sutton.
The teacher's workshop is a large classroom-laboratory. It contains a
library with a large number of secondary school texts and manuals in
physics and chemistry, professional volumes, equipment catalogues, peri-
odicals, and many general interest volumes. There are reagent shelves
and a sink, work benches and tables withpower and hand tools, and storage
shelves stocked with a large amount of commercial physics equipment,
much of which was donated to the workshop by the Welch Brothers Company.
Over several years a large amount of home-made experimental and demon-
strative equipment has been collected. Small parts such as screws, nails,
wire, salvaged parts of all kinds from war-surplus equipment, and an ade-
quate supply of raw materials are available.
During the first class meeting, the objectives and procedure of the course
were explained. The students were asked to evaluate the equipment,
demonstrations, and ideas encountered, by making notes in Sutton, in the
outline or in notebooks. It was suggested that they formulate their own
opinions as to what constitutes basic equipment, and to continually revise
this opinion as the course progressed by weighing the respective merits
of the equipment.
The class meetings for the early weeks of the semester were conducted
in the following manner. For the next unit in the subject matter outline,
all the commercial equipment available was displayed, and home-made or
make-shift "special" and "assembled" demonstrations and experiments
were prepared.
"Special" equipment is home-made, and usually of more permanent
construction. It may be used to illustrate one concept only, and usually
used only once a semester, or it may be a balance or indicator used for
many purposes. "Assembled" equipment is put together from beakers,
glass and rubber tubing, and other standard equipment found in any labo-
ratory. The "racing rollers," for instance, can be home-made and are
"special" equipment, while a calorimeter made of two different sizes of
glass beakers separated by glass or rock wool is an "assembled" piece
of equipment.
The first part of the two-hour class period consisted of an informal dis-
cussion of the equipment by the instructor and the class. Some equip-
ment was demonstrated, some merely shown, but all was discussed as to
construction, operation, cost, apparent effectiveness, and distributor.
The latter part of the meeting was given over to the students, who were
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free to handle the equipment, ask questions of the instructor or assistant,
and to make any notes they wished to make.
Daily preparation consisted of studying Sutton, the periodicals, cata-
logues, texts, and laboratory manuals in search of ideas for demonstrations
and experiments. Their own notes and ideas, from this reading and from
the equipment demonstrations, were to be used in the latter part of the
course.
After the outline for mechanics, heat, and light, and the respective
equipment had been covered, the classroom became a workshop. The
students were to make use of their readings, ideas, and experience to
devise and make demonstrations of their own. "Special" and "assembled"
equipment could be designed, and built or assembled. On occasion and
approval, changes or additions could be made on the commercial equip-
ment. Damaged or inoperative equipment could be repaired.
When a student finished a project, he demonstrated it to the class much
as he would to a high school class, however, with the additional require-
ment that he justify and explain the equipment to his fellowclass members.
It was discussed and criticized constructively and destructively.
The same procedure was carried out the second part of the semester
with the subjects of Electricity and Magnetism.
The evaluation of such a course is always difficult. However, it was
felt that the general procedure was partially justified when the first fifteen
students offered no suggestions for major changes. The interest and en-
thusiasm shown by the students were both amazing and gratifying. Many
students voluntarily appeared for odd hours to assist in the setting up of
the apparatus, realizing their own weaknesses, and the value of such
experience.
It was found that some of the students were very backward in their
knowledge and experience with common workshop tools and techniques,
even to the cutting of glass tubing, fire-polishing, planing of wood, and
many other similar operations. At the end of the semester, each student
could drilland tap a hole, and do many other similar simple operations.
Part of the value of such a course lies in the fact that it comes rather
late in the training of the future teacher, at a time when he is ready for
practice or student teaching, and possibly already concerned with finding
a teaching position. This familiarity with the tools of demonstration and
experimentation, and his consciousness of its possibilities makes the
following methods and practice teaching courses of much more value than
possible otherwise.
There are some restrictions to the course taught in this manner. Not all
schools are equipped or prepared to teach such a course. A classroom-
laboratory such as the teacher's workshop is needed. It would be very
difficult and inconvenient, ifnot impossible, to have the students scattered
to different shops and rooms. It was found that two instructors were kept
busy with the fifteen students during the class and laboratory periods.
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The experimental procedure required a great amount of time for prepara-
tion of equipment. Often this time will not be available. It seems quite
possible that the procedure could be modified, with the students doing a
greater part of the preparation. This would result in less laboratory or
workshop time. The procedure for any given semester in any school would
have to be determined by the facilities and time available.
If these restrictions can be eliminated by making the classroom-laboratory,
equipment, and time available, a course conducted in this manner offers
definite advantages over the more conventional courses.
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NOTE CONCERNING CLOUD CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS
WITH POSITRONS
H. M. SCHWARTZ
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas*
1. Introduction
Ho Zah-Wei and W. Bothe' have called attention to the interest attached
to cloud chamber studies of energetic positron-electron collisions. This in-
terest arises from the possibility of observing energy transfers in excess of
50 per cent, a possibility which is of course nonexistent in the case of the
interaction of particles which are completely identical. The results obtained
by Ho Zah-Wei 2 seem to confirm in a general way the formula for positron and
electron elastic collision cross sections calculated by H. J. Bhabha 3,
but in detail there appear deviations both for large and for small energy
transfers, the former being especially noteworthy.
It is intended to point out briefly here additional reasons for the de-
sirability of obtaining reliable data on the hard collisions between positrons
and electrons [§2] , some limitations of the present data of Ho Zah-Wei
[§3], and some experimental possibilities for significant extension of
these results [§4J . Preliminary measurements bearing partially on the
present suggestions have been made with the Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory high pressure cloud chamber 4, and a brief report of the results will
be given in the concluding section of this paper.
2. Significance of Cloud Chamber Experiments on Scattering and Annihi-
lation of Fast Positrons.
Bhabha's derivation of the differential elastic scattering cross sections
of electrons and positrons is based on Miller's quantum -relativistic theory
of the collision of two free electrons 8 and on the elementary phase of
Dirac's "hole theory" of positrons 6. A reliable verification of Bhabha's
formula is of interest in connection with both of these theories.
The most direct check on Miller's theory would naturally involve ex-
perimentation on energetic electron electron collisions. It is somewhat
surprising that the only experiment of this nature so far performed dates
back to 1932 7. Champion's results although of interest as providing general
*Part of the work on which this note is based has been done at Brookhaven
National Laboratory under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission.
•Fiat Report 1132, May 29, 1947.
*ibidand C. R. 226 (1948) 1083
8 Proc. Roy. Soc. A 154 (1936) 195-206.
4Hoke, O'Neill, and Shutt, October 1949, private communication.
"Ann. der Physik, 14 (1932) 531.
6 A good discussion of this subject is to be found in Heitler's The Quantum
Theory of Radiation, Chapter IV.
7 F- C. Champion, The Scattering of Fast P-Particles by Electrons, Proc. Roy.
Soc. A. 137 (1932) 688.
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first-order agreement with theory, cannot, however, be used as conclusive
evidence in what concerns the large angle deflections, but itis the results
on these energetic deflections that would be crucial in a significant check
of Miller's method. Thus it appears quite evident when one examines the
essential hypotheses of Bhabha's and Miller's formulations, that careful
measurements of the energetic collisions of positrons and electrons espe-
cially for sufficiently fast positrons, would also be decidedly worth having
by way of confirmation of the relativistic two-body quantum treatment of
Miller. It would also appear that the cloud chamber would be the simplest
instrument to use for such an investigation, provided, of course, that the
technique employed is adequate.
As to Dirac's theory of positrons, at least in what concerns its first ap-
proximation, it has been sufficiently successful in all the applications so
far made of it, that mistrust in the present case would not be indicated.
Nevertheless, the particular application which Bhabha makes of Dirac's
positron theory, involving as it does an interesting employment of Pauli's
principle, would make a direct check of Bhabha's conclusions based on
these ideas, of independent interest.
Of even more immediate interest in connection with Dirac's theory of
positrons, is a good quantitative confirmation of the differential cross sec-
tions for annihilation of positrons and electrons computed withits aid. Such
annihilation (as well as creation) enters also in Bhabha's treatment of
positron electron scattering, but only in the virtual states. Real annihila-
tion of positrons colliding with electrons is of course a very well estab-
lished experimental fact, but quantitative experimental determinations of
the energy dependent probabilities of its occurrences are very scarce. 8
Quite recently there have been announced some interesting results dealing
with a delayed coincidence counter determination of annihilation probabil-
ities for slowed down positrons. 9 Similar determinations for fast positrons
do not appear as feasible with simple counter techniques. Again it would
appear that a suitable cloud chamber technique, such as the one suggested
in this note, for example, would provide the simplest attack on this problem.
3. Discussion of Ho Zah-Wei's Results.
Since the main object of this note is to point out ways of significantly
extending the present experimental results on positron-electron collisions,
it will suffice here to call attention very briefly to a few obvious limitations
which attach to the published data of Ho Zah-Wei and which it would be de-
sirable to reduce in further experimentation of this type. The following are
the most apparent of these limitations:
i)The average energy of the positrons involved in these data is not as
high as would be required for a significant check of the M^ller-Bhabha
formula.
'For theory and experiment see for instance Heitler, loc. cit., especially pp. 208-
209 (in the second edition) for the existing experimental evidence.
'James W. Shearer and Martin Deutsch, The Lifetime of Positrons in Matter,
Phys. Rev. 76 (1949) 462 (a).
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ii)The statistics are not sufficiently ample for the purpose of making the
desired deductions from the data.
iii)The possible sources of error in the energy determinations do not
appear to have been sufficiently accounted for, at least as far as can
be surmised from the actual published description of the experiments.
Regarding point i) two observations need to be made. In the first place,
since the radioactive sources used for the experiments in question were
Mn" in one set and F18 in the other, the mean /3+ energies available were
of the order of only 0.2 to 0.3 Mev. at most. Indeed the highest estimates
of the maximum end points of the spectra of these two nuclides are 0.75
Mev. and 0.95 Mev. (to 20%) respectively. 10 On the other hand, an examina-
tion of Bhabha's theoretical results discloses that only at considerably
higher energies and for large percentage energy transfers do the specific
relativistic and "exchange" terms in the formula in question begin to have
a sensible effect upon the scattering cross sections."
What has been said above applies also in part to the observation under
ii). The interesting information is to be gotten from the collisions with
high percentage energy transfers and these, if Bhabha's formula is at all
correct, are relatively few in number. It becomes, therefore, necessary as
can be seen by a simple calculation involving the probabilities and per-
centages in question, to have available statistics at least by an order of
magnitude more than the 323 meters of total usable length (reduced to normal
conditions) that were obtained in the experiments under discussion. This
point is made quite clear in connection with the question of annihilation
cross sections of positrons in flight. The three photographs of such annihi-
lation found by Ho Zah-Wei are obviously not enough to serve as a reliable
quantitative check on the theory of this process. But an increase by one or
more orders of magnitude of the total equivalent track length coupled with
some positron energy selection could be expected to provide evidence of at
least a preliminary nature on the quantitative validity of the differential
cross sections for the annihilation process.
Little can be said in elaboration of remark iii),since the experiments in
question have so far been written up in a rather sketchy manner. Neverthe-
less, the absence of any mention of such considerations, for instance, as
the effect of multiple scattering on energy calculations using track curvature
in a magnetic field, in the papers under discussion, would lead one to the
presumption that such effects were perhaps neglected in the energy calcu-
lations. That such effects are not at all negligible for the range of pres-
sures and magnetic field strengths that were employed, is a rather well
established fact. An interesting paper to consult in this connection is
Bethe's "Multiple Scattering and the Mass of the Meson." 12
10G. T. Seaborg and I. Perlman, Table of Isotopes, Rev. of Mod. Phys. 20(1948) 585.
"In connection with a critical analysis of questions related to these points, I
am indebted to Dr. S. Goudsmit of Brookhaven National Laboratory for enlightening
discussion.
12 Phys. Rev. 70 (1946) 821.
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4. Some Suggestions for Obtaining Higher Positron Energies and Increased
Statistics.
There exist at present a number of possibilities for obtaining positron
sources with mean energies near or in excess of 1 Mev. The source of
fastest positrons available at present would appear to be the pairs from the
X-rays generated by the 100 Mev. betatron. A rough preliminary calculation
of the positron intensity to be expected from such X-ray conversion, based
on an estimate of the X-ray spectral intensity distribution for the 100 Mev.
betatron made by G. C. Baldwin and G. S. Klaiber 13 points to the feasibility
of such a source. However, from a practical point of view, it would be
hardly expected that one could count on the availability of the 100 Mev.
betatron for the experiments under discussion when it is the only one now
in existence. The availability of a 20 Mev. betatron would of course be an
easier possibility. Unfortunately, the question of the adequacy for the ex-
periment under discussion of the positron flux intensity obtainable in this
way becomes rather critically dependent upon the Xiayintensities that can
be produced with these instruments. One would require knowledge of this
intensity and perhaps also rather careful estimates regarding the various
cross sections and geometric factors which enter in a determination of the
beam intensity of the positrons which actually enter the cloud chamber.
Another possibility for obtaining high energy positrons is provided by
the gammas from the Li7
—
H1 reaction dt the resonance energy of about
]4 Mev. Positrons from the pairs created by such gammas have indeed been
used in scattering experiments. 14 But here again, the positron beam in-
tensity that could be made available for the type of setup that is being
suggested in this note, becomes a matter requiring closer scrutiny.
What appears to be the simplest practicable procedure for obtaining a
satisfactory source of energetic positrons is to make a proper choice of
radioactive substance. The requirements are obvious. This substance
should be readily producible in a number of laboratories and in suitable
form and activity, and its positive beta decay should have as large an
energy maximum as possible together with a proper half-life. An examin-
ation of the Seaborg and Perlman Table of Isotopes 15 discloses that the
radioactive arsenic isotope As" appears to come closest to satisfying the
above requirements. It can be made with cyclotron bombardment in a num-
ber of practicable ways, its positive beta maximum lies at about 2.8 Mev,
and itha s a quite convenient half-life of 26 hr.
A means for obtaining adequate statistics is provided by the combination
of an arrangement for magnetically focusing a collimated beam of positrons
through a thin window of the cloud chamber and into a large arc across the
full length of the chamber, with an anticoincidence setup which would
permit the photographing of an event only if it consists in either a large
angle scattering or in the annihilation of the positron in the chamber.
13Phys. Rev. 71 (1947) 3.
14Fowler and Oppenheimer, Scattering and Loss of Energy of Fast Electrons
and Positrons inLead, Phys. Rev. 54 (1938) 320.
I5Loc. cit.
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The magnetic focusing arrangement can be designed for instance along
the lines of H. R. Crane's setup in his electron scattering experiments at
the University of Michigan.
16
It would obviously be pointless to enter here into any specific sugges-
tions regarding the choice of geometry, cloud chamber gas and pressure,
magnetic field strengths, and anticoincidence scheme, that would be suit-
able for the experiments under discussion, beyond the mere statement that
preliminary calculations indicate that such a choice is indeed possible.
It may perhaps also be helpful to call attention to the possible advantage
of using in connection with the anticoincidence setup a triggering device
that actuates not the chamber expansion, but the supply of light for the
photographing of the tracks, thus permitting steady operation of the cloud
chamber. Although the author is under the impression that such a triggering
scheme may already have been utilized at the very beginning of cosmic ray
counter work, its employment in connection with scattering experiments
seems to have been made only recently.' 7
It hardly needs to be pointed out that the possibility of selecting positron
energy bands in the suggested setup would be an aid in the study of the
energy dependence of the cross sections under investigation. Moreover,
since such energy dependence studies can only be of rather limited scope,
owing to inherent cloud chamber limitations, it would not become necessary
to keep the width of these bands below comfortably practicable limits.
5. Preliminary Results with the Brookhaven High Pressure Cloud Chamber.
Owing to the availability at Brookhaven National Laboratory of the high
pressure cloud chamber while filled with helium during part of the fall of
1949, R. Hoke, G. O'Neill, and R. P. Shutt took some photographs of tracks
obtained in the chamber upon the introduction of a minute trace of radio-
active arsenic. The radioarsenic was introduced into the chamber in liquid
solution, this being the only means of getting readily into the interior of
such a type of cloud chamber. 18 Because it was not feasible to operate
this cloud chamber with a pressure below 70 atmospheres while at the
same time it was of course necessary to employ a low magnetic field (700
gauss were actually used), it was expected that excessive track distortion
by scattering in the gas would preclude the drawing of reliable quantitative
conclusions from the photographs, and therefore only a rather limited num-
ber of these were taken.
A set of these cloud chamber photographs were kindly sent by Dr. Shutt
to the author for examination, and in spite of their limited scope, two
A valuable paper to consult in connection with this and related problems of
cloud chamber technique and analysis is "The Single Scattering of Electrons inGases," R. B. Randels, K.I.Chao, and H. R. Crane, Phys. Rev. 68 (1945) 64.
17 The Scattering of Fast Beta-particles through Large Angles by Nitrogen Nuclei,
F. C. Champion and R. R. Roy, Proc. Phys. Soc. 61 (1948) 532.
I8Its construction is described in: A Hydrostatically Supported Cloud Chamber
of New Design for Operation at High Pressures, T. H. Johnson, S. DeBenedetti,
and R. P. Shutt, Rev. Sci. Inst. 14 (1943) 265.
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interesting though qualitative observations could be deduced from rough
measurements made on the clearly visible tracks.
First, it was found that the photographs contained a considerable pro-
portion of positron tracks corresponding to energies in excess of 1Mev.
and well into the 2 Mev. region, thus definitely establishing the suitability
of radioactive arsenic as a high energy positron source. Because of the
limitations to which many of the photographed tracks were subject 19,it was
not possible to construct a significant energy distribution curve for the
positrons, but the following rough distribution found among 40 tracks of
positrons having energy in excess of 0.75 Mev. may be of some interest:
Energy interval (in Mev.) 0.75 - 1.25 1.25 - 1.75 1.75 -2.25
Number of tracks 25 9 6
The other observation concerns the proportion of collisions with energy
transfers in excess of 50 per cent that could be observed in these photo-
graphs. Although it was not possible, owing to the aforementioned limita-
tions, to obtain a result of quantitative significance, it could nevertheless
be inferred upon careful examination of the data and of the relevant prob-
abilities, that this proportion was definitely smaller than that to be expected
from a comparison with the results of Ho Zah-Wei, and more nearly of the
same order as predicted by Bhabha's theory. This tentative result indicates
at least the desirability of repeating Ho Zah-Wei's experiments with some
significant extension of method.
In. addition to the aforementioned scattering, contributing causes were also
the originating of tracks at the bottom of the vertically placed chamber where the
dissolved radioactive substance was to be found, and the strong curving action
of the magnetic field whose strength of 700 gauss chosen as a compromise for the
minimizing of the gas scattering was still otherwise too high by about a factor
of 2.
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THE POPULATION PROBLEM OF INDIA
JOE C. SHAW
Arkansas State Teachers College, Conway
INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of this paper the political changes in India during the
past two or three years are largely disregarded for two valid reasons: first,
such changes have not as yet measurably affected the problem to be treated,
which is virtually the same throughout the entire sub-continent, and second,
until the next decennial census is taken, in 1951, and its results made
available, the latest figures we have (those of 1941) apply to the whole
peninsula as it existed just prior to World War II. So "India" in this paper
means the Republic of India, the Dominion of Pakistan, and all the fragments
which may have constituted some of the 562 native Indian states.
Nowhere in the world, perhaps, is the population problem present in a
more acute and imperious form than in India—a land of teeming, spawning
millions, with their perennial hunger, misery, and pestilence and their ever-
recurring famines. For this reason, and because of his abiding interest in
the country and its people, the writer of this paper has chosen to treat of
"The Population Problem of India."
This paper is the fruit of personal observation in a number of sections of
India, including Bengal during the famine of 1943 and 1944, conversations
and interviews with countless Indians of every social, economic, and intel-
lectual level, including some of the outstanding statesmen, business men,
educators, etc., reading of a number of newspapers, periodicals, and books
published both in India and in this country. In his reading he has taken
cognizance of the fact, soon learned by any student of India, that it is
virtually impossible to find strictly objective writing on India. Practically
all writers on any phase of the country have a bias for or against the na-
tionalistic aims of the Indian people and are unable to prevent that bias
from intruding into discussions of the seemingly most neutral subjects.
THE COUNTRY
Bounded on the north by the insuperable Himalayas, on the east by the
Bay of Bengal, and on the west by the Arabian Sea, the blunt-angled tri-
angle that is India has been properly called a sub-continent, both because
of its size (1,623,015 sq. mi.) and its isolation. This peninsula, 2,000
miles from east to west and the same distance from north to south, is about
three fifths the size of the United States and as large as allof Europe, less
Russia. Itis all situated north of the equator and therefore theoretically in
the temperate zone, but only a superficial acquaintance with the country will
convince one of its predominantly tropical character. Actually, however,
there is every type of topography and climate in India
—geographically, as
Ill
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otherwise, it is a land of contrasts. Altitudes range from sea level to the
peak of the highest mountain in the world, Mt. Everest (Alt. 29,141 ft.)
temperatures from the arctic cold of the Himalayan heights to the scorching
130's of the desert regions, rainfall from 3 inches or less per year in the
Sind desert to the unbelievable 500 inches at Cherrapunji.
Seasons in India are different from those in other lands. Instead of the
usual spring, summer, fall,and winter the Indian knows the hot (March-May),
the rainy (June-October), and the cool (November-February), seasons. Most
of the rainfall in the productive regions comes during the monsoons when,
for weeks, heavy rains fallevery day.
Topographically India is divided into the Himalayas, the high mountain
barrier to the north, the lower hills (called ghats) along the east and west
of the peninsular portion, the deserts of the northwest, the vast Indo-
Gangetic plain watered by the Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and other rivers,
and the Deccan table land in the south. The Indo-Gangetic plain is most
important agriculturally.
THE PEOPLE
The 388,997,955 human beings who people India (in 1941) present an
amazing variety of racial types, religious patterns, and linguistic strains.
In its colorful history successive waves of settlers and invaders have come
and left their impress upon the people, producing a blend of racial strains—
Dravidian, Indo-Aryan, Mongol, Turkish, Persian, and perhaps others.
Religion is much more influential in the lives of the people of India than
among westerners, affecting as itdoes the dietary habits, vocations, politi-
cal allegiance, marriage customs, social position, etc. of the people. One
cannot understand modern India without a comprehension of the meaning of
the religious situation in that land. Over 255 millions of the population are
Hindu, 91.7 millions are Muslims, 25 millions are animists, 6.3 millions are
Christians, 5.7 millions Sikhs, and others, including Buddhists, Jains, and
Pars is, number 4.7 millions.
The ten rupee note with which the Indian pays his landlord is printed in
eight languages besides English. This only hints at the multitude of tongues
spoken here, for the census lists some 225 languages and dialects in use
in India; however, only a dozen or so are in wide use and a majority of the
people speak the principal language, Hindustani. English is widely used in
the cities and is the language of education. Unfortunately, most Indians
must determine the denomination of their currency by its size, for approxi-
mately 90% are illiterate. The figure was 95% for women prior to the last
census. During the decade 1931-41, female literacy increased 150%.
Most of India's millions (87%) live in the 655,257 rural settlements, and
72 out of every hundred persons depend for their livelihood on the land.
The productivity of the soil is low, holdings are small and fragmented,
rainfall is uncertain, interest rates, rents and taxes are excessive, farming
methods are primitive, and the income of the farmer is microscopic. Other
occupations, largely hereditary, are followed in the villages, some common-
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place and of obvious function such as blacksmith, carpenter, barber, and
weaver, others unique such as those listed in the census: "Pourer of water
on gods," "Ear wax remover," and "Sucker of bad blood."
There are a number of industries, centering largely around the cities,
which employ some 10% of the population. The jute mills around Calcutta,
textile, sugar, and cotton oil mills around Bombay, and elsewhere, coal
mines and steel mills are among these prominent industries. The plant of
Tata Steel at Jamshedpur, which before independence was the largest steel
mill in the British Empire, boasts of paying the highest laborer's wage in
India, $13. per month.
Wherever he lives and whatever he does the average Indian receives a per
capita wage of about five cents per day. Some investigations have revealed
village incomes as low as $4. per year per person.
All this adds up to chronic misery, want, and disease that is so elo-
quently present everywhere in India in normal times and accounts for the
mass starvation that takes place when minor economic dislocations or crop
failures occur. Disease is rampant and death strikes often and early in the
homes of India. Nearly 11A millions die of malaria alone each year; small-
pox, another preventable disease, takes 48,000 lives annually. Other hun-
dreds of thousands are taken by cholera and the dysenteries, ailments that
could be eliminated by proper measures. The Indian has one of the shortest
life expectancies, 27 years at birth, compared to 62 for the American or
Englishman, and one of the highest infant mortality rates, 162 per 1,000
while that of the United States is 54.
Perhaps more tragic than the high incidence of death is the practically
universal malnutrition, misery, lethargy and lassitude of the chronically
starved millions who average a caloric intake of 600 per day against a need
of 3600. It has been estimated that had the food supply of 1935 been dis-
tributed among the people of India, giving each an adequate diet, as far as
it would go, there would be no food at all for 48 million Indians. 1 Actually
of course, instead of 10 to 17 per cent of the people going without food each
year and rapidly starving to death, the lack is shared by many millionsof
the poorer who are thus condemned to slow starvation, misery and
inefficiency.
THEIR RESOURCES
In view of the foregoing dismal picture of the poverty and distress of the
vast majority of India's millions it may come as a surprise that this is a
land of considerable natural wealth and productive potentiality. Neverthe-
less, the proverbial wealth of India, to which so many brave voyagers sought
a shorter route in the 15th century, is not allin the realm of fancy. These
explorers were not following a will-o'-the-wisp, but searching for treasures,
the reality of which had already been established.
Not inaptly India has been described as a rich country inhabited by poor
people. In spite of the handicaps mentioned earlier, the Indian farmer has
'Mukerjee, The Food Supply, p. 11, Oxford Pamphlets on India, Bombay, 1942.
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been able to reach a position second only to the U. S. A. in the growing
of raw cotton, to lead the world in the production of tobacco, sugar, castor
seed, linseed, copra, hides, and jute. Of this latter named product the
country has a monopoly. India has abundant wool supplies, and her forest
resources are ample. In minerals there are large resources of coal, iron,
and manganese and the coal supply has been estimated as adequate to last
for centuries. The iron ore is not only abundant, but of the richest kind.
Three-fourths of the world's mica is in India and numerous other important
minerals are found in significant, ifvarying quantities.
Needless to say, the supply of manpower— of cheap labor— is inexhaust-
ible and increasing.
That the many, abundant, and varied resources of India, agricultural,
mineral, and human have received far less than optimum development is
obvious and tragic. In more adequate use of these riches lies some help,
at least, in the solution of the pressing population which vexes this land
and its people.
THE POPULATION PROBLEM
The chronic and widespread misery of the Indian people is due to the
existence of too many people for the available means of subsistence
—
and
the situation gets worse instead of better. Here the means of livelihood
have run a poor second in the mad race with the increase of population.
The population problem in its most acute form is present in India and is
complicated more than elsewhere by the existence of millions of uneconomic
cattle which are protected by religious taboos against the killing of cows
and the eating of meat. A third of the world's 690 million cattle are in
India where there are 60 of them for every 100 human beings competing for
the produce of the land. With cattle so prominent, India nevertheless has
the world's lowest per capita milkproduction and consumption. Sam Higgin-
bottom, a leading agricultural educator of the country, declares that the
surplus cattle alone are enough to keep India poor.
Though India covers only 3.4 per cent of the land surface of the globe,
it contains one-fifth of the entire human race. The density per square mile
varies from section to section, dependent upon factors which help or hamper
food production. It is 5 per square mile in arid Baluchistan and 646 in
humid and fertile Bengal. The mean density is relatively low, 195 per
square mile compared to 684 for England and 41 for the United States.
In 1881, India had a population of 259 millions. In the ensuing sixty
years her population increased by about one-half, amounting to 389 millions
in 1941. Of these six decades two showed almost no increase in numbers,
due to famine and disease, the two natural checks that are operative here.
There has been little change in the birth rate, it ranging within the
narrow limits of from 34 to almost 37 per thousand.
Food production has not kept pace with the phenomenal population growth;
in fact, the production of rice, the principal food crop, in 1941 was over
3 million tons less than it was seven years before, the earliest year for
which figures are available.
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That the Indians themselves are aware of the existence and gravity
of the problem and the need for prompt constructive measures to meet itis
apparent in the writings of their own scholars and leaders. Sir Datar
Singh, member of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, wrote:
The steady rise in population has greatly affected the standard of living. It is
well known that the population of India has doubled within the last few decades. ...
The long spell of peace, the high birth rate, and modern scientific discoveries
for fighting epidemics and infectious diseases have contributed towards this phe-
nomenal rise. But multiplication in population without enhancement of the sources
of income has the natural effect of reducing the standard of living. Where four
instead of two persons share the same income the level of income is sure to fall.2
Mentioning unfavorable influences upon the economic life of the country,
Sir Jehangir Coyajee, prominent Indian economist, writes:
Easily the first place is occupied by the rapidly growing pressure of an uncontrolled
growth of population upon the means of subsistence ...it is obvious that even if,
in a future condition of economic development, India can support a larger popu-
lation, under existing conditions the rapid increase in numbers is doing immense
harm. We are witnessing a race between the growth of population and the rise of
the standard of living in which the former presses the latter very hard indeed. 3
Another economist, Radahakamal Mukerjee of Lucknow University,
declares:
India's population has been growing faster than her capacity to produce food, and
in 1935 the total food supply was only sufficient for six-sevenths of the popu-
lation.... The rate of increase of total food production in India is being increas-
ingly outrun by the rate of population increase. 4
The writer of a charming little book for the children of India has even
said, in reference to the problem of surplus cattle:
Like ourselves, there are too many of them. 5
With the means of subsistence never remembered adequate and scarcely
increasing from year to year, with the population growing at the rate of some
five millions a year, with the prospect of scientific medicine cutting down
the death rate, (Imagine the picture if their death rate should be reduced
to ours
—
from 22.4 to 11.2 per 1,000, and the life expectancy increased
from their 27 to our 62!) making the disparity between need and means still
worse, the population problem in India is a criticalone indeed.
POSSIBLE METHODS OF AMELIORATION
Agricultural Extension and Improvement
The extension and improvement of agriculture offers practical temporary
help in the solution of the problem of population pressure in India. In the
first place, there are over a hundred million acres of land listed as "cultur-
able waste other than fallow." This is more than a third as much land as
2K. T. Shah, et al., The Economic Background, p. 46, Oxford Pamphlets Bombay,
1942.
3 Ibid. p. 54.
4Mukerjee, op. cit. pp. 2, 10.
sMinoo Masani, Our India, p. 79, Bombay, 1940.
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is usually in cultivation. Undoubtedly a large part of this area, by irri-
gation, draining, terracing, or other suitable treatment could be made pro-
ductive and could take care of the deficit in the feeding of the present
population.
More scientific methods of agriculture, involving the use of better seeds,
fertilizer, etc., need to be instituted to increase the productivity of the
soil under cultivation. There is no reason why the acre of land in India
that produces 690 pounds of grain cannot grow 2,000 pounds as does an
acre in England. Why shouldn't an acre of land inIndia produce 40 tons of
sugar cane as it does in Java instead of the 10 that it now produces? It
is not a matter of differences in natural fertility, but in intelligence and
efficiency of usage. India's acres produce very low returns in comparison
with those of virtually every other land. Ithas been shown that the grain
yield of some land in India can be trebled with the use of natural and
chemical fertilizers.
A forty per cent increase in land under cultivation and any reasonable
gain in productivity, occasioned by the use of more scientific methods,
would certainly brighten the food picture in this hungry country.
Many reforms willbe necessary before such a desirable consummation
can come about. The size of agricultural workings must be increased, and
the economic level of the farmer improved by protecting him from the land-
lord, the money lender and others who victimize him, and by other measures.
Because of his grinding poverty the Indian peasant is unable to apply
scientific means and materials to his farming operations even if he knows
and wants them.
The excessive cattle population must be cut down and the quality of
those remaining should be bred up. About 125 million head at present are
surplus and uneconomic. How to accomplish this without offending the
sensibilities of the nearly three hundred million who worship the cow may
present a problem of some magnitude, itself.
The wasteful habit of burning cow dung for fuel instead of using it to
replenish the soil should be discouraged, and forest resources, which are
ample, should be relied upon to furnish cheap fuel.
Further improvement in the nutritional situation can be accomplished
by encouraging the planting of fields now growing less nutritive foods in
the more nourishing grains.
Undoubtedly, by educating the farmer, by helping him with land reform
and wise state aid, the food situation can be improved for those now living
there. This program is not adequate to meet the needs of a fifty million
growth per decade continued indefinitely.
Industrialization
Industrialization is often offered as a solution to the many economic and
gastronomic shortcomings in India. It is frequently pointed out that in the
United States pursuits unrelated to agriculture provide a livelihood for
three-fourths of the people, while in India the situation is reversed.
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With a view to harnessing industry to the task of improving India, eight
prominent industrialists of the country worked out and published in January,
1944, what has come to be known as the Bombay Plan. This ambitious
program, the product of no theorists, but the planning of hard-headed busi-
ness men, is a colossal scheme for the industrialization of the nation,
calling for an expenditure of 30 billion dollars, and envisioning the doubling
of the present per capita income in fifteen years. On account of population
trends this would call for the trebling of the present national income. It
would require by the end of fifteen years a 130 per cent increase in agri-
cultural output, a fivefold increase in industrial output, and a 200 per cent
increase in the service industries. Industry willthen contribute 35 per cent
to the total national income instead of the present 17 per cent, agriculture
40 per cent instead of 53 per cent, and the service industries 20 per cent.
The plan also calls for a gigantic program of education, research, and the
elimination of illiteracy. This all indicates that industrialization looms
large in the thinking of intelligent and powerful groups concerned over
India's future. It is not clear what fate this plan is having under India's
changed situation.
India has shown a capacity for successful industry. Already the great
steel mills of Jamshedpur and the hundreds of textile mills have been
mentioned. There are also a number of paper, cement, aluminum, glass,
ceramic and other factories of note. A few years ago India imported quanti-
ties of sugar; now she has an exportable surplus and is the largest pro-
ducer of that commodity among the nations.
A note in the front of a little book already mentioned and quoted, "Our
India" by Minoo Masani, is a testimonial to India's capacity for
industrialization :
Printed ... at the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta— Bound by Hartson & Co.,
Calcutta
—
Paper manufactured in Calcutta ... from bamboos grown in Orissa
—
Bind-
ing cloth handwoven from cotton grown in Jaipur and handprinted at the New
Swastik Dye Works, Bombay.
This same author, though, perceives a weakness in industrialization as
a solution to the population problem, as is evident when we read:
We are increasing so fast in numbers that, even if industries and cities grow very
fast, we shall find it very hard to absorb even our extra population.
When we realize that in 1939 all industry in India employed not over
3,000,000 persons, and that the population of the country is increasing at
the rate of 5,000,000 per year we cannot afford to be too optimistic over the
ability of a conceivable degree of industrialization employing and supporting
the surplus people of India. Some help and alleviation, yes, but as a
solution, it is only partial and temporary.
Political Independence
During India's arduous struggle for independence, her patriots were prone
to blame Britain for anything bad in the country from the infertility of the
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soil to the failure of the monsoon rains and to declare that once the galling
yoke of foreign rule was gone an era of peace and plenty would be ushered
in.
The British are not responsible for the failure of the rains, but by their
own admission they have, in the past, throttled Indian industry by various
means and kept the country a source of raw materials and a market for
the factories of England. War time needs and, perhaps, a more enlightened
view have caused somewhat of an about face in this connection, and recent
years saw a growth of industry inIndia.
Undoubtedly, too, the British ruler has not been particularly zealous
in advancing the interests of the common Indian.
Whatever the merits of the now won cause of Indian independence, and
this writer heartily endorses it, it seems obvious that political freedom,
per se, can hardly be expected to solve the population problem. That a
considerable body of sentiment in India today is aware of this is borne
out by an article in the January-February 1950 issue of March of India, a
periodical published in Delhi. In this journal Mr. C. Jagannathan, prominent
Indian journalist, explaining why the new Indian constitution is not as
socialistic as many expected it to be, writes:
The framers of the Constitution have not been lacking in socialistic fervour but
they were justifiably unwilling to mention such a right (to be fed, clothed and
housed by' the state) among Fundamental Rights because they are aware that for
a long time to come low productivity and the rapidly swelling population of India
would make those objectives difficultof realization.
National independence may, however, provide the setting in which feas-
ible solutions may be more freely sought and tried.
Planned Inter-Provincial Migration
As in other areas, there are in India considerable sections of territory
that with land reclamation of one kind or another can be made productive
and able to care for large additional population. A suggested solution
that offers some promise as a temporary measure and a means of easing
the hardships of present conditions is large scale land reclamation projects,
where these are possible, and the transfer of surplus families from crowded
areas to them, all to be financed and directed by the central government as
an all-India program.' Such a plan might present considerable psycho-
logical and sociological difficulties in the matter of making those in the
crowded areas willing to migrate and those in the host areas willing to
receive them. The heterogeneity of the Indian population would be no
help in this.
Birth Control
There is little doubt that the only measures that willactually solve the
population problem of India are those which willhave the effect of reducing
the birth rate. So long as the birth rate remains at 34.5 per 1,000 and the
"Mukerjee, op. cit. p. 6.
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death rate at 22.4, there is no solution to the problem of such overwhelming
population increase, whatever may be done agriculturally, industrially,
politically, or otherwise. R. Mukerjee, the authority on food supply already
quoted, expresses the belief that:
More than the diversification of employment or industrialization we have to look
towards birth-control as the remedy for the present unbalance between population
and food supply. 7
Certainly birth-control has the virtue of attacking the problem where it
must ultimately be beaten, at the birth rate.
While there is in India as elsewhere some opposition on the part of con-
servative religious groups in India to the practice of contraception, it
seems less than in the United States. Certainly the advocates of birth-
control there willnot have to encounter opposition to publishing their ideas
because the newspapers carry many columns of advertising dealing with
contraceptives, and their purpose is not half-concealed in the timid ex-
pression "feminine hygiene." From a copy of the "Daily Gazette" of
Karachi a two column, four inch display advertisement extols the virtues
of "Pregno Latex Paragons," the use of which enables one to have
"children by choice and not by chance." "The Sind Observer" of the same
city carried an ad on the masthead offering "Birtho, a hygienic, guaranteed
harmless oral contraceptive" at $1.00 for a two year supply. Indian pub-
lications and signboards freely advertise such products but, of course,
90 per cent of the people cannot read and 95 per cent do not have the
dollar, and the chances are the product is worthless.
Serious ideological handicaps, as well as others, stand in the way of
India's acceptance of the help offered by planned parenthood. The masses
of India prize fertility and abhor barrenness. On the grounds of the Kali
temple in Calcutta stands the "Barren Tree," a tree of most magical
powers. Hindu women who have not borne children and desire to do so
may go to the temple and, after appropriate ceremonies, tie a piece of
brick or stone to a branch of this tree. This is said to insure the concep-
tion of a child. After the child is born it is brought to the temple, its hair
is cut and placed at the foot of the tree as a thank offering. There are
always dozens of stones hanging from the tree and on occasional visits
one sees freshly clipped hair at itsbase.
Aside from the religious opposition, the influence of the cult of fertility,
and the vast amount of ignorance that would have to be offset for birth-
control to have appreciable effect, other apparently insurmountable ob-
stacles are set forth by a woman writer, Laxmibai Rajwade, who reminds
us that "Present devices are too costly for the Indian masses" and "The
domestic conditions are such that the remedies cannot be freely used." 8
Millions of Indians are born, live, breed, and die on the sidewalks and
never have a roof over their heads. They eke out a bare living by begging
or visiting garbage cans, and all that they own they can carry in a small
7Mukerjee, op. cit. p. 22.
"Shyam Kumari Nehru (Editor) Our Cause, p. 88, Allahabad (Undated).
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kerchief. Modern contraceptive techniques are certainly out of reach of
such women, fiancially, intellectually, and practically.
In spite of these handicaps, the contribution that birth-control can make
to the solution of the population problem should not be minimized or over-
looked. Given the proper conditions, it is obviously the most promising of
the remedies considered, and it is undoubtedly already being practiced in-
creasingly by the more favored classes in India.
Education and General Uplift
In the foregoing section some doubt has been expressed as to the applic-
abilityof birth-control methods to the masses of India due to their poverty,
ignorance, homelessness, and generally unstable status. It is the opinion
of the writer, which is in accord with the findings of published studies soon
to be quoted, that birth-control willhave to be brought to the Indian in-
directly. He willbe able to understand it,desire it, and practice itas the
result of education and a general elevation of the level of his living.
Studies by Whelpton and Kiser 9 show that industrialization results in
lowered birth rates, that fertility varies among countries with the date and
degree of industrialization, and that sharpest declines in fertility have
taken place in those countries which had the highest birth rates prior to
industrialization. This is allencouraging when applied to the Indian popu-
lation problem.
They have also shown that the prevalence and effectiveness of contra-
ception tend to vary directly with the socio-economic status. This finding
underlines the importance of education and general uplift as an indirect and
long range approach to the problem. Through general improvement in the
social and economic condition of the people, through industrialization,
education, and otherwise, they will be indirectly led to the practice of
family limitation and the consequent easing of population pressure on the
resources of the country, for these authorities say:
One may say that international variations in fertility have developed from dif-
ferences in the date and impact of modern civilization, involving industrialization,
urbanization, and a complex of cultural patterns conducive to the individualistic
point of view.10
CONCLUSION
The population problem of India has been explored and discovered to be
acute and speedily growing more serious. The situation is patently critical
when a 5 per cent failure in food supply will cause 1,500,000 starvation
deaths, as happened in Bengal in 1943-44.
A number of possible solutions of the problem have been considered,
offering remedies of varying degrees of thoroughness, permanence, and
practicability: agricultural extension and improvement, industrialization,
9P.K. Whelpton and Clyde V.Kiser, Trends, Determinants, and Control in Human
Fertility, Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,
January, 1945.
10 P. K. Whelpton and Clyde V. Kiser, op. cit.
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political independence, planned inter-provincial migration, birth control and
education and general uplift.
Most promise of permanent relief would seem to come from a linking of
the promotion of the practice of birth control with a program of educational,
social, and economic upliftof the masses.
It is difficult to avoid the pessimistic conclusion that for some time to
come those "natural checks" of Malthus, famine and pestilence willcon-
tinue to be the chief forces restricting the tendency to overpopulation in
India. It is hoped though, that the mind and spirit of the new, free India
may find some means less freighted with human misery and more productive
of human good.
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NEGRO STEREOTYPED CONCEPTIONS OF THE
WHITE LIBERAL1
TILMANC. COTHRAN
A. M. and N. College', Pine Bluff
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an investigation of Negro conceptions of the white
liberal. It is designed (1) to determine empirically the Negro's conception
of the white liberal, and (2) to ascertain the relationship existing between
these conceptions and certain social factors. Much research on Negro-white
relationships in the field of race relations treats white stereotyped concep-
tions and attitudes of the Negro, but there are some areas of Negro-white
interaction where the stereotypes of the subordinate group become important.
Especially is this true in the area of inter-racial cooperation with its
many facets.
Two presuppositions seem to underlie the study. Firstly, the nature of
inter-personal behavior is largely determined by the interpretation of the
behavior of others in social contact situations. Secondly, a penetrating
understanding of Negro behavior, under subordinate conditions, cannot be
completely secured through studies of overt behavior forms and patterns
alone. The psycho-social aspects in terms of stereotyped conceptions rank
equally as important as the patterns, forms and structures of social be-
havior. In other words, in order to understand actions and reactions of a
minority group, a thorough knowledge of the schemes of representation by
means of which the group or certain individual members interpret the mean-
ing of significant symbols and anticipate the kind of response called for is
essential. This orientation grows out of the position taken by such social
psychologists as George H.Mead, Charles H. Cooley and John Dewey.1
Hypothesis. Our major hypothesis may be stated as follows. Categoriza-
tions of white people according to social groups tend to reveal the manner
in which Negroes approach members of the dominant group. Thus, know-
ledge of Negro stereotyped conceptions of white people furnishes insight
into the meaning of the subjective nature of race relations for this minority
group. Itreveals the kinds of definitions they are making of situations.
Method and Definition. The open-ended interviewing technique was the
method by which these data were secured. The sample consisted of 341
cases randomly selected from a stratified sample which included the range
of Negro socio-economic groups in New Orleans, Louisiana.
1This paper is a section of Chapter VI of
'
'Negro Stereotyped Conceptions of
White People" (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, The University of Chicago, 1949).
2 George H. Mead, Mind, Self and Society, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1934; Charles H. Cooley, Human Nature and the Social Order, New York:Charles
Scribner's, 1902; and John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct, New York: Henry
Holt and Company, 1922 (Modern Library Edition).
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We shall mean by stereotyped conceptions the general "pictures in the
head" of persons or groups in inter-racial contact situations. The major
features may be as follows: Conceptions maybe heldby two or more persons
or a group of persons; they are rigid and collective in nature; they contain
falsifications of social reality, or at least a lack of sufficient knowledge
to support the beliefs involved; and they are not necessarily pejorative,
but some stereotyped conceptions may be flattering. The approach in this
research is operational. The "little pictures in the head" which Negroes
hold of white people, as revealed through the research techniques employed,
are treated as Negro stereotyped conceptions of white people.
NEGRO CONCEPTIONS OF THE WHITE LIBERAL
Because of the role which the southern white liberal plays in race rela-
tions, it is important to secure the Negro's conception of the white liberal
as a social type. Since the southern liberal is in a minority, he is placed
in an extremely uncomfortable position, both in the eyes of the Negro and
the white masses. The place of the Negro on the southern scene is part
and parcel of most of the important problems facing the South today. In
his effort to ameliorate conditions, often the southern liberal finds it ex-
pedient to de-emphasize the Negro's relationship to his plans for a better
society. The Negro masses may not always understand the position of
white liberals in the South; thus, they become quite suspicious of their
intentions and will frequently withhold their approval and support until
that time when the white liberal has taken a positive public stand either
in deeds or in public statements seeking Negro civilrights. In the follow-
ing four sub-sections, we shall analyze Negro stereotyped conceptions
of white liberals.
Age and conceptions of the white liberal. Many Negroes expressed the
belief that "white liberals have an ulterior motive" (Table 1). Both young
and old Negroes showed a greater tendency toward holding this conception
than those 25-34 years of age. The proportions of young and old Negroes
holding this belief are 23 and 22 per cent, respectively. These are some
of the conceptions of white liberals held by Negroes over 35 years of age:
Iam of the opinion that the white liberals have an ulterior motive. There are a
very few, Ibelieve, who are wholly sincere about the Negro and his problems.
(Interview No. 41)
Most white people, when they speak out for Negroes, usually don't have too
much to lose and there is something in sight for them to gain. Those who are
sympathetic with Negroes for no monetary gain do it for self-satisfaction and they
only get this satisfaction when the Negro is completely dependent upon them.
When the Negro becomes independent, the liberal white drops him. (Interview
No. 186)
The young Negro will more frequently qualify his statements on the
sincerity of the white liberal than will the old Negro. Twenty per cent of
the young age group and 13 per cent of the old age group said "some white
liberals are sincere; others are seeking personal gains." The following
are typical remarks from young Negroes concerning the white liberal:
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In my opinion some white liberals may be sincere; while others may not be able
to gain leadership in their own group and tend to drift to the Negro in trying to seek
the lead. (Interview No. 36)
Some are really sincere and others are fire pushers who stir up strife to gain
some political end. It is hard to separate the chaff from the wheat. Deeds are
better than words. (Interview No. 92)
Ithink the majority of them are sincere in their aims and purposes but in public
change them so much to fit the attitude of the masses that some of the good things
are overthrown and the weaker ones start gaining prestige for themselves and
forget about the Negro. (Interview No. 95)
It is not unusual for Negroes of all age categories to express their belief
in the sincerity of white liberals with reservation.
Forty-nine per cent of the respondents 15-24 years of age and 37 per
cent of those 35 years of age and over stated "white liberals are really
trying to help—they are sincere." There is a moderately significant vari-
ation in responses between these two groups; "P" = .0394. The young
Negro shows greater acceptance of white liberals than does the old Negro,
yet on several occasions we have seen that they are more critical of whites
than is the case with old Negroes.
TABLE 1
NEGRO STEREOTYPED CONCEPTIONS OF THE WHITE LIBERALBY AGE
15-24 Yrs. 25-34 Yrs. 35 and over
Conceptions
Number I*er Number J? er Number erCent Cent Cent
No comment 3 2 3 4 5 4
Has an ulterior motive 34 23 15 19 26 22
They are really trying to
help— sincere 71 49 32 42 44 37
No such person 2 1 3 4 2 2
Christian and sympathetic ¦••. 1 1 3 4 19 16
They are tricky, false gods .11 11 6 5
Some sincere; others seeking
personal gains 29 20 17 22 16 13
Other
_4 3_
_3 4 1 1
Totals 145 100 77 100 119 100
The adult members of our sample 35 years and over stereotyped the white
liberal as being "Christian and sympathetic." Sixteen per cent of this
age group to only 1per cent of the age group 15-24 years of age expressed
the conception. The difference is extremely significant—"?" = .0002. A
55-year-old woman expressed her conception of white liberals in the follow-
ing way:
Ibelieve that the white liberal is just a "God-sent man" who helps the Negro
out. This man has learned that there is a God and it is through this man that theNegro willcontinue to progress. (Interview No. 203)
A 45-year-old man informed the interviewer that:
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The white liberal is a religious person who wants to help people who have been
mistreated. They is for the right thing. (Interview No. 249)
It is not surprising to find that thinking in terms of Christian principles is
more prevalent among old than among young Negroes. On the other hand,
six persons in the 35 years of age and over age group felt that white liberals
are "tricky and false gods." Only one person in the age group 15-24 years
gave this statement.
Twenty per cent of the young people and 13 per cent of the old people
wished to qualify their conceptions by stating that "some white liberals
are sincere and others are seeking personal gains." The responses falling
in this category were tabulated separately since there is a desire to make
a distinction which does not exist in the first two conceptions of white
liberals.
Color and conceptions of the white liberal. The stereotype that white
liberals have "ulterior motives" received contrasting support when viewed
along the color continuum (Table 2). Very light Negroes gave 28 per cent
of their responses and very dark Negroes gave 52 percent of their responses
in support of this conception. On the other hand, 47 per cent of the mulat-
toes and 33 per cent of the dark brown Negroes were willing to give their
support. It is clear that a majority of the very dark—52 per cent—, 47 per
cent of the mulattoes, and 44 per cent of the light brown Negroes have very
little faith in the white liberals.
TABLE 2
NEGRO STEREOTYPED CONCEPTIONS OF THE WHITE LIBERAL BY COLOR
Very Mulatto Li«ht Medium Dark Very
Conceptions Light Brown Brown Brown Dark
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
No comment 2 9 22 224 71 6
Has an ulterior
motive _... 6 28 17 47 39 44 43 37 20 33 9 52
They are really
trying to help
—
sincere 13 59 17 47 42 47 54 47 26 41 3 18
No such person 1 1332 31 6Christian, sym-
pathetic-
God- sent man 14 13 3 3 557 11 3 18
They are tricky,
false gods .... 1 1 4 3 ....
Seeking pub-
licity 1 2
Other 13 2 2 3 3 2 3
Totals 22 100 36 100 90 100 114 100 62 100 17 100
The majority of very light persons— 59 per cent—and only 18 per cent
of the dark persons said "white liberals are really trying to help
—
they are
sincere." The difference in percentages is highly significant—"?" = .0064.
Allof the color groups with the exception of the very dark Negro gave high
proportions in support of their belief in the sincerity of white liberals.
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Education and conceptions of the white liberal. What education can
do in regard to Negro conceptions of white liberals is quite evident in
Table 3. Twenty-eight per cent of the persons with a grammar school
education or less and 7 per cent of those with some graduate education
held the stereotype that "white liberals have ulterior motives." The
difference is moderately significant; "P" = .0146. Sixty-one per cent
of the graduate sample and 30 per cent of the grammar school sample
felt that "white liberals are really trying to help
—
they are sincere."
TABLE 3
NEGRO STEREOTYPED CONCEPTIONS OF THE WHITE LIBERALBY EDUCATION
Grammar High .. Graduate
School School Study
Conceptions
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
No comment 4 5 4 4 221 3
Has an ulterior motive 22 28 32 30 12 10 2 7
They are really trying to
help—sincere 23 30 46 43 64 57 19 61
No such person 2 3 2 2
Christian and sympathetic
—
God-sent man 11 14 3 3 2 2 1 3
They are tricky, false gods ..1 1 3 3
Some sincere; others seeking
personal gains 12 15 13 12 31 27 8 26
Other 3 4 3 3 2 2
Totals 78 100 106 100 113 100 31 100
The variation here is highly significant according to test; "P" = .002. In
view of the many improvements in race relations instigated by white liberals,
education shows a significantly positive association with an understanding
of the problems encountered by this group of white people. Also, the extent
of education is associated with the desire to make a distinction between
white liberals by giving the stereotype that "some are sincere and others
are seeking personal gains."
Social classes and conceptions of the white liberal. There are extremely
significant variations in the responses to the question viewed on the basis
of social classes (Table 4). Nine per cent of the upper class and 30 per
cent of the lower class stated that "white liberals have ulterior motives."
This difference would occur by chance only twice in ten thousand times.
That "white liberals are really trying to help and are sincere" was stated
by 56 per cent of the upper class and 28 per cent of the lower class. Ex-
treme significance must be accorded this variation, this "P" also equalling
• 0002. Thus, white liberals can expect greater support from the Negro upper
class. Yet, a respectable portion of the upper class Negroes— 27 per cent-
hedges by stating that "some white liberals are sincere and others are
seeking personal gains." Here are some representative responses from
upper class Negroes who held this stereotyped conception:
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Some are sincere. However, most of them seek select political positions or
social prominence. Their aims are usually selfish. (Interview No. 42)
Most of them are sincere, but many of them just like to get themselves in the
newspaper. (Interview No. 63)
As a result of these data, the writer cannot escape the conclusion that,
although educated and upper class Negroes place more confidence in the
white liberal, in general Negroes are a little skeptical of white liberals.
The comments of one upper class woman add credence to this conclusion.
She said:
...You know white people are so deceitful. They'll come to these meetings and
pretend to be so sweet and friendly, but on the outside they won't speak to you.
That's why Idon't trust these liberal white people much. A friend of mine had an
experience which proves the point. Last year he was connected with the Southern
Conference for Human Welfare. There was a white woman there who took him to
several meetings in Baton Rouge in her car. And do you know that when she saw
him on Canal Street one day, she pretended not to know him?
That just goes to show you how false they can be. I'd really rather not be
friendly with them at all because you never know how they are going to act. One
day they willbe oh so friendly, and the next day, they willmeet you and won't
speak.
Interviewer
—
How do you explain this kind of behavior on the part of white
liberals?
Interviewee
—
White people fear losing status in their own group by being friendly
toward Negroes. Being called a "nigger lover" is the thing that they fear most.
(Interview No. 49)
TABLE 4
NEGRO STEREOTYPED CONCEPTIONS OF THE WHITE LIBERALBY SOCIAL CLASSES
Upper Class Middle Class Lower Class
Conceptions
xt i_ Per xt L Per .T , PerNumber Number ,, Number ,,Cent Cent Cent
No comment 3 3 3 3 2 2
Has an ulterior motive 8 9 19 22 32 30
They are sincere
—
really
trying to help 53 56 43 47 30 28
No such person .... .... .... .... 6 6
Christian and sympathetic
—
Gcd sent man 3 3 2 2 15 13
They are tricky, false gods.... 11114 4
Some sincere; others seeking
personal gains 25 27 22 24 13 12
Other 1 11 15 5
Totals 94 100 91 100 107 100
However, it must be pointed out that once this skepticism is overcome by
action and words publicly uttered, the white liberal receives not only ex-
tensive support from the Negro masses, but itmay verge on reverence.
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CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the data seem to support the following generalizations:
1. The young Negro shows a greater acceptance of white liberals than
does the old Negro.
2. As the Negro approaches the very dark end of the color continuum, he
becomes less willingto believe that white liberals are sincere.
3. Education shows a significantly positive association with an under-
standing of the problems encountered by the white liberal on the southern
scene.
4. While upper class Negroes are more favorable in their conceptions of
white liberals, in general, Negroes are a littleskeptical of the white liberal
until they are able to develop confidence in the sincerity of this social type.
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iTHE WASHINGTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SURVEY
A FOLLOW-UP OF PATIENTS ADMITTED TO THE
ARKANSAS STATE HOSPITAL, 1930-48*
LETA M. ADLER
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
This paper is a progress report on the findings to date in one phase of
the Arkansas Mental Health Survey. The survey is a jointundertaking of the
Arkansas State Hospital, the Arkansas State Board of Health, and the Uni-
versity of Arkansas. The research upon which this paper has been based is
the product of the University's Institute of Science and Technology, done
with the advice of psychiatrists on the Staff of the State Hospital and of an
Advisory Committee, composed of specialists in psychology, sociology,
rural sociology, and social welfare, from the University faculty. The pro-
jected program of the Arkansas Mental Health Survey includes: (1) a follow-
up study on a sampling basis of former patients of the Arkansas State Hos-
pital, to discover how ,they have readjusted to their communities, (2) a
statistical analysis of the material in the Hospital records for the 33,000
patients admitted from 1930 to 1948, (3) a survey on a sampling basis of
the extent of mental disability in the general population. It is expected
that the findings of this survey willrepresent a scientific contribution as
well as form the basis for a mental health program in Arkansas.
The particular aspect of the study on which this is a report is the follow-
up of former patients of the State Hospital made in Washington County, Ar-
kansas, in the summer of 1949» This study was conceived of as a pilot
study for a state-wide survey, and a similar pilot study is now in progress
in Jefferson County. It was felt that these two counties would provide ex-
perience with most of the segments of population to be encountered in
Arkansas. One of the main functions of the Washington County Pilot Study
was to make a preliminary test of some. aspects of the study design for the
statewide survey; among these were schedule construction, interviewing
technique, case-finding procedure, and the utility of mailed questionnaires.
Due to limitations of time, this paper willnot be concerned with the meth-
odological findings, but will be limited to the substantive findings of the
Study as they have been revealed to date,. *
Washington County is an Ozark County containing two cities of over 2500
persons. It has some very isolated rural areas, but has a higher than aver-
age income for the State. Its average annual admission rate to the State
Hospital for the period was about 8 per 10,000 population in 1940. This is
somewhat lower than the State average but falls within the middle third of
the counties' admission rates.
The sample for the Washington County Study consists of 502 patients who
were admitted to the State Hospital between January 1, 1930, and Decem-
*Research Paper No. 1008 Journal Series. University of Arkansas.
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ber 31, 1948. The sample represents all kinds of disabilities which are
accepted for Hospital admission: the psychoses, the psychoneuroses, psy-
chopathic personality, alcoholism, and epilepsy, as well as patients who
were admitted and found upon diagnosis to be without psychoses or without
mental disability unless these admissions were for a legal test of sanity.
For all cases for whom an informant in Washington County could be located,
an intensive interview was obtained. In every case the attempt was made
to interview a close relative who was intimately acquainted with the patient.
Information for those cases for whom no informant in the sample area could
be found was obtained by a mailed questionnaire when this was possible.
The four interviewers were college graduates in psychology, social work,
or sociology; had previous interviewing or related experience; had done,
with one exception, graduate work; and were intensively briefed before
field work started.
The survey obtained some information on all but six percent of the cases.
Thirty-two percent of all the cases admitted to the State Hospital had died
while there. An additional thirteen percent had died since their release.
Eighteen percent of the patients admitted in the period were in a mental
hospital at the time of the survey, all but five cases being in the State
Hospital. The remaining 31 percent, those who were living and not in a
mental hospital are those to whom the remainder of this paper willpri-
marily be devoted.
Analysis of the Washington County data is by no means complete and
many of the findings are at the present time tentative and inconclusive.
The material to be presented is primarily descriptive; many of the questions
concerning relationships among the data must await further analysis and
some must await the larger sample of the statewide survey.
Inquiry was made into four major areas of the patient's adjustment: first,
his recovery from the symptoms of his mental disability, second, his adjust-
ment to the economic world, third, his participation in the social activities
of his community, and fourth, his adjustment in marriage and family life.
The informant's judgement as to recovery level and the interviewer's rating
were both employed for the first area. As a means of rating each patient
with regard to the last three areas of adjustment, a Guttman Scale was con-
structed for each area. 1 This scale classifies cases into types possessing
rank order, but does not assume that adjustment can be measured in terms
of some quantitative unit.
THE EXTENT OF RECOVERY FROM MENTALILLNESS
According to the informants' responses to a question specifically asking
about the mental condition of the living patients, three out of ten have re-
covered and one-third of these is said to have achieved a better personality
adjustment than they possessed before the onset of their difficulty. Another
'Louis Guttman, "The Cornell Technique for Scale and Intensity Analysis,"
a paper presented to the Conference on Measurement of Consumer Interest, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, May 17-18, 1946.
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three still possess symptoms of their mental disturbance, but not symptoms
so severe as to require hospitalization, while almost 4 out of 10 are pres-
ently hospitalized because of their mental condition. The informants' re-
sponses to this question also seem to indicate that no total gain in recovery
level was registered between the time of release and the time of the study
among those patients who are not now hospitalized. While some patients
recovered beyond their condition at release, others became worse so that
the total picture remains the same.
While the history of the patient's disorder since release is not investi-
gated as thoroughly as it might be, readmissions give some indication of
the amount of recurrence. Of the former patients who were not in the Hospi-
tal at the time of the study, 1 out of every 4 had returned to the State Hos-
pital at least once. The meaning of this rate of readmission for the Hospital
is made clearer by observing that over one-half of the Washington County
patients in the State Hospital now have been there at least once before. It
is also interesting to note that eight percent of the cases when admitted to
the State Hospital for the first time were known to have been admitted pre-
viously to some other mental hospital.
With the exception of present age, the same factors were correlated to
number of readmissions as to recovery level, readmission rates being lower
for women, for white-collar workers, and for those who were admitted to
the Hospital more quickly after the illness was recognized. More re-
admissions were found for those whose age at first admission was under 30.
OCCUPATIONAL ADJUSTMENT
The capacity to carry on one's appointed task is the sine qua non of
satisfactory personal adjustment. For most adult males this means some
kind of gainful employment and for adult women it generally means either
homemaking or a gainful occupation. For this reason, considerable attention
was given to these aspects of adjustment in the follow-up of released
patients.
At the time of the follow-up, 46 per cent of the released patients for
whom information was available were gainfully employed. While there is
no exact measure of the amount of employment in Washington County, the
best estimates available indicate that this figure is comparable with that
for the general population of Washington County. Apparently until they
are sufficiently illto necessitate hospitalization, these persons are able
to keep up a semblance of useful employment in the same proportion as the
rest of the population.
In order to obtain some estimate of the regularity of employment and
whether or not work was full or part time, it was asked how much of the
time in the six months prior to interview the patient had worked for pay.
For those for whom information was available, this question revealed that
a little less than one in four had been fully employed during the entire
period. An additional twelve per cent had been employed more than half
the time. Nine per cent had been employed, but worked less than half the
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time. It appears then that while the former patients of the State Hospital
are employed in about the same proportion as the general population, they
are probably less regular in their employment history.
At the time of the interview, 54 per cent of the cases were reported as
"not gainfully employed." Included among these are 26 per cent reported
to have home duties; the remainder were reported as "not doing anything"
(28 per cent of allknown cases).
As might be expected there were differences by sex and marital status.
Women were reported to be gainfully employed much less frequently than
men. Persons of both sexes who did not live with a husband or wife at the
time of the study were reported to be "doing nothing" in considerably
larger proportion than those who were living in a married state. This is
probably related to the fact that the married person has more responsibility
to support his family or to take care of her home than does an unmarried
person. There is also probably a tendency for the more fit persons to
marry or remain married; such a selective factor would operate to produce
these findings. In addition fewer elderly persons would be living in a
married state.
Practically all of the women classified as having home duties were found,
when further inquiry was made, to be doing either all of their housework
or nearly all household tasks. The great discrepancy between the propor-
tion of married women reported as "not doing anything" and the rest of
the sample may possibly be accounted for by greater pressure on them to
perform their tasks combined with laxer standards of performance. As
has already been pointed out, however, there is also evidence that women
living with their husbands have on the whole made the best recoveries.
The great majority of the persons who were not employed, including
home makers, were supported by their families; however, 15 per cent were
dependent on some other source, primarily Public or Old Age Assistance.
Thirteen per cent were self-supporting through savings, pensions, or other
forms of income. Among the unemployed patients who had at some time
been gainfully occupied the median length of time since their last jobs was
five years. Almost one-fourth had been unemployed less than one year and
the same proportion had been unemployed for 20 years or more.
Not all of the unemployment found among the former patients was attrib-
uted to mental illness. The following are the causes to which any lack of
employment in the six months prior to the interview was primarily attrib-
uted by the informant:
family duties 29
mental or physical condition
inability to find work 20
physical condition 12
7age
unwillingness to work
other reasons 18
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It is apparent that there is a great deal of over-lapping among these cate-
gories. "Age," for example may be associated with either mental or
physical disability. "Unwillingness" to work may well be part of the
patient's syndrome, and the fact that an individual cannot find work may
also be an indication ofmental or physical disability.
For those patients who were employed a favorable picture of adjustment
on the job was presented by the informants. Practically all cases were
reported as having a job that was "very suitable" or "adequate" to the
patient; that he liked his job "very well" or "pretty well," that he got
along "very well" or "pretty well" with his fellow workers, and that he
was fatigued by his job only "seldom, never, or sometimes."
An interesting question is how the experiences of mental illness and
hospitalization affected the patient's occupational adjustment. If the
period of six months before the patient's first hospitalization is used as a
basis for comparison, no significant differences in the -proportion of patients
in each occupational group, in the regularity of employment, or in employ-
ment status are observed. Since half of the cases for whom these data
were available, suffered the onset of their disorder by the beginning of this
six months period and another six per cent were experiencing their dif-
ficulty during at least half the period, the mental illness can be presumed
to have already had its effect on the majority of patients during this period.
Thus it would seem that hospitalization was not successful in raising the
occupational adjustment of the patients as a group beyond the level they
were at during their illness-. It would be desirable in the statewide survey
to include a comparison of present occupational adjustment with adjustment
prior to onset as well as with adjustment just prior to hospitalization.
MARRIAGE AND FAMILYADJUSTMENT
The expected pattern of behavior in our society, especially in an area as
bound by tradition as the Ozarks, is that adults marry and bear children,
preserving a permanent union between the marriage partners. To what
extent have the former patients been able to conform to these minimum
essentials?
A comparison with the total population of the United States 14 years
and over in 1948, * shows that while 64 per cent of the U. S. population are
married, only 41 per cent of the released patients are married, and that a
large amount of this difference is accounted for by higher proportion of
divorced and separated persons among former patients. Despite the fact
that there are more divorces among the patients, approximately the same
proportion of patients have been married more than once as is found in the
general population. This probably implies the existence of an unmarriage-
able residual. A slightly larger proportion of single persons is also re-
ported for the former patients.
2
"Current Population Reports: Population Characteristics," Series P-20, No. 23(Washington D.C.: March 4, 1949).
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The quality of the social relationships between the former patient and
other members of his family represents another facet of family and marriage
adjustment. At the lower level of adjustment are those cases whose mental
disabilities present special problems for their families. The families of
one-fourth of the patients had to take their mental disabilities into account
and make allowances for them; for part of the patients this was only neces-
sary occasionally and for a similar number itwas more or less usual. For one-
tenth of the patients the responsibilities of the family went beyond this to
include special care of appearance, and ina few cases feeding.
About four out of ten patients were reported to be hardships to their
families in some respect: frequently mentioned were that the patient made
extra work and responsibility for other family members and that he caused
additional expense. The economic burden generally consisted in supporting
an adult who would under normal circumstances be financially independent
or himself contribute to the family's support. Few patients were under the
care of a physician for their mental condition. A sizable proportion of the
families complained that the unsocial behavior of the patient or the care
given to him disturbed family life. Three per cent complained that the
patient's illness injured the family's status in the community.
Another aspect of family adjustment is the extent to which patients were
able to get along with other family members without coming into conflict with
them. Naturally the extent to which the patient is able to do this partially
depends on the attitude of the others, a factor which present data does not
permit control of. One out of five patients were reported not to get along
well with the family in which they lived. Fifteen per cent of the patients
who were married and living with their husband or wife at the time of the
interview were considered by the informant to be less happy than "average."
Exactly half were reported to be "average," and the remainder happier
than "average." This was somewhat a more favorable picture than that
reported for patients living in other than a conjugal family. Half of these
patients were reported to be less happy than average.
When the present happiness of marriages is compared with the situation
prior to onset it is found that for the great majority it is reported to be the
same as before the onset of illness, and about the same proportion have
become more happy as have become less happy. But for the patients who
live in other family groups, the situation has become less happy for some-
what more than it has become better, though again it remains the same
for the majority.
In summary, at the present state of analysis it seems that a larger pro-
portion of these patients are living in an unmarried state than one would
find in the general population and this is primarily the result of a dispro-
portionately large number of divorces and separations although further
analysis may show that more have never married. A significant proportion
require special consideration and often considerable sacrifice from other
members of the family, and a smaller proportion were living in a family
where they did not get along and were unhappy. Persons living with their
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Lhusband or wife were somewhat happier than those living in other kinds
of familygroups.
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
Membership in organized groups and especially attendance at meetings
can be said to indicate to some extent, the amount ofrecovery achieved by
the patient. It indicates that his mental condition is good enough to enable
him to associate with others and that his symptoms are sufficiently reduced
that he is to this extent acceptable to his associates; his participation
also measures in some degree his contribution to the community's activities.
By "organized groups" is meant groups in which relationships between
members are to some extent formalized, such as churches, lodges, farmers'
organizations, women's clubs, unions, luncheon clubs, and so on.
Of the former patients about whom we have information on this point,
two-thirds had not attended any meeting of any organization in the month
immediately prior to the interview, and one-fourth had attended from one to
four meetings only. A little over one-half of the former patients about whom
we had information belonged to no organization, while 37 per cent belonged
to only one organization. None of the former patients belonged to more than
three organizations.
While we have no data by which to compare these former patients with
the general population of Washington County, comparison with other popu-
lations indicates somewhat less participation on their part, though the
difference is not striking and could be accounted for in some instances as
easily by other differences between the samples as by differences between
former patients and a non-hospitalized population. Thirty-five per cent of
the former patients were church members as compared to 38 per cent of the
population of a sample of 130 village-centered southern communities in
1936. 3 In Boone County, a somewhat more isolated and rural Ozark county
than Washington County, 58 per cent of the farmers and their wives were
church members as against a little less than 50 per cent of the former
patients livingon farms.
When the patients living in Fayetteville and Springdale are compared
with the general population of Boulder, Colorado, it is found that the
proportion of patients who belong to no organization is not greatly different
from that in Boulder; however the proportion belonging to more than one
organization is smaller. 8 Since in the vast majority of cases, persons who
belong to only one organization belong to a church, this means that the
town-dwellers among the Washington County patients participate in the
church as frequently as do the citizens in Boulder, but participate less
in other organizations.
3J. H. Kolb and E. de S. Brunner, A Study of Rural Society (Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1940) p. 500.
4 J. L. Charlton, "Social Aspects of Farm Ownership and Tenancy in the Arkansas
Ozarks" (Fayetteville, Arkansas: Agricultural Experiment Station, University ofArkansas College of Agriculture, Bulletin 471, September 1947) pp. 40, 41.
5F. A. Bushee, "Social Organization in a Small City," American Journal ofSociology, Volume 51, November 1945, pp. 217-226.
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In answer to the question, "Does he attend more or fewer meetings than
he did before his illness?", informants who were able to answer the ques-
tion reported that about one-third of the patients attend fewer meetings
52 per cent attend about the same number, and 14 per cent attend more.
In the Washington County study, amount of visiting was taken as indica-
tive of the extent of informal social participation. Information on amount of
visiting was obtained for 80 per cent of the former patients. Separate
questions were asked concerning visits from others and visits made by the
former patients themselves, but the over allpicture indicated that visiting
was reciprocal: the persons in the sample were visited as frequently as
they visited, although, of course, individual exceptions appear* Almost 60
per cent of the patients received at least one visit and made one visit a
month. The frequency distribution is bimodal, one falling in the class
interval of less than one visit a day but at least once a week, in which
abQut one-third of the cases fell, and the other mode falling in the class
interval of less than one visit a month, in which one-fifth of the cases fell.
Many of these cases were reported never to receive or make visits.
Only very fragmentary data on visiting for general populations are avail-
able, but the evidence we have seems to show that the patients as a whole
do not differ strikingly from other populations for whom data are available.'
Nevertheless only 12 percent visited more than the rest of their families
while 29 percent visited less. Although there may be some variation in the
amount of visiting considered as normal for persons in different family roles,
by and large this group of cases does not visit as often as persons in their
communities, social classes, and families are expected to, and thus repre-
sent a poorer than average level of social adjustment in this respect.
When the informant was asked to compare the amount of the patient's visit-
ing with his visiting before the onset of his difficulty, the picture is almost
identical to that presented when the comparison is with other members of
the family. If the patients' visiting behavior were about like that of other
family members before the onset of their mental difficulties, this would be
the expected outcome of this question.
Another measure of social adjustment is the extent to whichpatients have
so far over-stepped the boundaries of acceptable behavior that they have
come into conflict with the agencies of law enforcement. Seventeen percent
of these cases were known to have either been arrested or "had trouble with
the law." In about half the cases, these difficulties with the law occurred
at the time of Hospital admission or at subsequent readmissions. It is the
usual procedure for the sheriff to drive patients to the State Hospital, but
these cases were those in which the symptoms of the disorder caused the
patient to be apprehended as a law violator or he was considered to be so
by his family or other members of his community, who called a law enforce-
ment officer out of fear or helplessness. In view of the fact that there are
•See J. L. Charlton, op. cit., pp. 40, 41 and J. L. Hypes, Social Participation in
a Rural New England Town (New York Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1927) p. 29.
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no facilities or personnel for the care or treatment of psychiatric cases in
the County other than those provided in the veteran's hospital, it is not sur-
prising that the sheriff and police become custodians of the mentally illand
that the jails frequently house them until their removal to the hospital.
Of the cases for whom legal difficulties were reported, one-half reported
fewer since their hospitalization. For some patients at least, this is proba-
bly an indication that they have not experienced the return of violent or
acutely aggressive behavior which originally precipitated their admission to
the Hospital. One-fourth reported more legal difficulties and one-fourth the
same number.
CONCLUSIONS
An over-all picture of the adjustment level achieved by the former patients
of the Arkansas State Hospital can be obtained from the total adjustment
scale constructed according to the Guttman technique. Since cultural ex-
pectations are different for persons of different sex and marital status, four
scales were constructed each using as scale components the interviewer's
rating of the former patient's personality adjustment, and the occupation,
social, and family adjustment scale scores. The scale types of the central
categories of the four scales are not the same, but the highest and lowest
scale types are identical. For those patients for whom sufficient information
was available to construct the scale it was found that nine percent fellin
the highest scale type. Former patients in this scale type have made above
average personality adjustment, are employed and have good occupational
adjustment, high social participation, and good family adjustment. If
women who scored high on personality adjustment, social participation, and
family adjustment, though they are not employed, are included in the highest
adjustment level, a course which is probably justified by the traditional
female role in our society, we find 19 per cent or almost one out of every
five former patients in the "well-adjusted" category.
Twenty-four per cent fell in the lowest scale type in which personality
adjustment is below average, patients are not employed or have poor occu-
pational adjustment, have little or no social participation, and make poor
family adjustments. Few of these cases were obviously in need of hospital-
ization, but the need for some kind of clinical guidance to help them achieve
better adjustment is self-evident.
One practical conclusion which may be drawn from this study to date is
that Arkansas must make available to citizens in all parts of the State
psychiatric services for prevention, diagnosis, and follow-up care. This
may be done through general hospitals located throughout the State or
through mobile clinic units or perhaps a combination of both.
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RECENT INCOME TRENDS IN ARKANSAS*
ERNEST C. HARVEY
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Knowledge of income and income trends is important to all members of a
community. Businessmen can employ such information to advantage in
the conduct of their businesses. Members of both state and federal govern-
ments and all those interested in the progress of a state or region can
use this knowledge as a measure of economic welfare. But care must be
taken in the interpretation of statistics which have been developed and
which are available in government and private publications. Since income
payments to individuals willnot be available in total for the purchase
of consumer goods, suitable adjustments should be made by businessmen
when they employ these figures to guide marketing policy. On the other
hand, since economic welfare is not completely determined by income,
considerable study has yet to be done before accurate evaluations of wel-
fare can be made employing income as a major guide.
In spite of these interpretative difficulties, there is much to be gained
from a study of income. This study should take several forms in order to
cover both broad and detailed aspects of the income experience of a state:
(1) trends of total and per capita income and of income by type of pay-
ment and industrial source should be examined to indicate the progress
already made by a state or region, both absolutely and on a relative basis,
and to suggest the sectors of the state economy where improvement should
be attempted; (2) estimates of income should be prepared on a county or
other small-area basis in order both to aid the businessman in his search
for markets and to provide a basis for judging the economic fortune of
people within the state, as a guide in the development of a state policy
for improvement.
This paper willdescribe the movement of Arkansas income and its
components from 1929 to 1948 and the results of a study concerned with
the preparation of income estimates for small areas within the state. The
trend of Arkansas income willbe compared with trends for the United States
and several other neighboring states and comments willbe made concerning
the importance of different sources of income. Data on total and per capita
income were secured from the August, 1949, issue of the Survey of Current
Business and information on income by industrial source was obtained
direct from the Department of Commerce. The series used to allocate the
various components of income to small areas within Arkansas were col-
lected from the appropriate Federal and State agencies. Several charts
have been prepared in order to allow a more graphic picture of Arkansas
income to be presented.
Research Paper No. 1009 Journal Series, University of Arkansas
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Total and Per Capita Income.
In 1948, the last year for which figures are available, both total and per
capita income reached the highest levels ever experienced in the United
States and in any state or region within the country.1 However, the ex-
perience of states and regions differed widely. Both income series reflect
changes in business conditions, dropping sharply from 1929 to 1933 and
again in 1937-1938. In spite of this latter recession, however, income
growth was fairly steady throughout the country from 1932 to 1948 (Chart 1).
PER CAPITA INCOME PAYMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES
ARKANSAS. CONNECTICUT, AND MISSISSIPPI. 1929-48
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CHART 1
In the case of Arkansas the average annual rate of growth was 12 per cent
for per capita income and 13 per cent for total income. Income in both
Connecticut and the United States grew more slowly. This experience
reflects a long-run tendency for income of states and regions within the
country to approach the national average. Between 1929 and 1948 Arkansas
per capita income rose from 45 to 61 per cent of the United States figure,
an increase of 180 per cent. On the other hand, Connecticut per capita
income during the same period fell from 135 to 121 per cent of the United
States figure, a decrease of 10 per cent. But in spite of the higher rates
1Since these figures are expressed in current dolla rs, part of the increase reflects
the inflationary changes which have taken place in recent years.
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of change experienced by Arkansas and Mississippi, these states did not
improve their ranks within the country, dropping from positions 47 and 48
in 1929 to 48 and 49 in 1948. 1
Sources of Income.
A discussion of sources of income should be supported by data in both
absolute and percentage terms (Charts 2 and 3). 3 The large growth which
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CHART 2
was experienced by total income in Arkansas during the 20-year period from
1929-1948 is composed of increases in all of the sources shown. Total
income rose from $562 million in 1929 to $1,762 million in 1948, nearly a
three-fold increase. The only category in this total not increasing after
1945 was "other income" which is composed of such transfer payments as
2 This ranking of p«r capita income by states includes the District of Columbia.
South Carolina moved from 49th position in 1929 to 47th in 1948.
3 A distinction should be made between components and sources of income. The
former term generally refers to the four categories: labor income (wages and
salaries, after deduction of employees' contributions to social security programs);
entrepreneurial income (proprietors' net returns from unincorporated business enter-
Prises, including farms, before owners' withdrawals); property income (dividends,
interest, net rents and royalties); "other" income (public assistance, veterans'Pensions, social insurance benefits, and other governmental transfer payments);
while the latter refers to the industrial sources of the income which comprises
these categories.
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CHART 3
veterans' pensions, workmen's compensation, social insurance benefits, and
relief payments. This is a desirable post-war readjustment.
But the large absolute changes had little effect on the percentage impor-
tance of these sources of income. In spite of the increase in manufacturing
activity which has taken place in Arkansas during the last twenty years,
this source of income has changed little in relative importance. In fact, the
agricultural sector of the economy produced more income percentagewise in
1948 than in 1929, and the manufacturing and mining sector produced less.
Both elements of government activity within the state increased substan-
tially from 1929 to 1944 but have fallen somewhat since then. The trade
sector of the economy has, except for the war years, shown a fairly steady
rate of increase.
The principal difference in income structure between Arkansas and the
United States as a whole, and between the two states Arkansas and Missis-
sippi and other states in the West South Central region, 4 lies in the inverse
roles played by agriculture and manufacturing. The income resulting from
4The West South Central region is composed of Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
and Texas.
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agricultural operations in the United States was less than 10 per cent of
the total in 1948 while that resulting from manufacturing and mining was
about 25 per cent of the total. In Arkansas, the corresponding figures were
32 and 12 per cent. Mississippi was the only other state in the Middle
South with similar percentage figures. Income from agriculture in the past
has been subject to much wider cyclical fluctuations than income from any
other source. Its importance in the economy of Arkansas and Mississippi,
therefore, makes these states extremely vulnerable to fluctuations in eco-
nomic conditions.
Income has experienced many changes in the last twenty years. Those
occurring in Arkansas have been among the largest in the country in relative
terms, primarily because of the low base from which the increases have
been measured. But in spite of these changes, the state's rank in the nation
has not improved, an emphatic reminder that Arkansas has a long way to go
before reaching a level equal to the national average.
Small- Area Income.
In order to clarify the Arkansas picture by determining the income struc-
ture of small areas within the state, a study involving the allocation of state
income payments to counties was conducted in 1949 in cooperation with the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 5 The Office of Business Economics,
National Income Division, U. S. Department of Commerce, supplied state
estimates of the four components of income and broke each down byindus-
trial source, providing a total of 23 component figures. These components
were allocated to counties by employing statistics secured from the appro-
priate federal and state agencies.
This method of estimation was selected in preference to the more detailed
procedure of building up income aggregates for each county, primarily be-
cause insufficient information was available to prepare direct income esti-
mates. On the other hand, the more summary procedures ofusing correlation
analysis or of summating a few major components were not employed since
these techniques, although time-saving, could not produce as reliable re-
sults or useful analytical information as result from allocation. One of the
objectives of income analysis is to secure per capita estimates on a county
basis. Major difficulty arises, however, because of the classification of
data available: census and social security wage and salary data are classi-
fied by counties according to location of business establishment, while
population figures are classified according to domicile. Consequently, error
results where income recipients commute across county lines. To reduce
this error, the figures secured were combined into 18 areas, which were
selected in cooperation with the Area Development Division, U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, and the Arkansas Resources and Development Commis-
sion. The allocations resulting from the above analysis are not perfect and
5The results of this study and of similar studies carried out in other states com-
prising the Eighth Federal Reserve District were presented in the January, 1950,
issue of the Monthly Review of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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research should continue towards the ultimate goal of obtaining the most
accurate method for estimating the income of small areas.
These income figures reveal the poorer areas of the state and, by compari-
son with 1947 figures, those areas where little change has taken place
(Chart 4). Total income is shown as an index number with the 1939 figure
used as a base. The largest gains between 1939 and 1948 took place in the
eastern part of the state and, except in the case of Pulaski County, largely
represent increase in agricultural income. The smallest changes took place
in the north-central part of the state and in the southwest corner. These are
the low income areas already indicated by the per capita figures.
Summary.
The analysis presented in this paper has been sketchy since it was not
intended to provide a complete picture of income in Arkansas. Trends in
total and per capita income and in the components of Arkansas income were
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presented as an example of analysis employing comparisons with other
states or regions and with the United States, to determine the position of a
state within the nation. The results of the study on small-area income
were presented to indicate the type of internal income analysis which is
valuable to state governments in planning development within the state,
and to federal agencies in administering social and economic programs.
Additional research on small-area income should be carried on, both to im-
prove the estimates which have already been made, and to analyze how this
income is spent in order to develop a concept of the flow of income within
the state.
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THE ELEMENTS DELIMITING THE BOSTON MOUNTAINS
OF ARKANSAS AS A GEOGRAPHIC REGION*
O. ORLAND MAXFIELD
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
The geographic region is a most efficient device for studying any area. It
establishes a region possessed of natural and cultural elements in a combi-
nation peculiar to it alone, although individually certain of the phenomena
may extend far into adjacent lands. The geographic region is not to be con-
fused with physiographic or economic regions which refer to distinct land-
form and production areas, respectively, or with any other type of region
whose bounds are set by a single factor. It is possible, however, for a
geographic region to be coexistent with a natural or cultural region when
one element is so dominant as to mold all else around it. The difference
lies in the fact that the geographic region may combine other types of
regions into a unit homogeneous in its unique integration of all of the
elements.
The study of a geographic region requires a careful analysis of each of
the natural and cultural elements. The purpose is to show how they work
together to form a unit apart from surrounding lands. A geographic region
thus may often possess a distinct economic or social outlook and exhibit a
certain provincialism. Our intention is not to make a complete regional
study. We shall only endeavor to determine systematically which elements
are most responsible for the delimitation of the Boston Mountains of Ar-
kansas as a geographic region.
THE NATURAL ELEMENTS
Topography. The very name of our study, the Boston Mountains of Ar-
kansas, presupposes one of the major natural elements of the region and
establishes the location of the area within a political unit. Extending in an
east-west direction through the central northwest quarter of the state, the
Boston Mountains stand apart from any surrounding landform. The mountains,
themselves an elevated plateau considerably eroded, look out upon the
Salem and Springfield Platforms to the north, the Mississippi Alluvial Plain
on the east, the Arkansas Valley to the south, and the Redbeds Plains on
the west. They are not brooding mountains rearing shaggy heads but they
do command an elevation 500 to 1500 feet above the adjacent lands and
possess local relief, i.e. local difference in elevation, varying from a few
hundred to possibly a thousand feet. Running water has done much to
transform them into their present configuration eroding their margins into
belts of hills and carving steep-sided, narrow valleys separated from one
another by flat summits which are the relics of plateau days. There is no
single line marking the separation of the Boston Mountains from the adjacent
*
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area, for allof nature's boundaries tend to be transitional, yet there can be
no question of their existence as a distinct landform region, by virtue of
both their elevation and local relief.
Climate. Climatically, the distinction between the Boston Mountains and
neighboring regions is slight. Throughout the world,important differences in
temperature are caused by one of two factors: (1) marked differences in lati-
tude, (2) pronounced changes in elevation. Precipitation contrasts are noted
in both longitude and latitude though principally in the former. The Boston
Mountains, with a narrow latitudinal extent of 15 to 35 miles, with eleva-
tions primarily less than 2000 feet, and a longitudinal range entirely within
the scope of decidedly humid conditions, fail to register any spectacular
variations from the normal climatic conditions of a wide surrounding area.
Despite these apparently negative considerations, we should note some
minute differences, the combination of which make a microclimate, i.e. a
distinct climatic type over a small area.
Due to the mature dissection of the mountains, there is much local varia-
tion while conditions vary imperceptibly within similar distances in neigh-
boring areas outside of the mountains. The length of growing season and
average summer and winter temperatures are somewhat affected by elevation
and air drainage. We can illustrate the effect of the upland upon climate by
comparing data for three stations located approximately on the same meridian.
Eureka Springs on the northern edge of the mountains, Dutton in the very
heart of our region, and Ozark on the southern edge will serve our purpose.
Dutton in its mountainous location has lower average temperatures for both
summer and winter. Its January average is 4.5° below Ozark and 2.5° less
than that of Eureka Springs; the July average is 6.7° less than Ozark and
3.4° less than Eureka Springs. The growing season of 180 days at Dutton
falls short of 225 days at Ozark and 201 days at Eureka Springs. Further-
more, Dutton has 8.44 inches of precipitation above the Ozark average and
4.28 inches more than Eureka Springs. These averages run counter to the
normal, creating lower temperatures than one finds immediately to the north
and greater precipitation than occurs immediately to the south. The traveler
is aware of the cooler breezes he encounters in touring the region as he is
also cognizant of the fact that the higher backbone of the mountains often
forces condensation and a heavy fog may envelop the summits.
Flora, Soils, Minerals. Natural vegetation throughout the area is pre-
dominantly deciduous forest with scattered stands of coniferous trees and
prairie grasses appearing under certain local conditions. There is nothing
to recommend natural vegetation as a delimiting factor in this study.
Soils inherit characteristics from parent material and acquire them from
all of the elements of the environment. Since the surface rock of this region
is chiefly sandstone and shale, the soils are of a similar nature. This tends
to distinguish our area from the alluvial soils east and along the Arkansas
River to the south, and from the limestone soils north and west. Sandstone
and shale soils, however, are also found in the Arkansas Valley outside of
the limits of alluvium so that soil marks a less distinct line on that side.
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In this particular instance, the mountainous terrain has given the soils
two distinct characteristics, namely (1) hill-side soil tends to be thin,
rocky, and skeletal and (2) valley soils generally are deep and more
productive.
The region lacks minerals of commercial value although glass sand,
zinc, lead, marble, and phosphate occur along the northern flank of the
mountains. Natural gas is occasionally found but potentialities for it
and other mineral development are exceedingly small.
The Boston Mountains of Arkansas and Peripheral Trade Centers.
Hydrographic Factors. Investigation shows that drainage can not be
listed among our delimiting factors nor is water supply of much significance
in our search. The drainage pattern neither sets limits nor develops homo-
geneity within the region. The major stream is the White River which flows
north and around the eastern end of the mountains to turn south into the
Mississippi. It and the small streams to the south of the divide which
flow into the Arkansas drain surrounding areas as well. Local water sup-
plies are rather limited. The ground water is generally soft to moderately
hard, depending upon what type of mantle rock or bed rock is tapped. The
source of water supply is nearly always a spring, well, or cistern and rain
barrel. The surrounding areas of limestone have much harder water and
often resort to surface water supplies because of greater population.
Outside of the landform itself, then, the natural elements have but minor
individuality. The soils, ground water supply, local variations in climatic
and weather elements and the lack of commercial mineral resources are
lesser distinguishing factors. We must remember, however, that it is the
combination of all of these, no matter how insignificant each may be in-
dividually, that creates distinctiveness within a region. At this point,
then, we can establish the fact that the Boston Mountains form a natural
region. This, however, falls short of being a geographic region and we must
continue our delimitation by an investigation of che cultural factors.
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THE CULTURAL ELEMENTS
The People. It would not be expected that the people who inhabit an
area no larger than this would possess characteristics distinct from their
neighbors in surrounding areas. The percentage of persons in each age
group does not differ from that throughout the rest of the state; literacy is
uniform. There are, however, a surprising number of distinctive factors.
Population density is lower than in the adjacent areas beyond the limits of
the mountains. There is an average of fewer than twenty persons per
square mile except under local conditions and this is too great a burden
on the land resource. The low density is despite the fact that the moun-
tain area has a high birth rate, reproduction being far beyond replacement
needs. Many people, of course, go to the cities and other areas of greater
economic opportunity than exists within the Boston Mountains. The fact
remains, however, that there is too great a population remaining on the
land in relation to the land's carrying power. No other area in the state
except the Ouachitas has so great a population pressure.
In addition, we might note that this region has very low percentages of
foreign born and Negro peoples. The foreign born population of the state
as a whole is insignificant, but the Boston Mountain region has fewer
foreign peoples than the surrounding areas. There are virtually no Negroes
in the mountains. The few reported for Boston Mountain counties are found
in the towns and townships outside of the mountains themselves.
The people exhibit a certain provincialism which is strongest in the more
inaccessible part of the mountains and diminishes outward. Isolation has
fostered an independent and deliberate nature. They are keen observers
and their senses are sharply attuned to the physical environment. They are,
as a rule, slow to make friends and to mix with people from outside of their
community but once you have won them there is nothing that they would
not do for you. In reverse, hate lasts a long time, the area being not unlike
the Appalachians in respect to human associations.
Cities and Transportation. One very distinct characteristic of the region
is the lack of trade centers of size. Except for small villages and cross-
roads settlements, all agglomerations of people are found on the periphery.
Thus, a line connecting Van Buren, Ozark, Clarksville, Heber Springs,
Newport, Batesville, Harrison, and Huntsville and Fayetteville almost
outlines the Boston Mountains. It is dominantly a rural population, both
farm and non-farm, with no center within the mountains having the required
2,500 people to be called an urban community.
Transportation facilities also reflect the distinctiveness of the mountain
region. There is no east-west highway through the area, although of course
one can find state and county roads which wander from settlement to settle-
ment. Only two highways make their way from north to south and those are
for the purpose of connecting Springfield, Missouri and other northern points
with Little Rock and Ft. Smith rather than in response to a local demand
within the mountains. Railroads, too, mirror this situation, only one tra-
versing the mountain area at the present.
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Economy. Self-sufficiency is the keynote of the economy of the Boston
Mountains. It is reflected in many ways. There is a very small proportion
of tenancy not equalled elsewhere in the state except in the Ouachitas.
People own and work their own land. Absentee ownership is discouraged,
no doubt, by the lack of any major cash crop which can be grown easily and
profitably by tenant farming. The very heart of the district has the lowest
percentage of farm tenancy, Washington, Madison, Newton, Searcy, and
Stone Counties having 31.2%, 30.5%, 27.4%, 33.1% and 31.7% respectively.
This differs radically from the 40% + average found on all sides except the
central north where a certain amount of similarity exists between the Salem
and Springfield Platforms and the Boston Mountains.
Another trait of the economy is the small proportion of mortgaged farms,
Madison, Newton, and Searcy Counties having the lowest percentages in
the state. It reflects the independent nature and self-sufficiency of the
people but at the same time it implies a general lack of modern equipment
and such improvements as farmers with few cash products must usually
borrow money to have.
The percentage of total value of farm products used by farm households
is our real index to self-sufficiency. In Newton, Searcy, and Stone Counties
an average of 60 per cent of allproduce raised on the farms is used there.
This percentage diminishes in Washington and Crawford Counties where
available transportation and greater local market make self-sufficiency
less necessary.
Agriculture in the Boston Mountains must be of such a nature that diver-
sity enables self-sufficiency to exist. This means a variety of staple crops
and animals, with some products to be sold for those necessities and
luxuries which cannot be produced at home. The high percentage of land
in slope minimizes crop agriculture and places emphasis upon livestock.
This becomes increasingly true as the importance of conservation is realized
by the people. Also, over half of each of the mountain counties is forested,
partly as a result of the location of the Ozark National Forest in the area.
Madison, Newton, Searcy, and Stone Counties have 67%, 76%, 69%, and
75%, respectively, of their total area in commercial forest. Much of this
forest land can also be grazed.
Although the land is ideally suited for sheep raising, cattle tend to be
more important, probably because they are hardier, have higher value, and
are not in danger from the predatory animals of the area. Nevertheless,
there are more sheep and fewer cattle than in the surrounding non-mountain
area. Goats are few in number but the main production in the state is found
in the mountains. They are ideally suited to the terrain and although are
of little actual monetary value they are often kept to help clear the land of
brush. Swine are more important than in the adjacent areas. Many of them
are half-wild, feeding on mast and given some corn to help fatten them.
Chickens are of less importance than in neighboring areas, probably due to
difficulty of transportation and lack of local market. The absence of many
dairy cattle can be explained in the same way.
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Nearly all of the crops are for immediate use on the farms. Corn, hay,
and oats are the staple agricultural crops. Vegetables are important in such
a self-sufficient economy and there are local canneries throughout the
countryside. Tomatoes and fresh beans are the principal vegetables raised
in surplus quantities. Fruits are not as important as might be expected.
The southern slopes of the mountains have berries and peaches while the
northern areas and central districts have strawberries, apples, and grapes.
However, there is a distinct lack of the variety and quantity of fruits grown
in the counties to the north of the mountains and of vegetables grown in
the Valley of the Arkansas.
These characteristics of the cultural environment, the people, trade
centers and routes, economy, which we have discussed, establish a cultural
region. Here, as with the natural factors, there is individuality and dis-
tinctiveness in comparison with the cultural traits of the adjacent areas.
THE GEOGRAPHIC REGION
Having established natural and cultural regions in the Boston Mountains,
it now remains for us to integrate the two and arrive at the elements creating
a geographic region within the same area,, Because the natural factors of
the environment are so dominant they have molded the cultural factors
about them. This does not imply that the people are in the clutches of the
environment but that they have found it simpler to adapt their activities to
the situation and that the nature of the terrain, especially, has fostered
certain conditions.
The element most responsible for the delimitation of the Boston Mountains
as a geographic region is topography both because of its own individuality
and because of its influence upon climate, the people, and their economy.
Others are the climate, soils, mineral resources, water factors, population
density and trade centers, transportation routes, self-sufficiency, and agri-
culture along with some traits such as farm tenancy and farm mortgages
which perhaps are economic in nature but bear relations to factors of the
natural environment.
It is a geographic region of hill and valley terrain, possessing a micro-
climate, poor soils except in the valleys, no mineral resources of note, a
sparse population which is yet too great for the land to support adequately,
no major trade centers or trade routes, and a self-sufficient economy. These
factors in combination give it individuality and set it off from the adjacent
areas.
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VEBLENIAN ECONOMICS: ITS SIGNIFICANT CONTRI-
BUTIONS TO ECONOMIC THEORY*
HERBERT F. KLINGMAN
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
For many, Thorstein Veblen represents a "radical" social reformer of
the past, a rebel against orthodoxy in general and against the social and
economic institutions which seemed unduly to burden him and the class
from which he came, the pioneer farmers of Wisconsin and Minnesota in
the eighteen-sixties and seventies. None will deny the high quality of
Veblen's intelligence; like many highly intelligent individuals, Veblen
was exceedingly sensitive. The severity of farm life under which he lived
as a youth plus the very restrictive customs of his community, developed
in Veblen an instinctive rebellion against orthodoxy— an independence of
outlook which grew into a high class skepticism and iconoclasm. This
tendency was strengthened by Veblen's unhappy experiences as the awkward,
socially ill-at-ease, yet brilliant "Norskie" during his student career at
Carleton College, Johns Hopkins and Yale.1 This skepticism and the
stark reality of his own economic life were the driving forces of Veblen's
criticism of orthodox economic thought of his day.2
In addition, the development of Veblen's economic theory was greatly
influenced by his extensive reading in, and knowledge of the fields of
archeology, anthropology, sociology, psychology, and the Darwinian ap-
proach to the biological sciences.
Thus, Veblen's economic philosophy has a certain objectiveness by
virtue of the impact of both economic and social institutions on his own
life, especially when dealing with American developments; at the same
time, from his personal background comes the explanation of Veblen's
biting satire and, at times, vitriolic criticism of the smugly self-satisfied
orthodox theory 3 and its teleological implications. From his studies in
'Howard W. Odum (ed.), American Masters of Social Science, (New York, 1927),
234-238. Wesley C. Mitchell, What Veblen Taught (New York, 1936), x-xiii.For
an exhaustive (and sometimes exhausting) account of Veblen's life and times see:
Joseph Dorfman, Thorstein Veblen and His America (New York, 1934), especially
3-20, 56-60, 79-89.
2 Though Veblen may have rebelled against many aspects of economic society
of his day, he was not a revolutionary in the Marxian sense. Rather, he had con-
fidence in the developmental progress which must result from economic determinism.
It is a commentary on the development of our economic and social institutions and
thinking that much of Veblen's philosophy that was classed as radical in his day
has gained fairly common acceptance today. An indication of this is the fact that
some two years ago, one issue of Fortune was devoted to a rather sympathetic
account of Veblen's lifeand ideas.
Almost clerical and pontifical in nature
—
Veblen's sensitivity to any such
orthodoxy is clearly revealed in his satirical comments about institutionalized
religion. One does not have to agree with his views to appreciate the technical
excellence, in a literary sense, of his satire; see, for example, Thorstein Veblen,Absentee Ownership (New York, 1923), note to Chapter XI,pp. 319-325.
Research Paper No. 1012 Journal Series. University of Arkansas.
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related social sciences and biology, with their connotations of growth and
change over time, came his shrewd judgement that the time had come for
transforming economic theory by recasting it in terms of the newer develop-
ments in anthropology, psychology and biology.
Veblen vigorously attacked the theoretical systems of economics set up
by Alfred Marshall, "the Austrians," and J. B. Clark. Unfortunately, in
his own writings he failed to present a cohesive positive statement of his
own theory. In fact, much of his economic philosophy is to be found in
Veblen 's criticism of the basic concepts of the orthodox economic theories
of his time. Thus, he provided a considerable exposition of his own con-
cepts but in a sort of inverse or obverse manner. 4 For those, therefore,
who are willing to steep themselves in the conglomerate of Veblen's writ-
ings, it is quite possible to distill from them the essence, expressed in
broad terms, of Veblen's economic theory.
To sift out an appreciation of Veblen's influence on the development of
economic thought itis necessary to study both his criticism of the orthodox
systems as well as the loosely organized positive expressions of his
thought. Within the limits set for this paper (which is a condensation of
a more extensive treatment of the topic), consideration can be given only
to the broad, most fundamental issues. Of necessity, it willbe possible to
give only a brief summarization of the theory implied in Veblen's criticism
of the accepted theories ofhis day.
All too briefly, the easiest way to reconstruct orthodox theories of the
1890's would be to imagine the equilibrium concept based on a postulate of
free or perfect competition. 5 Monopoly, as the opposite extreme, and the
varying degrees of imperfect competition were merely temporary aberrations
of the short run which impeded, for a time, the long run normative trend
toward Pangloss' "best of all possible worlds."6 The validity of assump-
tions of other than freely competitive conditions and serious study of
economics based on a recognition of the far more common and relatively
4Max Lemer commented: "Since Veblen does not have a 'system' the body of
his thought defies any easy analysis." Max Lemer, Ideas Are Weapons (New
York, 1939), 139.
'Professor Holman gives a very neat description of the situation in the 1890's:
"Economists for the most part trailed in the wake of the Austrian psychological
school and J. B. Clark on the one hand or of Alfred Marshall on the other, in so
far as their interest lay in theory.... By the time that Veblen came to take an
active hand in the game, economic theory. ..was almost exclusively concerned
with the search for the laws of value and distribution which would obtain under a
hypothetical competitive condition.
"This abstract character made it a thing apart in contemporary thought. Business
men were frankly contemptuous except in so far as theory ... lent a degree of
moral approval to the existing order. Social reformers went their way devising
schemes for the renovation of society undeterred and unaided by schemes of thought
which seemed to them entirely divorced from the really important and pressing
problems of economic life." American Masters of Social Science, 232-234.
6See Voltaire's Candide, tr. by R. Aldington (New York, 1936), p. 9 "Pangloss
taught metaphysico-theologo-cosmologinology. He proved admirably that..." 1
this best of all possible worlds,... everything is necessarily for the best end."
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.permanent existence of conditions of imperfect competition and even monop-
olydid not occur until the 192O's-—just about long enough for Veblen's biting
attacks on these concepts (along with those of the "economic man," per-
fect mobility of factors, etc.) to have seeped into the ivory-towered ab-
stractions of the orthodox theorists so that they stimulated study along new
lines in the orthodox field. The result, of course, has been to produce a
better balanced, healthier structure of economic theory.
The following is an exceedingly summary account of the fundamental
elements of orthodox theories which Veblen criticized most effectively. 7
It should be remembered, however, that his critical comments often con-
tained, by implication, a sort of inverted statement of Veblen's own theories.
Veblen objected most emphatically to the concept of a meliorative trend
in economics and the prevailing idea that this trend was toward a normal
condition of equilibrium: orthodox theory was "a body of logically con-
sistent propositions concerning the normal relations of things. ... Features
of the process that do not lend themselves to interpretation in terms of the
formula are abnormal cases ....'"
The teleological bent (or meliorative) in orthodox theories, Veblen held
to be the survival of superstitions of more primitive stages of society
which were passed down to the theorists of his time through the Physio-
cratic idea of the beneficent deity. However, for that beneficent deity of
the Physiocrats, the Classical, neo-classical and Austrian schools had
substituted, with no more genuine logic or real regard for reality, a matter-
of-fact tendency toward normal, which resulted from interplay, and counter-
play of forces operating under the usual conditions of free competition,
etcetera and inevitably produced the maximum benefits for economic society
as a whole.9
Veblen pointed out, at some length, that these theories simply did not
jibe with the observed economic facts of life inhis time.
A second major point of orthodoxy which Veblen criticized repeatedly
and with most skillful satire was the concept of the "economic man."
Veblen repeatedly expressed the opinion that the hedonistic psychology,
which permeated all the manifestations of orthodox economics at that time,
relegated human nature to a passive role in economic affairs and eliminated
it as an active and purposive force in the economic system. Veblen held
7The main body of Veblen's criticism is found in a series of essays published
in the 1890's and the first year of this century. They have been republished as
essays IIIto XV,inclusive, in Veblen, The Place of Science in Modern Civilization
and Other Essays, (New York, 1919).
"Veblen, The Place of Science, 67, see also 53, 61, 145, 187, 190-191.
9 Veblen, The Place of Science, 61-63, also essays I—III, pp. 32-179. At
P. 139: "In hedonistic theory the substantial end of economic life is individual
gain.... Moreover, society, in the utilitarian philosophy, is the algebraic sum
°f the individuals; and the interest of society is the sum of the interests of the
individuals. It follows by easy consequence, whether strictly true or not, that
the sum of individual gains is the gain of society, and that, in serving his own
interests in the way of acquisition, the individual serves the collective interest
°f the community."
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this to be out of line with the more recent developments in psychology and
also with observable reality. His comment on this point is a superb ex-
ample of satire:
"In all the received formulations of economic theory... the human mate-
rial with which the inquiry is concerned is conceived in hedonistic terms;
that is to say, in terms of a passive and substantially inert and immutably
given human nature.... The hedonistic conception of man is that of a
lightning calculator of pleasures and pains, who oscillates under the im-
pulse of stimuli that shift him about the area, but leave him intact. He has
neither antecedent nor consequent. He is an isolated, definitive datum, in
stable equilibrium except for the buffets of the impinging forces that dis-
place him in one direction or another. Self-imposed in elemental space, he
spins symmetrically about his own spiritual axis until the parallelogram of
forces bears down upon him, whereupon he follows the line of the resultant.
When the force is spent, he comes to rest, a self-contained globule of desire
as before. Spiritually, the hedonistic man is not a prime mover. He is not
the seat of a process of living, except in the sense that he is subject to a
series of permutations forced upon him by circumstances external and alien
to him."10
Again, Veblen expressed his opinion of the unreality of the economic
man, perfect competition and the idea of immutable laws of economics as
follows: "Of course, this perfect competitive system, with its untainted
'economic man' is a feat of the scientific imagination, and is not intended
as a competent expression of fact. Itis an expedient of abstract reasoning;
and its avowed competency extends only to the abstract principles, the
fundamental laws of the science, which hold only so far as the abstraction
holds."11
It is clear from even the preceding abbreviated account that Veblen, by
implication, introduced the purposive man into economic thought and with
him a comprehensive and full exposition of the reality of economic deter-
minism. At the same time, in his criticism, Veblen pointed out the vir-
tually complete unreality of the assumption of free competition. Thereby
he pointed out the far more common fact of imperfect competition and monop-
oly, the result of purposive human action and the development of social
and economic institutions. Logically growing out of those developments
follows the invalidation of the idea of immutable laws of economics, for
they are predicated on the assumption of free competition as the normal,
plus the concept of the "economic man."
These aspects of Veblen's contribution to economic thought plus his
unqualified insistence on the dynamic nature of economic society are given
further exposition inhis more positive statement of his economic theory.
It is apparent from what has been presented above, that Veblen was
thoroughly dissatisfied with orthodox economic theory because, in the broad
sense, it was seriously lagging behind scientific progress in other fields.
10 Veblen, The Place of Science, 73-74.
"Ibid., 142-143.
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One of Veblen's fundamental tenets was that for his day, at least, economic
theory should try "to trace the cumulative working-out of the economic
interest in the cultural sequence. It must be a theory of the economic life
process of the race or the community." 12
In other words, Veblen's fundamental point of view in this regard was
that economic theory should be evolutionary in its method and scope of
analysis, and must recognize the dynamic nature of economic society.
"In so far as modern science inquires into the phenomena of life,whether
inanimate, brute, or human, it is occupied about questions of genesis and
cumulative change, and it converges upon a theoretical formulation in the
shape of a life-history drawn in causal terms. In so far as it is a science
in the current sense of the term, any science, such as economics, which
has to do with human conduct, becomes a genetic inquiry into the human
scheme of life. ,."13
"From what has been said, it appears that an evolutionary economics
must be the theory of a process of cultural growth as determined by the
economic interest, a theory of a cumulative sequence of economic institu-
tions stated in terms of the process itself."14
Thus, itis clear that, for Veblen, economic science, using the evolution-
ary approach, required a realistic recognition of the forces actually at work
in the economic system; economics, as an evolutionary science, could not
be an abstraction from reality.
In The Instinct of Workmanship, Veblen gave a detailed statement of his
evolutionary economic theory, stated in terms of the state of scientific
development of the time. This book is so freely interlarded with discursive
"supporting evidence" taken from archeology, anthropology and psychology,
that many consider itprimarily, along with the Theory of the Leisure Class,
a sociological treatise. It is the opinion of this writer that the essence of
Veblen's theoretical structure is to be found (1) in his critical essays and
(2) in The Instinct of Workmanship; the latter presents, in positive and ex-
ceedingly detailed form, the basic points which have either been mentioned
or implied in the earlier essays. His other works represent largely an
elaboration (with almost Teutonic thoroughness) and application of these
concepts. For example, in The Theory of the Leisure Class, generally
considered to be only a biting criticism of the social organization of Veb-
len's day, Veblen very effectively, from his standpoint, demonstrated the non-
existence of the "economic man" as conceived by orthodox economics, the
assumptions ofrational profit motives as the sole significant ones in econom-
ics and the idea of perfect mobility of factors. His line of argument, of course,
is that the cumulative heritage of habit, custom and conventions as evi-
denced by "conspicuous waste" simply preclude the realization of these
12 Ibid, 78.
i3Ibid, 240-241; actually, the entire contents of Veblen's The Instinct of Work-
manship represent his working out the broad principles of evolutionary economic
theory.
ulbid, 77.
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assumptions in actual life." Similarly, his Theory of Business Enterprise
represented his test of the adequacy of his basic theoretical ideas in terms
of the reality of the modern business corporation— he applied his system of
the dichotomy of instincts and institutions to the pattern of industrial and
business organization of the day (the late 1890's and early 1900's) and
found them a reasonable fit. In The Engineers and the Price System u
Veblen covered the same ground, essentially, though he gave a more co-
hesive application of his theory in terms of the modern economic system
and, thereby, produced a neater fit.
Finally, in Absentee Ownership and Business Enterprise in Recent
Times, he tested his theory against the newer developments of American
business and finance and found it to be substantially in line with the exist-
ing facts of American economic organization and practices. 17
Fortunately, for those who would not lose the forest for the trees, Veblen
has provided an excellent summary of the fundamentals of his evolutionary
economic theory in his essay "Why is Economics not an Evolutionary
Science?" 18
"The later psychology, reinforced by modern anthropological research,
gives a different conception of human nature. According to this conception,
itis the characteristic of man to do something, not simply to suffer pleasure
and pains through the impact of suitable forces. He is not simply a bundle
of desires that are to be saturated by being placed in the path of the forces
of the environment, but rather a coherent structure of propensities and
habits which seeks realization and expression in an unfolding activity.
According to this view, human activity, and economic activity among
the rest, is not apprehended as something incidental to the process of
saturating given desires. The activity is itself the substantial fact of the
process, and the desires, under whose guidance the action takes place,
are circumstances of temperament which determine the specific direction
in which the activity will unfold itself.... These circumstances of tem-
perament are ultimate and definitive for the individual who acts under them,
so far as regards his attitude as agent in the particular action in which he
is engaged. But, in view of the science, they are elements of the existing
frame of mind of the agent, and are the outcome of his antecedents and his
life up to the point at which he stands. They are products of his hereditary
traits and his past experience, cumulatively wrought out under a given body
of traditions, conventionalities and material circumstances; and they afford
the point of departure for the next step in the process. The economic life
history of the individual is a cumulative process of adaptation of means to
ends that cumulatively change as the process goes on, both the agent and
"Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class (New York, Viking Press, 1899),
see especially pp. 24-65 and 370-400.
16 Veblen, The Engineers and the Price System (New York, Viking Press, 1921).
pp. 1-16, 52-67, 69-71.
i^Veblen, Absentee Ownership, Chapters VIIIand IX,Chap. XI.
"Reprinted in Veblen, The Place of Science, pp. 56-81.
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his environment being at any point the outcome of the last process. His
methods of life today are enforced upon him by his habits of life carried
over from yesterday and by the circumstances left as the mechanical residue
of the life of yesterday.
"What is true of the individual in this respect is true of the group in
which he lives. All economic change is a change in the economic com-
munity. This change .. .becomes a point of departure for further develop-
ment.... In all this flux there is no definitively adequate method of life
and no definitive or absolutely worthy end of action, so far as concerns the
science which sets out to formulate a theory of the process of economic
life. What remains as a hard and fast residue is the fact of activity directed
to an objective end. Economic action is teleological in the sense that men
always and everywhere seek to do something. ...so long as we have to do
with their life as members of their economic community, there remains the
generic fact that their life is an unfolding activity of a teleological kind.
"Itmay or may not be a teleological process in the sense that it tends
to any end that is conceived to be worthy or adequate by the inquirer or
consensus of inquirers. Whether it is or not, is a question ... of which an
evolutionary economics need take no account." 19
It is apparent from the above quotation that, to Veblen, the fundamental
forces at work in economics were:20
a. The human being as a purposive, active agent.
b. Instincts. This purposiveness is the result of the fact that the human
being is, essentially, a bundle of instincts.
c. Institutions. The conduct of human beings is greatly influenced by
habits, customs and conventions which develop cumulatively over a con-
siderable period of time.
The significance of the human being as a purposive agent has been given
adequate treatment. Itmight be well,however, to give a bitmore consider-
ation to Veblen's treatment of instincts and institutions, their juxtaposition
in the economic scheme of things which led eventually to the dichotomy of
modern economic society in which, as Veblen saw it, the productive force
of modern industry is conducive to an expansion of human well-being but is
hampered and sabotaged by institutions of society, used by the "vested
interests" to promote their pecuniary gain.
In terms of the present, logical application of Veblen's ideas would have
to class the large labor unions with the capitalists, among others, as
significant vested interests. For with power co-equal with that of large
corporations, labor unions in some cases today, patently are employing
the strike as a device to "protect" the market— that is, to maintain a
certain relationship between supply and demand for the product of their
industry so as to result in a desired level of employment for the member-
ship at desired rates of pay. Thus, one might say that the selfish interests
'"Ibid., 74-75.
20 Veblen, The Instinct of Workmanship, 3-20.
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of both groups are congruent, up to certain limits, in contrast with the
interests of the customer. What strange bed-fellows these troubled times
produce!
For Veblen's purpose in economic analysis, instinct meant certain "innate
and persistent propensities of human nature." Itinvolved, too, "conscious-
ness and adaptation to an end." Furthermore, as he used the term, in-
stinctive action was intelligent action— all instinctive action is intelligent
and purposeful. It aims to achieve some end and involves some degree of
intelligent faculty to attain it.
The instincts which Veblen considered to be important for purposes of
economic theory and analysis are the:
a. Instinct of workmanship
b. Parental bent
c. Bent of idle curiosity.
In general, the instincts of workmanship and parental bent make directly
for the material welfare of the community. They are both in their objectives
and in their operation very closely related. The instinct of workmanship is
the propensity for devising practical expedients, ways and means, devices
of efficiency and economy, for creative work and proficiency in productive
effort plus the propensity for mastery of technology. It is of service in the
achievement of whatever ends the other instincts might set up.
Parental bent Veblen defined broadly as all sentiments of an unselfish
sort relating not just to the family but to the entire social group. It is a
sort of instinct of social sympathy and community welfare in the material
sense.
Veblen described "idle curiosity" as the desire for knowledge. This
bent has no utilitarian aims in itself but does contribute to them indirectly
through the knowledge accumulated at its instigation.
Veblen traced the evolution of these instincts through the four stages of
human history as he defined them: "The Savage Era," "The Barbarian Era,"
"The Handicraft Era" and "The Era of Machine Industry." It is in con-
nection with this detailed discussion that Veblen drew heavily (sometimes
even rather arbitrarily) on archeology, anthropology and the other social
sciences in support of his theory.
Very briefly, Veblen held that the Savage Era was the era in which the
instinct of workmanship and parental bent operated within a most favorable
environment. It was the "golden age of the savage state of man." Peace
predominated, the people were settled in small communities and sustained
themselves largely by agriculture. Both land and instruments of production
were held in common. The institution of private property did not exist.
The most significant single development of the Barbarian Era, the second
stage of human development, was the founding of the institution of private
property. 21 The establishment of the institution of ownership brought with
21 Institutions are habits, customs, conventions which develop cumulatively over
considerable periods of time. Some may be formalized as laws—for example the
institutional concept, also a legal one, of private property.
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it economic control. Secondly, there were aroused motives of self-interest
which manifested themselves almost exclusively in acquisitive pursuits.
Third, the emphasis on status, which came to be practically identified with
wealth, led to standards of consumption of an extremely wasteful nature.
Fourth, the disrepute which was attached to those who, because poor, had
to do productive labor, served to make labor irksome. Finally, all of these
factors together with other less important ones, caused a decline in pro-
ductive efforts and technology. Thus there developed an antithesis be-
tween the instinct of workmanship (i.e. productiveness, industry) and
parental bent on the one hand and the institutions on the other.
During the third or Handicraft period, the basic conditions were favorable
to technical advance: labor was in a central position since it shaped goods.
Labor was the agent whose efficiency in the use of tools and limited machin-
ery, made for the success of investment.
The different points of view of the two basic classes of society (which
originated in the preceding period and continued their development in the
handicraft period) produced no serious conflict between them primarily be-
cause they both benefited from rapidly widening markets. The principal
limiting factor on profits was the material output of industry; it was therefore
to the advantage of capitalists to stimulate productive efficiency.
Consequently, as a result of the widening of markets, the gains of entre-
preneurs, as wellas the welfare of the community at large, depended upon
technological efficiency. Hence, the instinct of workmanship could operate
virtually without restriction. It was to be noted, nevertheless, that a duality
of interests and classes was being nurtured. 22
The Machine Age, with its requirements for large amounts of capital
investment in productive machinery and equipment put the capitalist in
a key position. The vast increase in productivity resulting from mechani-
zation and improved technology of the earlier period of this era finally
brought about a direct conflict in the business interests of the entrepreneur
and capitalist as contrasted with the productive interests of labor and
technicians who, using machines and technology, gave positive expression
to the instinct of workmanship in modern times.
Thus, Veblen carried forward the opposing forces of instinct and insti-
tutions, operating through the purposive agency of man, while, at the same
time, exerting their influence upon the form and direction of human agency,
in a sort of cumulative dynamic evolution from the savage to the modern or
machine age. The operation of these forces and their application to modern
times in which they produce an economic dichotomy was described by
Veblen in The Theory of Business Enterprise, The Engineers and the Price
System, and Absentee Ownership.
It is apparent from the foregoing brief summary of the fundamentals of
Veblen's positive statement of his economic theory, that this structure
hangs together rather loosely and tenuously. It is supported by some rather
"Veblen, The Instinct of Workmanship, Chapter VI, 138-230, 231-298.
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strained and, at times, dubious conclusions which Veblen drew from related
social sciences.
Therefore, itis the writer's opinion that Veblen's emphasis on the signif-
icance of institutions, the realities of economic life and the genetically
dynamic character of economics, is important in its broadening of the ortho-
dox theory and method of analysis; yet, it is not nearly so valuable in its
productive results as was his satirical and frequently exaggerated criticism
of the orthodox theory of his day.
Veblen served as the goad to those who adhered to the fundamentals of
orthodox theory. His criticism very probably stimulated the various modifi-
cations in orthodox theory and the broadening of its point of view; certainly
the various studies of equilibrium under assumptions other than the condi-
tions of pure competition owe their inception, in large part, to Veblen's
criticism; similarly, Mitchell's statistical analysis of developmental trends
and cycles, the modern income-expenditure approach, and the conscious
appraisal of purposive human action must have been preceded by someone
who, like John the Baptist, prepared the way with his preaching in the sterile
wilderness of economic abstraction. The fact that the individual's name
was Veblen is incidental and probably was an historical accident.
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THE FIGHT FOR THE PRE-EMPTION LAW OF 1841*
S. LYLE JOHNSON
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
I
As the American West developed after the Revolutionary War, it followed
as its political leader, Thomas Jefferson of Virginia. When the democratic
movement under Jefferson began to gather momentum, the agrarian program
crystallized into four specific demands: smaller tracts of land, more local
land offices, easy credit terms, and recognition of pre-emption (squatter's)
rights.
Pre-emption was a policy, promulgated by the West, which would allow
men who had settled on public land before it was opened to sale to purchase
it at the minimum price without competitive bidding. Jefferson believed that
if the Western pioneers, who fought the Indians and enhanced the value of
the land by settling it,were forced to pay for it,they might become disgusted
with the Union and join with Spain who held land along the Mississippi.'
Opposition to pre-emption developed first in old Federalist strongholds
along the Atlantic coast where, as the frontiersmen put it, the aristocratic
class ruled. They opposed pre-emption not only because it deprived the
national treasury of needed revenue, but because it might aid in developing
the West into a strong political unit which would deprive the East of its
traditional political power. Too, pre-emption developed lawlessness and
many thought a rather low type of uneducated, uncivilized citizen. What
would happen to the nation if lawless pre-emptors were elected to formulate
the laws of the nation? Besides, ifpre-emptors were allowed to take up
land in the West, the price of land in the East would diminish.
The advance guards of the Westward movement, either because they lacked
sufficient funds to pay for lands or because they were unwilling to be de-
layed while Indian titles were being extinguished and surveys completed,
moved far out into the West and selected for themselves the best lands they
could find. Some of these pre-emptors were not honest. They worked with
speculators with the purpose in mind of laying claims on the choice lands ina
disgraceful manner. 2 But the honest hard-working squatter resented, some-
times to the point of armed resistance, the attempts of speculators and others
to procure for a small price the improvements he had made on his claim.
That pre-emption was becoming exceedingly important to the American
West was illustrated by petitions and memorials sent to territorial governors
and to the national Congress. An illustration is a communication received
by Governor St. Clair of the Northwest Territory in 1790 from the inhabitants
'Paul L. Ford (ed.) The Works of Thomas Jefferson (12 vols., New York, 1904),II,239-240.
2Payson Treat, The National Land System 1785-1820 (New York, 1910), Chap-
ter IX.
*Research Paper No. 1013 Journal Series. University of Arkansas.
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of Illinois. They prayed that he might grant them pre-emption rights on land
they had held since 1783- 3 The applications for pre-emption rights by the
people of Illinois,and many others of a similar nature, were answered in the
negative by Congress in 17%. The reasons given were that illegal settle-
ments ought not to be given encouragement because they would interfere
with the general provision for the sale of public lands. 4 However, in 1799
the Federal government did recognize the pre-emption rights of the people
who had acquired land from John Cleve Symmes, located between the Great
and Little Miami Rivers in the Northwest Territory, land which Symmes had
no lawful right to grant, or contract for because he did not own it.8 There was
an attempt to include the principle of pre-emption in the Harrison Land Act
of 1800, but Eastern congressmen voted it down.*
When Ohio, the first public land state, was admitted to the Union in 1802
the Federal government adopted the plan of retaining all ungranted land
within the state boundaries, except a donation of one section in each town-
ship to a state fund for education. The same year John Randolph of Virginia
introduced a bill in Congress to prevent intrusion on the public lands. 7 On
March 3, 1807, an act was passed by Congress to prevent settlements being
made on lands ceded to the United States until authorized by law.8 For the
first time sectional lines appeared on the land question. The North and die
West favored the pre-emptor and the South opposed him. The pre-emptor in
the South was in the way of the plantation system. 9
The law of 1807 was unenforceable because the frontier army was made
up in part of pre-emptors who would not enforce a law against themselves.
The law was partially repealed within seven years, but most of itremained
on the statute books for several decades. 10 After 1807 pre-emptions were
allowed in state after state for one reason or another." Between 1804 and
1830 there were sixteen acts passed in Congress granting pre-emption rights
in limited forms to certain groups in territories and states. Most of these
grants were made to settlers who had received land from foreign countries
before the land had become a part of the United States. It was believed by
the Federal government that if these disputed titles were adjusted, the way
would be cleared for a uniform land system. lf
3Clarence Carter (ed.), The Territorial Papers of the United States (Washington,
1934), II,252.
4 American State Papers, Public Lands (Washington, 1834), I, 60.
'Public Statutes at Large of the United States of America (Boston, 1845), I»
728. Hereafter cited as Statutes at Large.
•Treat, National Land System, p. 94.
7 Annals of the Congress of the United States (Washington, 1834), 7 Cong.,
1 Sess., 421. Hereafter cited as Annals of Congress.
8 Annals of Congress, 9 Cong., 2 Sess., 1288.
"Benjamin H. Hibbard, A History of Public Land Policies (New York, 1924),
pp. 147-148. Hereafter cited as Hibbard, Public Land Policies.
10 Roy Robbins, "Preemption: a Frontier Triumph," M.V.H.R., XVIII(December,
1931), 338-339. Hereafter cited as "Preemption: a Frontier Triumph."
11 Hibbard, Public Land Policies, p. 151.
12 "Preemption: a Frontier Triumph," 338.
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II
In the two decades following the War of 1812 there were a number of
significant developments in the economic and political fields which profoundly
affected the point of view of the nation and the Federal government toward
pre-emption. The horde of settlers which poured into the West greatly in-
creased its political and economic strength. Within three years after the
Treaty of Ghent an economic panic of considerable scope swept over the
United States and its effects caused the Federal government to take a more
sympathetic attitude toward the problems of Western agriculture. The Panic
of 1819, as it was called, deprived thousands of industrious Western yeomen
of their farms and savings. This economic catastrophe was followed by
urgent demands from the West to alter the Land Law of 1800. 13 Western
requests were met in 1820 when a more liberal land law was passed by
Congress. The Land Act of 1820 did not include pre-emption because the
Eastern opponents of it were stillable to produce enough votes to defeat
it. But more pressure for pre-emption soon came from the new and powerful
political party machine under the leadership of Andrew Jackson and com-
posed predominantly of Eastern workers and Western farmers who elected
representatives to Congress who favored pre-emption.
Also in the political field came the Missouri Compromise which precip-
itated a sectional controversy in which the South assumed a defensive
position to fend off expected encroachments by the national government
against slavery. In this defense of slavery the South 's strategy was to
oppose a high tariff, internal improvements, and distribution of the receipts
from the sale of land to the states, because each of the three tended to give
more power to the national government. The South feared that the Federal
government might use that power to do away with slavery. They, therefore,
wanted a weak Congress and strong state governments. The sectional
struggle resolved itself into a three-way contest between the South, West,
and Northeast with each of the three trying to entice one of the others over
to its side. The South tried to win an alliance with the West by backing
pre-emption and liberal land laws in the hope that the West would aid in
lowering the tariff.14
While Andrew Jackson's Democratic party was gaining in strength and
the sectional struggle was developing, the outer periphery of the United
States was being pushed farther and farther away from the protective wings
of the Federal government. This movement which carried settlers into
isolated sections of Mississippi, Iowa, Arkansas, and Alabama had the
effect of intensifying the arrogance and individualism of the American
frontiersman. Veritable swarms of pre-emptors staked out claims along the
far-flung outposts of the Western frontier states. They formed into claim
or land clubs which in many cases became a law unto themselves by holding
"Ray Billington, Westward Expansion (New York, 1949), pp. 349-350.
uRay Billington, Westward Expansion, pp. 352-355.
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private land sales which were designed to give pre-emptors a fair deal. 15
The activities of these organizations, which sometimes numbered thousands,
convinced the Federal authorities that concessions to honest pre-emptors
were far better than revolution.
Gradually after 1830 the older states north of the Ohio began to reconsider
their points of view on pre-emption. The rise of an industrial laboring
class resulted in a strong workingmen's interest in the land question. The
workingmen looked upon the Western lands as a safety valve for the crowded
labor market of the East, where competition for jobs was being aggravated
by increased immigration. Many immigrants, too, with memories of land
monopoly and oppressive landlordism in Europe, were inclined to favor
pre-emption. In the Northeast, opposition to pre-emption slowly diminished
because of two reasons: first, the Northeast wanted to gain the support of
the West in opposing slavery, and second, the Northeast was gaining com-
mercial profits from the expansion of settlements into the Northwest which
had been made possible by improvements in the communication between the
two regions. 18 These developments tended to strengthen the ties between
the Northeast and the West and to soften the attitude of Northeast leaders
such as Daniel Webster toward pre-emption.
By 1828, due perhaps to the rise of the political power of the West and
the demand for a more equitable land system by Thomas Hart Benton of
Missouri, the Public Lands Committee began to change its views on pre-
emption. States also took favorable action on pre-emption. The state
governments of Arkansas and Illinois allowed pre-emption on tracts of
specified lands. 17 Petitions to Congress from the state legislatures of
Louisiana, Indiana, Arkansas, and Alabama, all urged a national pre-
emption law.18
In 1830, through an alliance of the West and South, Congress enacted the
first general pre-emption law which was to remain in effect one year. The
law of 1830 allowed pre-emption of one hundred and sixty acres by a settler
who had occupied and cultivated it during the preceding year.19 The pre-
emption law of 1830 was renewed in 1832 2 and again in 1834. 21 During
these years pre-emption and the general land question became interwoven
withdistribution and the tariff.
The nullification controversy developing out of the tariff in 1832 broke up
the South and West alliance which had made possible the pre-emption act of
1830. The West, an extremely nationalistic section, did not believe in
nullification and was slowly movinginto an economic union withthe Northeast.
As the year 1840 approached, land legislation was the greatest single
interest in the West. It was the most important topic of discussion in the
""Preemption: a Frontier Triumph," 344
16L. C. Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United States to I860 (2
vols., Washington, 1933), II, 628.
"Public Lands, V, 401-402.
"Ibid, VI, 10, 33.
''Statutes at Large, IV, 420.
20 /bid., 603.
"Ibid., 678.
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state legislatures, in the speeches of Western congressmen, and in the
settlers' cabins. The Western pioneers believed that it was to the interest
of all sections to settle the new territories as soon as possible with in-
dustrious people" and a permanent pre-emption law would speed up this
process.
The conservative Eastern states were opposed to such a plan for several
reasons. They were hesitant about accelerating the growth of the West
whose social, economic, and political interests were so vastly different
from their own. The Eastern farmer's economic position deteriorated when
Western land drew his sons and neighbors away and the competition of the
Western lands and produce reduced the value of his farm and lowered the
price of his crops. The businessman of the East was against pre-emption
because it diminisned his profits when he had to pay higher wages to em-
ployees in order to keep them from going West. The power of the West in
Congress was rapidly increasing so a policy which would ruin the East
politically in order to build up the West was opposed. The East was further
concerned about pre-emption because it attracted too many aliens who
introduced into America different languages, religions, and customs which
they thought might cause changes in American institutions. 23
After the panic of 1837, which ruined many Western farmers, congressmen
from the West renewed their agitation for a permanent pre-emption law. The
prospects for such a law brightened considerably during the presidential
election campaign of 1840 because the West was the section both the Demo-
crats and the Whigs needed to carry them to victory. Before the election of
1840, the Democratic party pledged itself to support pre-emption. William
Henry Harrison, the Whig candidate, advocated disposing of the public lands
so as to create the greatest number of free-holders. 24 Therefore, as the
presidential campaign of 1840 got under way, it was taken for granted that
the Democrats were openly for pre-emption and William Henry Harrison was
for a liberal land system.
When Congress convened after the election of William Henry Harrison
in 1840, the Democrats, led by Senator Thomas Hart Denton, planned to
force the Whigs' hand on pre-emption. They did not believe that the Whigs
would live up to their campaign promises. On February 2, 1841, the "Log
Cabin Bill,"so called because it required that a log cabin be built on
pre-empted land, a permanent pre-emption bill, was passed by the Senate.
However, the measure had been adopted too late to be considered in the
House. 25 The vote on the "Log Cabin Bill"in the Senate was 31 to 19.
Seventeen Whigs and two Eastern Democrats voted nay. 26
"George M. Stephenson, The Political History of the Public Lands from 1840
t0 1862 (Boston, 1917), p. 20. Hereafter cited as Stephenson, Public Lands from1840 to 1862.
"Stephenson, Public Lands from 1840 to 1862, p. 24.24 Ibid., p. 39.
Billington, Westward Movement, p. 379.26
'bid., p. 379.
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III
In 1832 Henry Clay submitted a report to the Senate in which he attacked
the land schemes of the West and made a strong plea for the distribution of
the proceeds from sales of the public lands among the states according to
their Federal ratio.27 Clay's plan envisaged keeping the tariff high to please
the manufacturers, by distributing funds from the national treasury to the
states for internal improvements. Westerners were hostile to distribution
because they believed that in order to gain large shares of the land funds
for their states, congressmen from old Eastern states would vote to postpone
the land sales from year to year in order to raise the price of land, thereby
slowing down settlement. By 1841 the Democrats in the Southwest and
West were still attacking distribution while at the same time bringing pre-
emption before the Congress.
Henry Clay introduced a distribution bill in the Senate on June 10, 1841. JB
Several days later Senator Robert J. Walker, Democrat of Mississippi, intro-
duced resolutions directing the committee on public lands to consider re-
porting the billwith amendments requiring permanent pre-emption, reduction
and graduation of public land prices, and the discontinuance of distribution
when any import should be raised above twenty per cent or the provisions
of the tariffof 1833 violated in any manner. 29
The Senate was almost equally divided on distribution but in the House
of Representatives distribution would pass if approximately fifty Western
Whigs would vote for it. This contingent of Whigs realized that if they
did not add pre-emption to their program they would endanger their own
political lives.30 Henry Clay knew that the South, which would not alter its
views on the tariff, would vote against distribution. He, therefore, had to
gain the support of the West in some way or his distribution billwould not
be passed. To meet the situation Clay's men in the House of Representa-
tives wrote a combination Distribution-Pre-emption Billwhich was introduced
into the House on June 24, 1841. 3I
This bill was a bribe to the West and was recognized as such by them.
The debate in the House was especially bitter. The Democrats offered more
than one hundred amendments to the bill but without success.
"
The vote
in the House on the combination Distribution-Pre-emption Bill was one-
hundred sixteen to one-hundred eight. The great majority of the Whigs voted
for the billand the Democrats almost solidly against it. This was not an
expression of sentiment on the pre-emption part of the bill. The Democrats
"Thomas Hart Benton, Thirty Years' View (2 vols., New York, 1854), I, 276.
Hereafter cited as Benton, Thirty Years' View.
"Cong. Globe, 27 Cong., 1Sess., 38.
29Ibid., 50.
30 Stephenson, Public Lands 1840-1862, pp. 56, 57.
31 Cong. Globe, 27 Cong., 1Sess., 156, 157.
"Billington, Westward Expansion, p. 380.
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wanted to vote for pre-emption, but they refused to take distribution along
with it.
In the Senate the Distribution-Pre-emption Bill met with formidable
opposition. Senator Benton, aided principally by Senators Robert Walker
and Clement C. Clay of Alabama, fought for pre-emption separate from dis-
tribution. 34 When the debate turned to the effect of distribution on the tariff
that was to be framed in 1842, the Southern Whigs joined with the Demo-
crats and forced a compromise. After resisting for a time, Clay accepted
a compromise that distribution would not go into effect while duties were
above twenty per cent. 38 The final vote on the Distribution-Pre-emption
Bill was twenty-five to eighteen. 3
'
Not one of the twenty-five affirmative
voters was a Democrat and only one Whig voted in the negative. It was
approved by President Tyler September 4, 1841.
In addition to its distribution features the Distribution-Pre-emption law
provided for a right of pre-emption to the heads of families, widows, and
single men over twenty-one, who were citizens or had declared their inten-
tions of becoming citizens. They were allowed one-hundred and sixty
acres of surveyed land on the condition that they would construct a dwelling
and cultivate the land. The right of pre-emption was forbidden to those
who had abandoned their own land in the same state or territory, to those
who owned three-hundred and twenty acres of land, and to those who had
already taken advantage of the law.37
The Distribution-Pre-emption Law of 1841 was the most important agrar-
ian measure ever passed by Congress. It terminated the conservative land
policy established in 1785, democratized the American land system, and
placed the actual settler on an equal basis with the speculator. 38 The law
made it legal for an individual to stake a claim upon public surveyed land
to the exclusion of all others. The frontiersmen were particularly well
pleased when in 1842 the tariff raised above the twenty per cent level and
Clay's distribution program was dropped. 39 However, the pre-emption sec-
tion of the law was not regarded as perfect in the West because it had been
passed through the work of Henry Clay, a Whig, who had stolen the glory
from Thomas Hart Benton of the West. The part of the law restricting the
privileges to citizens or those having declared their intentions of becoming
citizens was unpopular. The Westerners believed that the alien who had
taken no steps toward citizenship might eventually become a good citizen. 40
A third complaint was directed at restricting pre-emption privileges to
those settling on surveyed land because surveying was a mere detail of
convenience to the frontiersman. 41 A fourth objection was leveled against
"Hibbard, Public Land Policies, p. 157.
34 Stephenson, Public Lands 1840-1862, p. 58.
"Billington,Westward Expansion, p. 380.
"Cong., Globe, 27 Cong., 1Sess., 369-370.
"Statutes at Large, V, 453-458.
38
"Preemption: a Frontier Triumph," 349.
st lbid., 348, 349.
40 Hibbard, Public Land Policies, pp. 164-165
41 Ibid.,p. 165.
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the article in the law which stated that people holding three-hundred and
twenty acres of land in any state or territory were excluded from pre-
emption rights. The West held that it was wrong to exclude people who
held barren and worthless land from pre-empting land in the fertile West. 42
The fundamental objective of the pre-emption law of 1841, to protect the
settler from the speculator, was achieved. The law did not deter specu-
lation, but speculators could no longer infringe upon settlers' pre-emption
rights. The ultimate goal of the West, a pre-emption law which would
prevent all speculation by setting aside or reserving all -public lands for
actual settlers, became interwoven with the homestead theory which capti-
vated the West by 1850. By an act of 1862 all unsurveyed lands were
thrown open to pre-emption. The pre-emption law remained in force until
March, 1891, about the date which marked, coincidentally, the end of the
frontier in the United States. 43
*2 lbid., p. 165.
43 Stephenson, Public Lands from 1840-1862, pp. 71, 72
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THE WORKING MEN'S PARTIES OF 1828-1831*
ROMAN J. ZORN
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
The America of the 1820's was in the midst of a major economic tran-
sition. Technology was changing transportation, the factory system was
gaining a foothold, and urbanization was increasing. As the stresses and
strains of these developments emerged, there were important repercussions
affecting the urban working classes. Since the industrial transition partic-
ularly affected the North Atlantic area, it was there that proletarian res-
tivity found expression in political activity.
The new industrial and commercial changes seriously undermined the
status of the working classes. In order to meet competition and make
larger profits, many entrepreneurs felt impelled to secure increased output
at decreased labor costs. Economic exploitation gravely menaced job
conditions, and the environmental conditions in the factory towns forced
the workingmen into a submarginal social status. Inequality between rich
and poor, between workers and employers, seemed to be growing. Leisure,
learning, and comfort were enjoyed by the rich, but the great mass of wage
earners faced poverty, illiteracy, and squalor. Seeing such disparity on
every hand, the common folk became aware that their economic and social
position had deteriorated.
The working classes also began to fear that they were being denied equal
citizenship. Over-long hours of work
—
often "from sun to sun"
—deprived
the workingman of the leisure in which to consider public questions, and
the lack of public schools kept him from the training and knowledge neces-
sary to exercise the prerogatives of citizenship. The laboring classes felt
oppressed by the unequal impact of laws, especially those calling for im-
prisonment for minor indebtedness and compulsory militia service, and they
also believed that adverse judicial decisions had undercut trade unionism
and labor strikes. Moreover, while predatory employers exploited the un-
organized worker, state chartered monopolies profiteered at the expense of
the mechanic's meager purse. Without access to educational opportunities
other than the inadequate and degrading charity schools, the workingmen
saw no prospect that even future generations could advance beyond unre-
mitting toil, poverty, and second-class citizenship. 1
Increasingly restive under such conditions, the city mechanics came to
feel that their only recourse was independent political action. In their view
the old parties had been acting as the instruments of an oppressive social
1Mechanics' Free Press (Philadelphia), September 20, 1828, May 1, 30, June 5,1830; Working Man's Advocate (New York), April 10, June 29, July 8, August 28,1830; Working-Man's Gazette (Woodstock, Vt.), September 23, 1830, quoted in David
M. Ludlum, Social Ferment in Vermont, 1791-1850 (Montpelier, Vt., 1939), 204. See
especially "Address to the Working Men's Political Association," June 30, 1829,
reprinted in Working Man's Advocate, November 7, 1829.
*Research Paper No. 1014 Journal Series, University of Arkansas.
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system, and many felt certain that a wise and independent use of the vote
could ameliorate their grievances. 2 The resulting political revolts created
the Working Men's Parties of 1828-1831. These parties, as would be ex-
pected, emerged in the major eastern cities of Philadelphia, New York,
and Boston.
The earliest organized workingmen's party appeared in the City of
Brotherly Love in 1828. Prior to that year the Philadelphia mechanics had
been concerned with a struggle to establish shorter hours of labor, but they
gradually evolved an organized political movement designed to restore
"equal citizenship" to the working classes. Their new party was destined
to a life span of only four years, but it was to prove a pioneer example
soon imitated in the towns of northeastern America.
The unrest of the Philadelphia proletariat had come to a head in 1827
with the outbreak of a carpenters' strike to attain the ten-hour day. But
the aspiration for shorter hours transcended the scope of any one trade,
and general recognition of this situation constituted the basis for an inte-
grated workingmen's movement. The result was an attempt to form a city-
wide organization of trade unions which could effect mutual aid and assist-
ance. Thus, in late 1827, the Mechanics Union of Trade Associations was
established. 3
This body, a prototype of the modern city trades federation, soon recog-
nized possibilities of improving the status of the workingman via political
action. Asserting that previous elections had centered control in the hands
of a few without adequate representation of the working classes, the Me-
chanics Union polled its constituent unions on the question of nominating
labor-endorsed candidates in the forthcoming elections for the city council
and state legislature. After endorsement from the unions representing the
cordwainers, hatters, and carpenters, the Mechanics Union overwhelmingly
adopted a by-law providing for nominations for the fall elections. Thus
emerged the first venture of American workers into politics under their own
name and for their own benefit. 4
The decision for political action once made, the city organization called
a series of four meetings to draft a platform and designate candidates. Their
program emphasized eight major issues: they especially favored public sup-
port for educational facilities and the enactment of mechanic's lien laws;
and they denounced imprisonment for debt, the compulsory militia system,
chartered monopolies, the liquor industry, public lotteries, and the note-
issue function of banks. Having defined their objectives, a slate of nomina-
tions was devised and "vigilance committees" were organized to promote
lMechanics' Free Press, April17, June 5, October 2, 1830. See also Frederick
Robinson, "Oration Delivered before the Trades' Union of Boston and Vicinity on
the 58th Anniversary of American Independence" (Boston, 1834), 11; Seth Luther,
"Address to the Working Men of New England" (3rd edition, Philadelphia, 1836), 5-
•For an authoritative account of the restivity of the Philadelphia mechanics, see
John R. Commons, et al., History of Labour in the United States (4 vols., New York,
1918), 1: 185-192.
*Mechanics' Free Press, April 19, May 31, August 23, October 29, 1828.
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political support. Thus prepared, the infant labor party turned to meet its
first official test. 8
When the Philadelphia Working Men's Party crystallized in 1828, the
National Republican Party controlled the city while the Democratic Party
controlled the surrounding county. Despite such entrenched opposition, the
labor-endorsed candidates made a good showing. Those candidates listed
exclusively upon the workingmen's ticket received from 229 to 539 votes in
the city and approximately 425 votes in the county. Those labor candidates
who also had the backing of one of the orthodox parties averaged from 300
to 600 votes ahead of their Working Men's Party colleagues. After the bal-
lots were counted it was apparent that the Democrats had carried every
office in the city and county, and that the only labor-endorsed candidates
who had been elected were the 21 who also served as Democratic nominees.
However, due to belated and hasty campaign preparations, the workingmen
had not expected complete victory. Their leading party organ thus observed,
"the result has been equal to our most sanguine expectations; yet it may
not be equally as satisfactory to our friends."*
Encouraged by the outcome of their first efforts, the workingmen immedi-
ately prepared for further political action. They formed ward and district
committees, and they integrated these local groups into city and county
conventions. They also published an "Address to the Working Men of Phila-
delphia." Despite some internal dissension caused by "band-wagon" poli-
ticians, in 1829 they carried out a persistent campaign. 7 In consequence of
these efforts, the 1829 referendum showed that the aggregate labor strength
in both city and county had increased to approximately 2,400 votes. Of the
54 candidates the workingmen had supported, 20 (but all of whom had also
received endorsement from other parties) now attained office.8 So encourag-
ing was this result that the Mechanics' Free Press declared, "the balance
of power has at length got into the hands of the working people, where it
properly belongs, and itwillbe used in the future for the general weal.'"
During the winter and spring of 1829-1830, the mobilization of proletarian
political strength continued. The Philadelphia Association diligently pub-
licized its principles and organization, and the result was a broadening of
the movement outside the environs of Philadelphia. Gradually workingmen's
parties emerged in Phillipsburg, Lancaster, Carlisle, Milesburg, Pottsville,
Erie, and Harrisburg. By 1830, special city and county conventions were
being inaugurated, and thus it seemed that the Working Men's Party was
heading for state-wide organization. 10
*Ibid.,August 16, 23, October 4, 1828. See also Commons, op. cit., 1: 196, 217,218.
"Mechanics' Free Press, October 18, 1828. See also Commons, op. cit., 1: 195, 198.
1Mechanics' Free Press, January 3, 10, 24, 31, February 21, 28, March 21, Au-
gust 8, 17, 22, 26, September 7, 20, 26, October 3, 1829.
"Ibid.,October 24, 1829.
*Ibid., October 17, 1829-
xolbid., February 6, July 24, 31, August 7, September 11, 18, 1830. See also Dela-
ware Free Press, July 31, September 18, 1830, and N. Y. Working Man's Advocate,
February 13, July 14, August 7, 1830, as cited in Commons, op. cit., 1: 207, 209.
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From the beginning, however, the labor party had been obliged to fight for
its continued existence. The old-line professional politicians, alarmed by
the vigor of their new competitor, tried desperately to undercut the move-
ment. Thus by 1830 there was already some internal weakness, due to an
infiltration by self-seeking men who sought tc gain a foothold within the
party and thence to use itas a politicaltool. More damaging, however, was
external propaganda which slanderously attacked the movement. Charges of
irreligion, "agrarianism," and radicalism were recklessly hurled against
the labor party, and the consequent notoriety militated against any per-
manent success. 11
By late 1830, the workingmen's political movement was already on the
retrograde. Despite some gain in the total labor vote cast that year, the
prevailing anti-labor reaction caused the party to elect fewer candidates. 12
The 1830 results indicated that the labor party had lost the balance of
power it once had held, and the conservative press now proclaimed "the
death of workeyism." 13 This setback seriously undermined the morale of
the Working Men's Party, and little is known of party activities during the
winter and spring of 1830-1831. Apparently, however, some remnants held
city and county conventions later in the year, and a slate of candidates was
put up for the 1831 elections. In the 1831 referendum not a single labor-
endorsed candidate was elected to oiHce, and the average labor vote de-
clined to less than sixty percent of the 1829 vote.14 The zenith of the move-
ment had long since been passed, and the party remnants had not been
strong enough to cope with the distractions of the national campaign of
1832. After 1831 the Pennsylvania Working Men's Party was dead.
New York was affected no less than Pennsylvania by the pervasive fears
of a deteriorating status among wage earners. There, too, the workingmen
were becoming resentful of economic exploitation and second-class citizen-
ship; there, too, they felt that inequitable laws, domination by the aristoc-
racy, and political bossism had aggravated the plight of the laborer. By
the late 1820's, New York mechanics likewise felt it necessary to turn to
independent political organization in order to restore the producing classes
to "equal citizenship." The New York Working Men's Party, however, was
distinguished from its Pennsylvania counterpart by the leadership of re-
formist "intellectuals." Not only did the doctrinaire concepts of Thomas
Skidmore, Robert Dale Owen, Frances Wright, and George Henry Evans in-
filtrate the party, but they generated severe ideological dissension within
the movement.
In 1829, when the awakening of the New York proletariat began, one of
the most militant agitators was Thomas Skidmore. This self-educated
"See Mechanics' Free Press, February 6, April 24, June 19, August 1, 29, Octo-
ber 3, 16, 1830.
"Ibid.,October 16, 1830.'3 American Sentinel, October 13, 1830, quoted in Commons, op. cit., 1: 213.
14 Poulson's American Daily Advertiser, July 15, August 6, October 13, 1831, cited
in ibid., 1: 214, 215.
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mechanic advocated a primitive form of agrarian communism,' 5 and he urged
the workingmen to espouse a political crusade for social regeneration through
land redistribution. Addressing the early meetings of the New York City
mechanics, Skidmore contended that a bold political program would bring
better results than moderate, specific demands. He casuistically argued
that if property relationships should be attacked, capitalistic employers
would readily concede the lesser reforms in order to buy off radical agrarian
agitation. 11 Skidmore induced the urban mechanics to follow his leadership
in the 1832 political campaign, but the resulting counterattacks upon "agrar-
ianism" soon alarmed and alienated many of the workingmen. Subsequently
repudiated by a majority of the mechanics, the Skidmorean disciples seceded
to form a rival "splinter" party. Skidmore continued to propagandize through
his organ, The Friend of Equal Rights, but after 1829 he no longer exerted
a major influence upon the New York Working Men's Party. 17
In marked contrast to Skidmorean agrarianism was the program of the "State
Guardianship" reformers. This faction, led by Frances Wright, Robert Dale
Owen, and George Henry Evans, urged an educational panacea as the remedy
for the problems of the working classes. Emphasizing that education was
the highway to self-improvement and social progress, they advocated the
education of all children in state operated boarding schools. 18 Effective
propaganda through The Daily Sentinel and the Working Man's Advocate
brought the Owenite element into control of the New York Working Men's
Party during 1830, but over-insistence upon the "State Guardianship" policy
soon generated opposition resulting in another party schism. Critics con-
centrated much opprobrium upon the agnostic, communal, and feminist here-
sies associated with the Owen-Wright leadership, and ultimately the "State
Guardianship" faction lost its influence upon the workingmen 's movement. 19
In many other respects the case history of the New York Working Men's
Party was similar to that of Philadelphia. With the exception of Skidmore's
agrarian communism and the Owenite educational program, the specific politi-
cal issues raised inNew York were essentially the same as those raised in
Pennsylvania. Here the workingmen likewise denounced imprisonment for
debt, banks and bank currencies, and the militia system; and they also de-
manded the enactment of a mechanic's lien law and publicly supported
schools. There were a few other issues pertaining to local conditions, but
these never became of prime significance. 29
I5See Thomas Skidmore, "The Rights of Man to Property!" (New York, 1829),
pass im.
I6See G. H. Evans, "History of the Working Men's Party," in The Radical, Janu-
ary, 1842.
"Commons, op. cit., 1: 244-245; see also A. M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Age of
Jackson (Boston, 1945), 181-184.
18 See The Free Enquirer (New York), July 24, 31, August 19, 26, September 3, 9,
November 7, 27, 1829; The Daily Sentinel (New York), April 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,
1830. See also R. W. Leopold, Robert Dale Owen (Cambridge, Mass., 1940), 92-93;
V.R. Waterman, Frances Wright (New York, 1924), 193-195, 202-205.
"Commons, op. cit., 1: 248-260; Leopold, op. cit., 92-98; Waterman, op. cit.,
202-205.
20 See list of "Working Men's Measures" at head of editorial column in Working
Man's Advocate, October 30, 1830. See also Commons, op. cit., 1: 282.
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The workingmen's movement in New York began in Aprilof 1829. In the
face of an employer's attempt to undermine the ten-hour day standard, the
unrest of the mechanics culminated in two public meetings. The immediateby-product was that the workingmen designated an interim "Committee of
Fifty" to watch and safeguard employee rights against any overt action by
employers. This militant attitude seems to have headed off trouble. 21 The
spring and summer passed without untoward incidents, but in mid-October
the "Committee of Fifty" summoned another general meeting. This assem-
blage decided to by-pass the organization of a city federation of labor and
instead advocated direct and independent political action. Taking cogni-
zance of the approaching November elections, the mechanics promptly en-
dorsed a slate of candidates who would be likely to aid their interests. On
October 19, 1829, the foundations of an independent labor party were
established. 22
The infant party met with immediate support from the organized trades-
men, and at least three powerful local unions endorsed its candidates. Re-
flecting the prevailing optimism among the workers, George Henry Evans'
new paper, the Working Man's Advocate, declared: "The working classes
have taken the field and never willthey give up the contest tillthe power
that oppresses them is annihilated." 23 Only one week remained for elec-
tioneering efforts, but the neophyte politicians proved fairly effective. The
labor-endorsed ticket polled over 6,000 out of 21,000 votes, and one candi-
date for the state assembly attained election. 24 While this outcome fell far
short of a triumph, it gave encouragement to the formation of a permanent
workingmen's party.
Although prompt efforts were made to build a permanent party organization,
it proved difficult to create solidarity in the ranks of the workingmen. An-
other mechanics' convention called for a definite plan of mobilization, but
the result merely produced factionalism. A majority of the mechanics,
alarmed at the attacks made upon "agrarianism," sought to jettison Skid-
more's leadership. When they proved successful in this maneuver, Skid-
more's followers seceded to form a rival organization called the "Poor
Man's Party." 25 The bulk of the workingmen thereupon followed the guid-
ance of the Owen-Wright-Evans clique. Accepting the "State Guardianship"
panacea, the workingmen proceeded to build an integrated ward organization
within New York City.26 Party harmony, however, was short-lived. The
conservative press also attacked the radical heresies of Owen and Miss
Wright, and again the mechanics lost confidence in their party mentors.
21 Ibid., 1: 234-236.
Accounts of both meetings were published in Working Man's Advocate, Octo-
ber 31, 1829. See also Morning Courier &N. Y. Enquirer, October 23, 1829
"Working Man's Advocate, October 31, 1829.
"Ibid., November 7, 1829; N. Y. Daily Advertiser, cited in Leopold, op. cit., 88.
man ' °P' CZ'-' 209"212;Leopold, op. cit., 95-96; Commons, op. cit., 1:
242-244.
"Ibid.,1: 245-246, 252.
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Dissension once more developed, and disagreement over the "State Guardian-
ship" plan produced another schism. Thereafter both the "State Guardian-
ship" and the "Anti-State Guardianship" factions claimed to represent the
true workingmen's movement. 27
Meanwhile, early in 1830, the workingmen's movement had expanded out-
side of New York City. Organizations of "farmer, mechanics, and working-
men" developed considerable strength in Albany, Troy, and Syracuse; and
similar organizations appeared in Rochester, Utica, Schenectady, Geneva,
and Batavia. "Committees of Correspondence" served to build inter-city
cooperation, and plans were made for a state convention which would pre-
pare for the fallelections.* 8
The first state convention of the New York Working Men's Party met in
Salina on August 25, 1830. Delegates from thirteen counties were present
and enthusiasm ran high, but the decisions of the party convention ultimately
caused dissension and disunity. The first problem concerned the seating of
rival delegations from New York City; and when the "Anti-State Guardian-
ship" faction won recognition, the Owenites withdrew their support of the
convention. Moreover, when the party assemblage decided to offer its guber-
natorial nominations to two veteran Democratic politicians,both theOwenite
and Skidmorean factions announced that they would boycott the convention
ticket. Subsequently both dissenting factions proceeded to devise separate
slates of candidates."
The election of 1830 proved a fiasco for the workingmen of New York.
Three sets of nominees, each professing to be the true representatives of
the laboring classes, participated in the campaign. To add to the confusion,
at the "eleventh hour" the convention-endorsed gubernatorial candidates
repudiated their sponsors and withdrew from the election contest. The rank-
and-file mechanics were perplexed and demoralized by these developments,
and deep-seated factionalism ensured an overwhelming defeat at the polls.30
The election disaster culminated in the complete disintegration of the New
York Working Men's Party. Only the Owenites tried to revive the party as a
separate entity, and their efforts proved fruitless. Most of the mechanics re-
turned to the Democratic party and a few others entered into coalition with
the National Republicans. 31
Meanwhile the workingmen's movement had spread from New York and
Pennsylvania to other states. It appeared chiefly along the Atlantic coast,
but it extended westward as far as Missouri. Workingmen's organizations
crystallized in most of the New England states, and also in Delaware, New
"Ibid.,1: 256-260; Leopold, op. cit., 97-98.
"Commons, op. cit., 1: 260-263.
"Daily Sentinel, August 28, September 7, 1830; Working Man's Advocate, Septem-
ber 4, October 27, 1830; Morning Courier &N. Y. Enquirer, October 26, 1830.
30 The Democrats secured 10,000 votes, a coalition of National Republicans and
conservative workingmen polled about 7,000 votes, the Owenites received only about2,000 votes, and the Skidmorean ticket polled only slightly over a hundred votes.N. Y. Daily Advertiser, November 8, 1830, cited in Leopold, op. cit., 98.
3 *Ibid., 98; Schlesinger, op. cit., 184-185; Commons, op. cit., 1: 269-270.
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Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, and even South Carolina. Some fifty newspapers
distributed over an area of fifteen states, expressed approval of the me-
chanics' political movement at some time between 1829 and 1832. 32
Throughout New England the lack of economic and politicalequality was
the chief cause of proletarian complaint. Indeed, the disgruntled Yankee
mechanics regarded "all attempts made to degrade the working classes as
so many blows aimed at the existence of our free political and civilinsti-
tutions."3 By 1830, therefore, they were quite ready to turn to political
organization. In New England the specific political objectives were prac-
tically the same as those desired by the workingmen's parties elsewhere:
first came a demand for public support for education, and then came stipula-
tions for specific politicaland economic concessions. 34
The chief agitators for labor reform in New England were Dr. Charles
Douglas, Theophilus Fiske, and Seth Luther. Dr. Douglas was the pro-
prietor of a labor paper, The New England Artisan, which he had founded at
Pawtucket, Rhode Island in 1831; Fiske was the radical-minded editor of
The New Haven Examiner; and Seth Luther was a peripatetic journalist and
agitator who had many contacts with the workers in the industrial towns.
There were also lesser lights: representatives of the Berkshire discontent
were \V. S. Wait and W. W. Thompson, and the spokesmen for the workers of
the Connecticut river towns included John B. Eldridge and Samuel Whit-
comb, Jr. 35
The evidence concerning the organization of the New England working-
men's parties is fragmentary, but apparently the earliest centers of political
agitation were New London, Connecticut, Woodstock, Vermont, and Plymouth,
Massachusetts." By mid-1830 the political movement had made its appear-
ance in every New England state.
The greatest concentration of the movement, however, came in Massachu-
setts. Plymouth was the first town to give tangible expression to the new
movement, but a similar upsurge developed in Boston after two labor papers
began publication there in July, 1830. The Boston mechanics endorsed a
slate of candidates in the city elections of December of that year, and their
party kept some momentum by proposing a full legislative ticket in the
general elections in the spring of 1831. And during the winter of 1830-
1831, workingmen's associations emerged in most of the counties of the
state. 37
The path trod by the New England proletarian party was not unimpeded,
and their difficulties did not differ materially from those which had afflicted
their Philadelphia and New York brethren. Charges of religious infidelity
32 Ibid., 1: 285.
33 Working Man's Gazette, October 21, 1830, quoted in ibid., 1: 292
3*lbid., 1: 298.
35 Sc hiesinger, op. cit., 149; see also Louis Hertz, "Seth Luther: Working Class
Rebel" in New England Quarterly, 13: 401-415.
38 Ludlum, op. cit., 202-203; Schlesinger, op. cit., 149; Commons, op. cit.,
1: 290.
"Ibid.,1: 291.
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and "agrarianism" embarrassed the party, and the machinations of orthodox
politicians likewise sabotaged it. After a general decline during 1831,
symptoms of a Bostonian resurgence led to the formation of the "New Eng-
land Association of Farmers, Mechanics, and Other Workingmen." This
re-created group flourished in 1832-1833, but thereafter itwas absorbed into
the Democratic Party. 38
The workingmen's parties in other states were comparatively obscure.
There was some organized activity in Delaware; and sporadic symptoms of
political protest appeared inNew Jersey, Indiana, Ohio, and even inMissouri
and South Carolina. These scattered labor groups followed the general
pattern in objectives and policies; they also suffered under charges of
radicalism; and they also were injured by external politicalmanipulation.
They did not develop a broad basis of support, and apparently no units
survived beyond 1831. 39
The decline and disappearance of the early labor parties was the result
of almost purely political causes. The workingmen had too little political
experience to establish successful party organizations, and the heterogeneity
of the party membership led to dissension over objectives and policies. The
machinations of designing politicians who wormed their way into the move-
ment further complicated internal difficulties. And externally the new work-
ingmen's parties faced unscrupulous and unrelenting attacks by the old-
line party machines. Moreover, in efforts to short-circuit their proletarian
political rivals, the orthodox parties frequently incorporated labor reform
policies into their platforms. Thus weakened from within and undercut
from without, the workingmen's parties could not long survive.
In spite of their immediate and apparent failure, the workingrr.en's parties
of 1828-1831 were of some significance. To be sure they did not elect
many candidates nor control many elections, but they did express the
mechanics' determination to remedy their conditions and to put life into the
abstract phrases of democracy. Through these vehicles the laboring classes
forced their grievances into the foreground of public attention, and the
result was that many abuses were eventually removed. Imprisonment for
debt and compulsory militia service were soon abandoned; mechanic's
liens and bankruptcy laws were enacted; and banking reforms and anti-
monopoly controls ultimately developed. Most important of all, however,
the American free school system came into being. While these changes
were not directly secured by the workingmen's parties, the agitation of
1828-1831 materially contributed to bring the reforms to fruition. Thus the
allegedly "radical" Working Men's Parties helped promote measures which
are now commonly accepted as essential attributes of the American way
of life.
38Ibid., 1: 291-294; Schlesinger, op. cit., 171.
"Commons, op. cit., 1: 287-290, 296-297.
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HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK IN ARKANSAS
MRS. J. HOWARD CRAWFORD, President
Arkansas Council of Home Demonstration Clubs, Arkadelphia
A commission on Rural Life, appointed by Theodore Roosevelt in August,
1908, observed in its report that "the underlying problem is to develop and
maintain on our farms, a civilizationin fullharmony with the best American
ideals. To build up and retain this civilization means first of allthat the
business of agriculture must be made to yield a reasonable return to those
who follow it intelligently; and life on the farm must be made permanently
satisfying to intelligent, progressive people!"
There is an ever increasing desire to improve rural living. To do this
we must first educate and improve rural people. How can we expect intelli-
gent, ambitious, young men and women to remain on farms and make farming
their life's work if farmers and farm homes cannot be held up as an ideal
to be attained? Why can we not vision a rural home and a rural life as the
most attractive home and the most attractive life of all ages? A home
where intelligence, hospitality, culture and happiness abound?
It was to achieve these ends that Home Demonstration Clubs came into
being. The Home Demonstration Club Woman's Creed reads thus: "Ibelieve
in the open country, and the rural life in the country. Ibelieve that through
working together ina group we can enlarge the opportunities and enrich the
life of rural people. Ibelieve that the greatest force that molds character
comes from the home and Ipledge myself to create a home which is morally
wholesome, spiritually satisfying, and physically healthful and convenient.
Ibelieve in my work as a home maker, and accept the responsibilities it
offers to be helpful to others and to create a more contented family and
community life so that in the end farm life willbe most satisfying."
This creed is used not only in Arkansas but throughout the Nation.
Most clubs repeat itat the opening or closing of each meeting.
Home Demonstration work in Arkansas had it's beginning over 36 years
ago. We boast of the first Home Demonstration Club in the nation, organized
at Mabelvale, in Pulaski County, March 1914. The influence of these early
demonstrations has been widespread. Today there are 1,641 Home Demon-
stration Clubs in Arkansas, with a membership of about 40,000. Some
400 farm women, leaders in their communities, attended the annual four day
meeting of the Arkansas Council of Home Demonstration Clubs on the
University of Arkansas campus last August. Around 55 club members
attended the National Council in Colorado Springs in October.
The teaching staff for this adult education program is composed of a
State Home Demonstration Agent, four district agents, nine specialists,
and of course the county home demonstration agents. There are also many
well trained local leaders who assist the county agents. Home Demon-
stration Clubs were organized to enable rural women to keep up with science
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in agriculture and psychological trends in family living and to further
extend adult education in agriculture, home economics and family living
through the program of the cooperative extension service of the University
of Arkansas and the United States Department of Agriculture.
Mr. M. L. Wilson of the U. S. Department of Agriculture says: "Although
some differences occur in methods for carrying on home demonstration
work,club programs generally deal largely with fundamental problems having
to do with foods and nutrition, child care and family life, health, home
management, and financial security, housing and household equipment,
clothing and the management of the wardrobe, and the production, conser-
vation and utilization of allhome grown foods."
But the program is a changing one; the scope of home demonstration
work has expanded, at the request of rural women to include wider fields of
training, such as citizenship
—local, national, and international.
The plan of work for 1950 adopted at the State Council meeting last
year closed with this paragraph. "In order to live up to our responsibilities
as citizens of the world, we need to have for our own discussion and think
ing unbiased information on world affairs. We realize that we cannot live to
ourselves. We want to study the problems of other people. We want to
play a part in helping to develop an international mindedness. We need
to have made available to us the best possible printed information, concise,
honest, and interesting to use in our club and community discussions on
International Relations."
Home Demonstration Clubs are organized on a community or neighborhood
basis. There are no dues and no membership regulations. Mothers with
small children attend and take the children with them. Club meetings are
always open to visitors.
Since many rural churches, as well as rural schools, are moving to town
the Home Demonstration Club is the only organized group in many rural
neighborhoods of Arkansas. It is not only an adult education program, but
serves also as the only social activity for the wcnen of many communities.
C. B. Hutchison, Vice President of the University of California and
Dean of its college of Agriculture, said in an address at the annual meeting
of the American Home Economics Association: Iquote: "Through their
extension services, the land grant colleges and universities have the most
effective means yet devised for bringing the results of research to the
people and teaching them to make use of that knowledge, both as individuals
and as groups, in meeting the problems of the day. It would be difficult
to over estimate the value which has accrued to American rural life from
the home demonstration program."
As the clubs in Arkansas increased in numbers County Councils were
set up. Then so as to further strengthen the program and to coordinate it
more fully with county and state program-planning procedure the State
Council of Home Demonstration Clubs was organized in 1929. On August
8, 1929, at Fayetteville 125 farm women, representing 27 counties, met and
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perfected a state Home Demonstration Council organization. Later the
name was changed to "Arkansas Council of Home Demonstration Clubs."
The County Council is a part of the home demonstration organization
of the state and works with the home demonstration agents inplanning and
promoting the programs.
There is one agricultural extension program in the state. It is for white
and Negro people. The Negroes have their own community clubs and have
a setup very similar to that of the whites. The theme of the Negro State
Home Demonstration Council for 1950 is: "A community can be no better
than its people."
Its goals are to promote:
(1) Better rural and urban homes.
(2) Supervised recreation.
(3)Safety practices in the home and on the farm.
(4) Better sanitation.
As rapidly as possible, Negro county extension personnel is being em-
ployed in counties having sufficient Negro farm population to warrant its
employment.
But what are some of the results of all this organizing, planning and
teaching which began in 1914? Itis not possible to tabulate all the results.
As in any long range educational program a yard stick for measuring prog-
ress is hard to find.
But there have been changes in rural living, not only in Arkansas, but
throughout the South. Many things, of course, have been responsible for
this better life on Arkansas farms. Certainly, nothing has been more im-
portant than the accomplishments of rural homemakers. What could be
more helpful in attaining better farm living than good food and plenty of
it? Arkansas' rural people are eating better today than ever before, not
only in quantity, but from the standpoint of proper nutrition. Extension
agents have assisted farm women, through an educational program, to im-
prove selection, preparation, and serving of foods. In 1949 some 37,000
families followed the Extension food supply plan; and 175,000 farm families
grew home gardens.
Here are a few statistics taken from the 1949 annual report of the Ar-
kansas Extension Service.
We have 79 white and 26 Negro home demonstration agents. We have
14 assistant home demonstration agents. Home demonstration agents, white
and Negro made 27,670 visits to 15,231 different farm homes. Membership
in both white and Negro clubs totaled 53,000 in 2,182 clubs. Through these
groups agents held 1,339 adult training meetings, with 21,897 attending.
Method demonstration meetings numbered 15,461 with 225,267 adults attend-
ing, and there were 4,375 result demonstrations conducted at 1,278 meetings,
attended by 18,279 women. Families influenced by some phase of the Home
Demonstration Program number 75,042 farm and 21,723 others.
In 1949, 16,791 families were assisted in improving kitchens, 16,175
in repairing or refinishing furniture; 41,586 in improving diet; 40,318 with
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food preparation; 61,238 with food preservation; 44,320 with health pre-
vention measures, 25,880 with safety measures in the home; 5,727 in
developing home industries as supplemental income; 39,431 with clothing
construction; 27,735 with clothing and textile selection; 27,317 with care
and remodeling of clothing; 13,161 with child development and guidance-
and 20,843 with improving home recreation."
Understand I've left out a lot of the statistics, but Ithink this should
be enough to convince us that something is being done.
Here are a few more— from the same source— that Iwould like to add.
Almost 10,000 farm families are living in better homes today than a year
ago. Many were constructed with Extension Service plans. Water systems
were installed for the first time in 2,188 farm homes, and 1,443 sewage
systems were added. Twenty-nine thousand families added labor saving
equipment. In addition to the home canning, which for many years has
helped solve the food problem in Arkansas, has come the quick-freezing
method of food preservation. Rural families preserved approximately
2,000,000 pounds of food in this manner last year.
But there are so many kinds of progress that cannot be reduced to figures
and counted.
Arkansas Home Demonstration Clubs have been actively engaged in a
health program since 1945. At this time a State Health Chairman was
appointed. An active campaign was launched to make rural women health
conscious. Programs on foods and nutrition as related to health, improved
sanitation and a more general understanding of disease problems, were
presented all over the state. Community surveys were made, results were
tabulated, panel discussions were held at county and state meetings. A
direct result of this aroused interest in health problems on the part of rural
women was the employment, by the Extension Service, of a health education
specialist. Now, we have a health chairman in each of the 79 county
councils, and almost all the community clubs have health committees.
Today the Arkansas Council of Home Demonstration Clubs is having
constructed a 4HCooperative House adjacent to the campus of the University
of Arkansas. This house willcost approximately $150,000. It willhouse
forty girls. These girls will live in this house at a cost which willbe
much less than could be had in any of the dormitories. We feel that this
will enable girls who otherwise could not do so, to attend the University.
The house represents the joint effort of the Extension personnel and the
Home Demonstration Club members of the entire state.
Thus the home demonstration program moves on, and rural women are
gaining a broader concept of their responsibilities as citizens. We are
more concerned about community health problems, schools, libraries, and
other phases of community welfare. We realize our responsibility in the
formation of a proper foreign policy. We strive to become more willingto
accept the challenge of the world in which we live.
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No matter by what name we call it, there must always be a channel
through which the results of research in agriculture, home economics, and
social science can reach the rural home maker. Today this channel is the
Home Demonstration Club.
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ARKANSAS' POSITION IN EASTERN UNITED STATES
ARCHAEOLOGY*
LYNNE. HOWARD
University of Arkansas Museum, Fayetteville
Cultural continuity has become of paramount importance in the develop-
ment of archaeology inEastern United States in the last decade. No longer
is the prehistoric picture a series of independent archaeological sites un-
related in time or space. Cultural dynamics can be shown by the archaeolo-
gist, not as well as by the social anthropologist, but enough to present the
basic outline of the development of the American Indian.1 This framework in
Eastern United States is based on three major periods or patterns of cultural
development. These are Archaic,2 Woodland and Mississippi patterns. 3
These main cultural patterns are a grouping of a number of basic cultural
traits related to subsistence, housing, religion, mortuary customs, arts and
crafts. There is a temporal sequence in these patterns and a basic con-
tinuity of ideas, 4 but outside influences, as diffusion of peoples or ideas,
tend to stimulate the beginnings of each period. 5
Because of the anticipated accuracy of the Carbon 14 methods of dating
archaeological material and its new dates for some of the cultures inEastern
United States, this paper willonly give two estimated dates. These dates
are the first introduction of maize into Northeastern Arkansas and the termi-
nal date of the Mississippi pattern c.a. 1700 A.D. The main purpose of the
paper is to place some of the known archaeological sites in the state in
their proper temporal sequence with the accepted patterns for Eastern
United States.
Archaic
The Archaic Pattern has been described as a hunting, fishing and gather-
ing economy lacking pottery, agriculture and the bow. Archaic sites are
located on waterways where there willbe a constant supply of fish and shell
food, and the Indians either lived on shell refuse mounds, in caves or in
bluff shelters. To give an indication of the spread of the Archaic culture,
sites have been reported from New York state, to Florida, to Louisiana, to
Wisconsin. 6
The best example of the Archaic Pattern in Arkansas has been found in
the Northeastern part of the state in the Ozark Bluff Shelters. The Bluff
Shelters show a considerable span of occupancy with the lowest levels in
'Ford and Willey, 1941; Griffin, 1946.
2Ritchie, 1944; Webb and Dejarnette, 1942, pp. 306-319
sDeuel, 1935.
?Griffin, 1946, p. 42. Sears, 1948.
"Griffin,1946, p. 45. Spaulding, 1946, pp. 143-167. McKern, 1937.
'Ritchie, 1944; Goggin, 1949; Webb, 1948; McKern, 1942.
*
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some of the shelters containing no pottery, no agriculture, but bone and
stone artifacts of the Archaic Pattern. The preponderancy of perishable
material from the shelters has overshadowed the Archaic similarities to
the East. The extension of the same Ozark Bluff Culture into Missouri has
been recognized by Chapman as of Archaic Pattern. 7 There should be a
distinction between the "Ozark BluffCulture" with agriculture and pottery
of a Woodland nature and the "Bottom Layer" material that is Archaic, just
as there is a distinction between the "Ozark Bluff Culture" and. the "Top
Layer Culture" that is of Mississippi pattern. 8 The three patterns repre-
sented in the Ozark Bluffs are: Archaic, "Bottom Layer," Woodland, "Ozark
Bluff Culture," and Mississippi "Top Layer Culture." The complete devel-
opment in the Bluffs has not yet been worked out, and there is at present a
cultural break between late Middle Woodland and the Late Mississippi
material found there.
There are other evidences of the Archaic Pattern in Arkansas and these
will be mentioned. The first reference to an early non-pottery culture was
by Harrington at his "deep site" at Hot Springs." Here on the McClendon
farm he located a site that contained refuse material to a depth of over nine
feet. Harrington pointed out its similarity with some of the open sites in
the Ozark region and postulated considerable antiquity for the site. The
material from the lower levels (5 to 9 feet) consisted of heavy stemmed and
notched projectile points with ovate sides and a similarity to points found
by Webb at the Chiggerville site.10 Plummets were also found, but no
burials.
The work of Lemley and Dickinson on Bayou Macon11 produced no archaic
sites as such, but their presence is suspected. The work of Webb at Poverty
Point to the south on Bayou Macon in Louisiana has demonstrated the pres-
ence of an Archaic Pattern there that is not native to the region. 12 The
presence of the Steatite vessels that are of "Southern Appalachian" origin
suggests a down stream movement of the Indians. Upstream in Arkansas
at the Parnell and Medley sites Dickinson found surface material that in-
cluded plummets, boatstones, and "clay balls"13 that suggest an occupancy
of the site at Archaic times.
The Midden area under the "late Caddo house" at the Kirkham place in
Clark County 14 seems to have contained considerable Archaic material.
The great quantities of shell, heavy stemmed points, chipped stone axes,
plummets, boatstones, and fragments of a stone vessel, as well as the
worked bone, 19 all seem to have similarity to the Archaic of Kentucky,
Northern Alabama, and Eastern Oklahoma.
7Chapman, 1948, p. 155.
"Griffin, 1937, p. 297; Dellinger and Dickinson, 1942, p. 289-
•Harrington, 1920, p. 104-108.
'"Harrington, 1920, Plate CXVI, compare with Webb, 1939, P- 21, Fig. 72.
"Lemley and Dickinson, 1937.
"Webb, 1948.
"Lemley and Dickinson, 1937, p. 30.
MDickinson and Lemley, 1939.
15Ibid.Plates 32 and 33.
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The presence of an Archaic Pattern in Oklahoma has been suggested by
the University of Oklahoma as being in the Fourche Maline drainage of
Leflore County, Oklahoma. 1
* Here, in black refuse mounds were found pre-
pottery levels, flexed burials with little grave goods, dog burials, boatstones
and plummets, bone hair pins and heavy stemmed and notched points. A
site was destroyed this winter at the town of Lavaca, Arkansas that con-
tained long bone pins, conch shell gorgets and heavy stemmed and notched
points. 17 Burials were reported from the site in round pits, and the body
flexed. These traits reported at the Lavaca site are similar to some of the
traits present in both the Fourche Maline Archaic and the Green River
Archaic in Kentucky. 18 Also present at Lavaca was material of a Mis-
sissippi pattern similar to either the Middle Spiro or the Haley focus.
These sites begin to form a pattern in the western side of the state for
Archaic material and extend around the southern part of the state. In the
Northeastern and Eastern part of the state the overwhelming remains of the
Mississippi Pattern has obscured any traces of the Archaic so far. It is
hoped that with more controlled excavations in that region there will be
found Archaic sites.
Woodland
The Woodland Pattern introduces into the Eastern United States, pottery,
agriculture, and the burial mound complex. A certain development of Wood-
land from Archaic has been seen, 19 but there are also cultural elements that
are introduced from outside of North America. 20 This paper willnot divide
Woodland into periods, but willgroup sites that developed from the end of
Archaic until Mississippi times. Agriculture is introduced into Arkansas
during the beginnings of the Woodland Pattern. The type of corn first found
in the Ozark Bluff Shelters is a type of Maize that belongs to the Hohokam-
Basketmaker Maize complex. This corn developed in Mexico and spread
into the Southwestern part of the United States, north to the Anasazi Area,
across the plains to the Ozark Plateau, then on to the caves in Ohio. This
development is believed to have taken place around 500 to 600 A.D.21
Maize is believed to have been present in the Woodland sites in the southern
part of the State, but no actual maize has been found. The Hohokam-
Basketmaker Maize is replaced by the Eastern complex Maize that comes
in at early Mississippi times at the Davis Site in Texas, and spreads and
becomes the dominant type of Maize in Eastern United States at the time
of White Contact. 2*
Maize is postulated for the Woodland Pattern in the southern part of
the state, but no actual specimens have been found with the Marksville or
other Woodland material. 23
"Newkumet, 1940.
17 Visit to site, Nov. 1949.
18 Webb, 1939, fig. 15; Webb, 1946, fig. 24; Newkumet, 1940
19 Sears, 1948, pp. 122-129.
20McKern, 1937; Griffin, 1946, p. 45; Spaulding, 1946.
"Jones, 1949, pp. 241-247.
"Ibid,p. 246.
"Martin Quimby Collier, 1946, p. 406; Jones, 1949, p. 245.
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During the Woodland times in the Bluff Shelters the dominant type of
pottery is a "Baytown ware" that is similar to the basic ware type for
the whole lower Mississippi drainage at this time period. Baytown plain
ware is clay tempered with a dense, compact paste and a surface finish
that is either polished or smoothed. 24 In Western Arkansas there is a con-
tinuation of "Baytown ware" into Mississippi times. 25 Also present in the
bluff shelters with the Baytown ware is a limestone tempered ware of the
Northern Woodland. 26 This limestone tempered pottery does not seem to be
too common in the Bluffs, and does not extend to the Southern part of the
state. The pottery found in the shelters with clay tempering, simple in-
cising, and fabric impressions on the bases seems more closely related to
the early pottery in the Fourche Maline Region than the Marksville pottery."
In the Southern part of the state there is found Woodland material in the
Bayou Macon region at the Hog Lake, Westlake and Rohwr sites. 28 Wood-
land material is reported at the Kirkham29 and Watermelon Island sites 3 *
in the Ouachita River drainage. Woodland material has been reported in
the North Central part of the state on the White River.31 So far the Western
part of the state shows a welldeveloped occupancy in the Woodland Period.
The presence of the material is only given in outline form and the local
developments are of such a scope as to be outside limits of this paper.
In the Eastern part of the state the Woodland Pattern is not well reported.
This is due in part to the number of large late Mississippi Village sites
that have encouraged excavation because of their wealth in pottery. Also,
the intensive agriculture in the region has tended to destroy the small
burial mounds of the Woodland Period. The report of the Lower Mississippi
Valley Archaeological Survey is awaited with considerable interest as the
problem of Woodland and Early Mississippi Patterns in this region is dealt
with indetail32
Mississippi Pattern
The last major archaeological period extended until it was disrupted at
historic times. It is characterized by a complex socio-religious develop-
ment associated with the construction of large, flat-topped mounds, large
villages and Eastern Complex Maize. The diagnostic pottery ware in the
Eastern part of the state from early Mississippi times on was a shell
tempered vessel. In the Southwestern part of the state in the Red River
Region the Baytown clay tempered tradition continued to be important
until late Mississippi times.
"Griffin, M.S.
"As late as Belcher.
26 Dellinger and Dickinson, 1942, p. 283-
"Ibid., p. 283 and p. 280.
"Lemley and Dickinson, 1937.
"Dickinson and Lemley, 1939, Plate 38.
30 Hodges and Hodges, 1943, p. 68.
31Howard, M.S.
"Phillips, Ford and Griffin, inpress.
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The Cultural development in the Southwestern part of the state in the
"Caddo Region" is on a basic Mississippi cultural level, but can be easily
distinguished from the Mississippi material of the Eastern part of the state.
These differences are at least at an Aspect level. The Caddo sequence has
been divided by Krieger into an early Aspect (Gibson) and a later Aspect
(Fulton). 33 If Krieger 's alternate sequence at the Davis site is correct,
the second phase there is coeval with Copena which is late Hopewell or
Middle Woodland times. 34 This willplace the Gibson Aspect as the pre-
cursor of the temple mound building, pottery engraving and introducers of
the Eastern Complex Maize into Eastern United States. The Haley focus
material at the Crenshaw Site is then placed in the same general time
period as the Coles Creek material that precedes it stratigraphically at the
site. 35 The Gibson Aspect contains the Alto, Gahagan, Middle and Late
components of Spiro, Haley and Sanders foci.36 Of these, only the Haley
focus has its type site in Arkansas. 37 Numerous sites in Arkansas are
assignable to the Gibson aspect, such as the East Mound inClark County,
Ozan 1, Washington and Mineral Springs sites. 38 Coles Creek is reported
at the Kirkham site and as far north as in the Ozark Bluff Shelters. The
exact relation of Coles Creek in the Bluff Shelters is at present not clear.
Analysis of these Bluff sites willclear up the picture of that region.
The Mississippi sequence in the Western part of the state can be briefly
stated as follows. The Gibson Aspect material from the Caddo region is
an early Mississippi Pattern that precedes and continues into the Troyville-
Coles Creek periods of Early Mississippi in Louisiana. 39 The Coles Creek
material at the Crenshaw site is earlier than the Haley material at the site,
but both cultures overlap in the region. Other Coles Creek sherds in the
Southern part of the state can be placed in this early Mississippi period.
In the Northeastern part of the state the development in the shelters seems
to continue from an early Woodland into a late Middle Woodland or early
Mississippi without the addition of the Eastern Arkansas diagnostic of
shell tempered pottery or small projectile points. There seems at present
a cultural break between this early Mississippi time period and that of the
"Top Layer" Culture which is culturally related to the Upper Phase of
the Mississippi Pattern.
The Eastern part of the state is connected with perhaps one of the centers
of development of early Mississippi of the type diagnostic of the Mississippi
Valley. The development in the Saint Francis Region 40 has strong connec-
tions with the New Madrid region of Southeastern Missouri, as well as with
the Tennessee Cumberland Region. The exact relationship of this section
is one of the projects of the Middle Mississippi River Survey of Griffin and
"Krieger, 1947.
"Newell and Krieger, 1949, p. 224.
"Lemley, 1936; Dickinson, 1936.
"Newell and Krieger, 1949, pp. 193-224.
"Moore, 1912, pp. 527-564.
"Newell and Krieger, 1949, pp. 193-224.
39 Newell and Krieger, 1949, p. 224.
4C>Moore, 1910.
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Phillips to extend from the Cahokia region and to tie in with their study of
the Lower Valley. At present the Saint Francis and Menard developments
are of a late Mississippi Period. 41
Menard influences pushed up the Arkansas River as far north as Carden
Bottoms. Here, mixed in the graves with Menard material, has been found
Mid-Ouachita vessels.
The Red River Region of Arkansas contains material from the Belcher,
Bossier, McCurtain 42 and Glendora Foci of the Fulton Aspect. 43 To the
north the Glendora and Belcher influences are seen in the Mid-Ouachita
Focus. 44 A re-examination of the material obtained by the University of
Arkansas in the Garland and Hot Spring Counties will aid materially in
untangling these late cultural influences.
This paper has raised perhaps more problems than it has settled but it
is hoped that by placing Arkansas archaeology in the main framework of
Eastern United States better temporal perspective can be obtained. Archae-
ological work in the Saint Francis Region this summer is hoped to aid in
finding either middle Woodland material or early Mississippi material below
the late Mississippi material of the Saint Francis culture.
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A METHOD OF CALCULATING EXPOSURES FOR
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 1 *
HAROLD M. HEFLEY2
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
INTRODUCTION
The task of making photomicrographs of reproducible quality often con-
fronts many investigators in the fields of biological science as well as in
other fields of endeavor. Usually such undertakings involve rather extended
trials and errors, with the hope that some usable prints may ultimately
result.
The techniques of photographic processing, formulae for solutions, and
present day photographic equipment approach near perfection. Even the
guesswork of exposure determinations has been largely eliminated by the
photronic exposure meter. It is mainly in the field of photomicrography,
where it is impossible to measure directly the light transmitted by, reflected
from, or emanating from an object of sub-visual proportions that difficulty
is encountered in obtaining a negative of optimal density and contrast.
Several works on photomicrography have appeared during the past decade,
among which are those of Allen, 1942, and Shillaber, 1944. Despite the
general excellence of these books, both decry the use of a photometer as
an instrument for determining photomicrographic exposures. These and
other works present good methods for determining exposures based on a set
of trial exposures, but some unfortunately are indirect methods that involve
mathematics beyond the training of many biologists. Such methods are not
only time consuming, but expensive as well, especially when color work is
being executed.
Hefley and Smith, 1942, advocated the use of the photronic exposure
meter for determinations of photomicrographic exposures with readings
taken in the plane of the image. A Weston Master Exposure Meter Model
715 was used and a set of relatively high image intensity values (0.1 to
50 foot candles) was obtained. These values were combined with the
Weston speed ratings of several films to give exposure values. The results
were incorporated into an exposure table.
Subsequent use of the method has shown it to be valid. Unfortunately
the range of Weston speeds of emulsions and light intensities given are
insufficient to take care of many situations encountered in photomicro-
graphy. The method of calculating photomicrographic exposures presented
here is an attempt to extend, elaborate and modify the previously reported
technique.
'Contribution from the Department of Zoology, University of Arkansas.
*Now with the Division of Biological Sciences, Mississippi Southern College,
Hattiesburg, Miss.
Research Paper No. 1016 Journal Series, University of Arkansas.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The materials used included a Photovolt Photometer Model 512 calibrated
to read from 5 foot candles to 0.00002 foot candles, a Leica camera with
copying attachment, various light sources with color temperatures approxi-
mately 3200 degrees Kelvin equipped with diaphragms so that the intensity
of the light was controlled without affecting the color temperature, and a
target (object) of slightly roughened light gray asbestos. This object was
used to insure an even density over the entire emulsion field, so that sub-
sequent measurements of light transmission would be as constant as possible.
A 50 mm color corrected f.3.5 Leitz Elmar lens was focused on the object
by means of extension tubes. Various magnifications were used because
the use of image intensity values, properly measured, eliminates the neces-
sity of considering the inverse relation of intensity and magnification (see
Hefley and Smith, 1942).
The exposed negatives were developed in a tank and carefully controlled,
with a variation of ± 30 seconds in time of development, and a variation of
± 0.5° C. Edwal developer No. 12 compounded of reagent quality chemicals
and weighed to an accuracy of ± 0.01 gm per liter of solution was used on
all emulsions having a Weston speed of 8 or above. Slower films were de-
veloped in either Eastman D-ll,Eastman D-72, or Eastman Dektol. Con-
tinuous agitation of 276 oscillations per minute was used.
After processing, the percentage of light transmitted by the negatives was
read on a densitometer.
Afterwards, a photomicrographic camera was set up, using a Zeiss re-
search microscope equipped with apochromatic objectives, compensating
oculars, and an achromatic condenser. Various photomicrographs were
taken using the method explained below. Test films included indoor type
Kodachrome as wellas black and white emulsions.
The image intensity was measured after the image was focused sharply
upon the frosted glass screen of the camera. The frosted glass was then
removed, the sensitive surface of the photoelectric cell was placed in the
plane of the image, and the reading taken. It should be remarked that valid
measurements cannot be made through a frosted glass focusing screen, be-
cause different pieces of glass vary considerably in optical characteristics,
moreover, they are seldom frosted to the same density or fineness.
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LDISCUSSION
An examination of the data presented by Hefley and Smith, 1942, revealed
that the values for exposures given in their table satisfy the equation
E ¦ A,where E is the exposure in seconds or fractions thereof, I. is the
intensity of the image in foot candles, and W is the Weston speed of the
emulsion on the film or plate being used.
Or, stated another way: the exposure in seconds is equal to the reciprocal
of the product of the image intensity in foot candles and the Weston speed
of the photosensitive material being used.
Assuming that the formula would hold for image intensities below 0.1 foot
candle, series of calculated test exposures were made with image intensi-
ties down to 0.001 foot candle. This intensity approaches the lower limit
of the author's eyes (when partially dark-adapted) to distinguish clearly the
different portions of a sharply focused image on a frosted glass screen.
About 30 0 exposures were made in the intensity range given above, on film
with Weston speeds of 0.6, 1.5, 4, 6, 8, 16, 32, and 64. These ratings are
for Tungsten light, and include Kodachrome color film balanced for light at
3200° Kelvin. Color transparencies were processed by the Eastman Kodak
Co. at Rochester, New York, and were of excellent projection quality.
The negatives were developed according to the directions given with the
developer formulae by the originators. In general, development times and
temperatures are balanced withemulsions to give a gamma of approximately
1 with a correct exposure. Such a filmdensity willtransmit 10% of the light
falling upon it, and is considered to be of optimal printing quality for No.
2 paper.
The negatives varied ± 1.33% from the expected 10% transmission. The
majority of them transmitted 10% of the light from the densitometer. The
transmission range was from 8.5% to 11.8% inclusive. Errors in timing the
exposures probably accounted for most of the discrepancies, because the
majority of errors were in the fractional second range where the times of
exposure were not those for which shutters are calibrated. Longer expo-
sures, and short exposures that could be timed mechanically varied little
from the expected transmission of 10%.
Exposures calculated by means of the formula E = y—~r have been used on1] W
emulsion with Weston speeds from 0.6 to 64. Films and plates used in
photomicrography usually fall within this range of speed values. It was
found that low image intensities give more accurate exposures, since longer
times minimize small errors in timing.
It should be emphasized that only Weston speed values for emulsions
should be used in substituting in the above formula. Other film ratings will
not give accurate results by this method, although in ordinary photography
they are quite satisfactory.
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SUMMARY
A method for calculating exposures for photomicrographs has been pre-
sented that has proved to be accurate and workable. It is hoped that itmay
be an aid to those who infrequently take photomicrographs, and who other-
wise might waste considerable amounts of time, energy, film,and enthusiasm
trying to obtain properly exposed negatives by trial and error.
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